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Foreword
MI

ATION EXPERIENCES -FOR CHIle
DREN is source of good practices and information

for elementary-school teachers and sup.ervisors. The bul-
letin is a compilation of curriculum experiences which
boys and girls have with natural resources, on which
the Nation's economy d ways of hying depend.

In preparing the puJication, the authors kept in mind
the needs of teachers. cm hasized those conserva-
tion experiences and learning activities that children
develop outdoors with the cooperation of interested
individuals and organizations in local communities. They
included for ready reference a section of basic general
informatn which schools are using.

4

To secure information, tin aut.hors visited schools
suggested by elementary-eduCation consultants of 28
State Departments of Education in each of the Nation's
major geographic mai. They talked with children,
teachers, superintendents, principals, and supervisors.
They consulted interested lay citizens and local and
Federal conservation officials. They talked with members
of State Conservation Departments, staff members in
teaOrer-preparkg institutions, and members of parent-
teacher grim.. and local, State, and Federal groups
interested in conservation education. Members of Stath
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1 I. Conservation Education
Begins Early

THIS BULLETIN for teachers and supervisors tells how children
of the Ur:ted States are learning to conserve the Nation's reserves

of soily water, forests, fish, wildlife, minerals, and othei natural
resources. The purpose oi the bulletin is to serve as a-source of goad
practices to be dipped into as needed foi ideas, pot necessarily to
be read chapter by chapter.

Most of the information was collected through visits to schdols in
28 S(ates in the major conservation ri1ons of the Nation. The infor-

. mation has been interpreted ald su lemented by interviews with
State departinent of education supervisom and conservation consultants.
The bulletin presents realistically some of the probkms related to
conservation of various naturaj =sources in such a way that, when
comparable sitirations-are found, a teacher miy use the volume u a
source for ideas to gliap her pupils understand their own colyit.. -ation
proVems, decid) what ought to be done 'about them, and make plans
for attion.

Children Learn by Experiences
In many parts of the country, children are* having experiences

which mike conservation real for them. Meaningful activities are a
"must." In some sections of the country a whole generation of
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2 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN/
460

children are being educated sethat they can make intelligent use of
our natural resources.

In some elementary schools, conservation education is a pgt .of
the children's learning experiences in every grade. In others, the
emphasis is given in one or more grades. Development of conservation
concepts is not confined to a single unit, grade, or level of education.
Such concepts often 'permeate the entire educational program.

'There is a tendency toward Providing children with many oppor-
tunities to learn about conservation and to practice it in many func-
tional ways. The experiences may be planting trees, seeding' : or
providing homes for animals. Many children plant and care for
school gardens, build nature trails,.or help to pl4nt bumed-Qver areas.
Reading and talking about conservation is not enough. There is no
point in having a classroom poster contest about conservation, while
ignoring the fact that the- school ground is washing away.

When children live conservation, it becomes a way of life. They
compare vas, experiment with grasses to see which hold the soil best,
and plan( trees, shrubs, and vines for wildlife cover, and windbreaks.
*They write for information and read many materials concerning con-
servation problems.

Learnink Bdtgins at Home
Schools tcnd to emphasiie those aspects of conservation most vital

to the region ih which they arc located. When conservation education
is localized and personalized, the pupil gains a feeling of involvement
and responsibility. One teacher says, "You learn to appreciate and love
something before you have a wish to conserve it." In Cc;lorado there
is much interest in water, soil, grazing lands, wildlife, and minerals.
In Georgia there is emphasis on soil and trees. The Northwestern
States are concerned about forests and soil. California focuses Attention
on water and trees.

Some attempt was made in the bulletin to show specific regional
or State resources and 'their interrelationships as a basis for the con-
servation enterprises and experiences described. This was not always
possible. It is hoped that the reader will interpret the reports in terms
of his own knowledge of regional characteristics and differences and
select ideas that are related to the ref:sources and natural habitats of
the locality in which he is teaching.
. Conservation teaching is frequently incidental, n9t facts formalbr
presented or "pushed home." The children "absorb" the learning.
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EDUCATION BEGINS EARLY

law

This change in method is from the "telling" technique to getiing
chilaren ready or, conditioned through learning from their outdoor'
"viionment. ChaRged practic may include held trips or h . a° a amp
experiences. The, ehildre plore ',their natural environ and lea e
it better than they find it. Hence, putting the youngste in an environ
mcnt where they can learn is important.

isIt is noted that the emphassin conservation education change with
conditions ind with the times. It is not enough for a teather to be
concerned with some conservatiot outline or point of view developed
even a few years ago. The intreasing concern in many parts of the
country and in several large cities about the water supply is an example
of this. Water has always been a basic necessity. But some cities or
regions which formerly had an adequate supply, now find themselves
faced with a shortage.

'

New Horizons Appear

Conservation education these days has a "new look" in many
schools. Children and teachers are frequently not as preoccupied with
saving what we have as they are concerned with better uses of energy,
new kinds of materials, new ways of using,and controlling our water,
better ways of managing our soil, ways of developing our watersheds,
and habitat development for wildlife. Boys and girls are greatly inter-
ested in these new developments and in many instances have oppor-
tunity to observe, study, or participate in them.

w

Resources Affect Man
-

Throughout conservation eeducatiort today there is increasing em-
phasis on the interrelationships of natural resources and man. Always
man is in the picture. Seldom is the conservation of any natural resource
taught in isolation froth its relation .to man or from other natural
resoutces. Conservation of weir is important in some areas, so that
people may have it to drink, for irrigation, for power, and many other
uses. Water is also related to the conservation of soil and forests on
which man is dependent for food and shelter.

Usually schools find it important to study the interaction of all
related elements in a situation, including man. This is carried out in
the study of a region or in such an area of living as recreation.
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4 CONSERVATIM4 EXPERIENCES R CHILDREN

How Children Learn About Conservation
Descriptions' of hoir children and teachers learn about conservation

arc given in the following chapters, to be used in whatevir order the
reader wishes. The conservation experien es have been grouped in
some chapters according to the rtsourcs involved, namely: Soil,
water, forests, fish, wildlife; and mine).: Other chapters describe
such activities as: Camps, dubs, nature trails, all-school enterprises,
prt*rams, and activities in which chil4ren review and evaluate in
meaningful ways the ex! 'ences of theit study. Final chapters report
on what the schools emphasizing and concerns of teachers with
regard to conservation, and tell where io fincrinformation and other ,
resources.
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2. .Working with Soil

4

HILDREks1 GET EXPERIENCES with soil and minerals through
--1 improving their sclitool grounds and through gardening, either
on the schoot grounds or at home, or in both places. Community
organizations and individuals arc consulted. County agents, con-
servation technicians of local soil conservation districts, dub leaders,
ranchers and fanners, and others who have special knowledge, skill, or
other contributions t6 make arc invited to serve is consultants and
to help in other ways.

Using Soil
Soil has been called the "most basic and indispensable resource"

of the Nation. In the United State4 as in other nations, soil erosion
is serious today. Through planting seeds and setting out plants and
observing them .. w, ghildren have oppokunities to see the value of

,

',soil and some of the difficulties of holding it in place and of maintaining
its fertilitA

Learning about Soll

In Claiborne County, Tenn. children study soil and crops and
on their school grounds put their ideas into practice. In Cumberland
Gap School, a terrace in the background of the children's play area is
being improved with vines and grass.

The activity has led some of the older pupils to study the soil
of Claiborne County and the crops that grow there. They have learned
that a certain proportion of the good soil of the county is planted in
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6 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

tobacco. In order thit the fertilit) may be maintained and the soil
made to give its best, the tobacco crop is alternated witiiocrwbf
grasses and' clover arid other sod-forming crops. The children can
understand the importance of maintaining tile soil of the county in
good condition because of their experiences with soil as they improved
their sChool ground.

The Bearden School near Knoxville in Knox County has a terrace
at the back of the playground. Here the pupih have placed leaves andother organic matter bn the soil. To prevent the mulch from beingblor or washed away, the pupils put chicken wire over the mulch.In the more exposed places they have staked burlap over the leavesand grass. Planting different types of lespedeza hrelmd to preventerosion in this particular environment.

Saving Soil at MIII School

After some heavy rains, the grounds at Mill School, Whittier
School District, Los Angeles County, Calif., showed evidence of soil
erosion. The fifth=graders developed a rock garden to protect the soil.
Everyone brought a rock for the garden and put in plants. A little
drainage ditch runs through the ce,nter. The children made a birdbath of concrete and a bird feeding station for the garden.

The children also established a bird sanctuary iri a cOrner of their
school grounds. Children who were especially good in arithmetic madea survey of 'the corner. Based on this plans were made by the clAss.

Members of the Class planted different egrasses which are helpfulto birds for shelter, seeds, or nest building. The local Audubon Society
gave them buckwheat, barberry, and pentstemon seeds. li-

The children planted vines to climb on the fence. They plantedwild flowers, sunflowers, and a native rose. Bird feeding stations wereplaced in convenient areas.

Shelterbelts In Kansas

In a one-teacher school in Kansas, the teacher combines con-
servation education with the children's interests and abtivities in Four-H
Club w.ork, which, in Kansas, is given a place in the school program.During the past year, teacher and children have been interested jn in-
cluding treebelts, or shelterbelts, as they are often, called, in conservationstudy. These stretches of trees and shrubs were planted in earlier years,
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WORKING. WITH SOIL .7

and now are in their primöChildren can go intoothe fields and obsenire
the extent to ,which the rows of teeei check winds that blow across the
level or nearly level land.

On the leeward side for a long war there is no., drifirg of loose soil.
Rainfall is held and allowed to seep into the earth. Snow, which other:
wise would be blown off some of the lafid in winter is collected and held
by shelterbelts. On trips to the treebelt in the spring, children see the
heaped-up snow melting where it fen.

In parts of Kansas, osage fences were once planted around farms,
in squares as the larms were laid out. Today changing ways in
ing have led some farmers to take out the osage- and, where suitable,
to plant fences of multiflora roses and other shrubs on the contour
or across slopes in. accordance with prent land use practices. These
will serve as cover for wildlife and told to check' wind erosion near
at hand.'

School Gardena 6

At Central School, in Fulton County, Ga., the children are learning 4

how to make the best use of the resources hi their own environment.
Many of the children come from homes of a below-average economic
level. The school gardens provide one direct means of meeting the
needs of children through effective use of the soil.

:Mira- and fourth-graders had a vegetable garden where they
raised turnips, radishes, lettuce, tomatoes, peas, beans, cabbage, carrots,
and corn. They used' those things in salads for school lunches. They
also raised watennelons.

To help them in gardening at school or home, the children made a
chart about:

A Good Garden
Should have loose soil.. .

Should have bits of decayed plants ind animals.
Shauld be sunni.
Should have drainage.

hr Should be free of grass and weeds.
May need extra food.

I Practical problems in planning Windbreaks and in -studying and understandingtheir effect on wind crosion with diagrams are ,suggested in: Philips, Alfred W.,The Value of goil Conservation; Problems of Conserving Soil, Water and Wildlife.(Lincoln, The University Publishing Company, 1949.)
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CONSERVATION .EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN
ts

The seventh-grade boys were experimenting with potaioes to see
Which soil is best for them. Gourds were being grown kr use in making
bird homes for the next seison. Some of the children made a flower
garden. There are always arrangements of flowers or fruits in the
school.

At Mill School, in Whittier, Los Angeles County, Calif., each class-
room group had a garden. Some of the younger children made a potato
patch. The second-graders raised things for their market unit. The
third and fourth-gradeis laid out their own rows for planting vegetables.

Various experiments were tried by the fifth-grade children. The);
0 tried new seeds, such as white marigold. They divided their garden

into threc plots to test different types of .fertilizers. These children
tried growing various plants on a fence. They thought the latter was
a very practical experiment, since many could continue with the dis-

.coveries at their homes.
These fifth-gradm made models of both covered and bare land,

making than look like the local terrain, with small school, church,
houses, trees, and farms. When water was poured on the models, many
of the things on the bare land toppled over and some were washed
away. Conservation in this fifth grad; as in some of the other schools
visited, is taught in relation to study of the. westward movement.

The sixthgraders tried to see how p1 "vi in other places
would grow in California. This was related ridAheir work in socia)
studies. They had a rice paddy, had planted tops of pineapples, and
were experimenting with Canadian wheat.

Minneapolis Junior Garden Program

Large numbers of Minneapolis children participate in a program
of home gardening in which flowers or vegetables are raised. This is a
cooperative three-way educational program for the summer in which the
schools, the local Parent-Teacher Association, and the home of each
child gardener are involved. During the summer of 1956, there were
2,223 gardens in 52 elementary-school districts in the project.

The children learn effective ways to use the soil and how to beautify
their homes and produce food. They plan their gardens, care for them
regularly, and evaluate their successes and failures. At the close of the
seam, many of the schools hold garden fain where the children can
exhibit the produce of their gardens.

In the spring, a teadier is released from his regular teaching duties,to go to each elementary 'school and present thc program to thoie

8
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WORKING WriH SOIL 9

children-who are. interested in participating in the project A. gardenees
liandbook, Which has been prepared in the Science Office of the schools,
is given to ea& of ihe4 children who enroll. The gardens are visited
durOg the summer by members of the Parent-Teacher Association.

A Garden and a Song

dass of second-grade pupils in the Tomahawk School, Overland
Park, Kaii& chose the black, soil. in a cvnei of the school ground for
their garden. They said the soil there was good because the gram
nearby was thick and very green. They planted radish seeds and waited
for them to grow. They wished for plenty of rain and sunshine. The
teacher's account of what happened follows :

a

The children were excid when the little green folded
leaves pushed their way through the ground ancV began to
spread out. When the earth became dry, the children anxiously
waited for rain. When the rain fell they were so happy that
I suggested that we all write a song about the rain. Here are
some of the steps the children and I took in writing the words
for thé song:

We tried to think of interesting words and ideas that
were related to rain and showers.

With my help, the children thought of words they liked. I
composed a simple melody. (Sometimes children can suggest
the music, too.)

We made up the title last.
I wrote the words and the music on a large sheet of paper

and put it on the bulletin board. The children colored the
notes, which I had left open. (We might have put illustra-
tions around the music.)

Later I mimeographed the song and each child colored a
copy to take home. During an art period .the children made
freehand drawings entitled "Rain." In looking these over I
chose parts of several drawings to copy on the stencil with the
song a; illustrations the childrei could color.

A Memorial Garden

The entire school population of Turnbull Elementary School 51
San Mateo, Calif., joined together to creeate a memorial garde,/ in
honor ota kindly man of their community, Mr. William Turnbull, .who
had done many fine things for the schools, the children, and all grpwing
things of the city.
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Gardening inspires second-graders to write their own song.

The kindergarten children and their teacher planted and cared for
a hedge of golden privet as a windbreak, and variegated ivy to cover
the fence. The second-graders planted a pyracantha and the fourth-
grade's planted Scotch Broom. The sixth-graders provided two firtrees. Finally, the third-: children outdid themselves with a giftof four spruce trees.

Two pines from her mountain home were given by the school
secretary. Six young Japanese plum trees were brought by the principalfrom her garden. The nearby high school gave choice geranium slips.The gardener, a former Turnbull pupil, planted hydrangeas against
the walls and took special pride in looking after the garden.
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WORkING WITH SOIL 11

Most of, the plants and trees were paid for by paper drives, candy
:ales, through foregoing some of the usual end-of-the year parties, and
from a concerted effort on the part of all the children to save their
pennies and contribute them to the plant fund. The garden was a
beauty spot enjoyed by the entire community.

4

Practicing Conservation at Home

Sixth-graders of College Street School in Chester, S. C., studied
erosion and its prevention in a conservation unit. They read widely
and saw new films about conserving our natural resources. These
pupils observed good farming and poor farming in the Chester area.

During the time they were studying, the unit, most of the children
carried out conservation activities at home. One boy built a check .dam
near his house and helped plant trees, shwbs, and other vegetation to
stop a gully that was forming. Another, with his father, dug a diversion

Nom llampshibto Phil sod Om. Desidasat

Testing the effect of cover on soil.
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12 , CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES POR CHILDREN'

ditch to carry water away from and around their garage to keep the
Foil from eroding after heavy rains.

Bill told ithout planting flowers, shrubs, and grass on banks of a
creek back of his home. Bobby planted some small cedar trees in his
yard. One girl had a flower garden which began to wash, so she
planted grass around, it to hold the soil. Pat planted some flo
Carol told about helping, her father stop erogiion on a vacant lot
owned. One boy built a small dam on a creek. Bill and his friends
made some check dams when on a camping trip.

The children, firahand, found out many things about planting
cover crops, strip cropping, contour plowing, terracing, shelterbelts for
preventing wind erosion, and other ways of wing and conserving the
soil. They made posters showing what they had learned in their study
of conservation. They made plans for future use of the soil including
flower gardens, vegetable gardens,- and planting shrubbery to prevent
erosion.

Johnny Grass Seed Projects
Like Johnny Appieseed, of pioneer days, who planted apple seeds

wherever he went, many children of modern times plant grass seed
wherever they go. The Johnny. Gras Seed project began in Mesa
County, Colo., in 1949, sponswed through the office of the county
superintendent of schools. Through efforts of The Izaak Walton
League of America it has spread to twiny parts of the United States.

The Johnny Grass Seed idea developed originally in Mesa County,
Colo., as a means of reseeding overgrazed rangelands. While several
organizAtions, induding The Izaak Walton League, made the project
possible, the schools played a central role. They helped children and
adults to understand this conservation prthlem and the need for con-
certed action to improve the range country.

Through the Johnny Grass Seed movement, school children,
Scouts, garden-club members, hunters, fishermen, picnickers, Future
Farther' of America, and the public in general, planted certified aged
.approved by the Colorado Game and Fish Department, the United
States Forest Service, and the United States Soil Conservation Service.The seed were packed by The IFaak Walton League and distributed
through the cooperation cif sporting goods stores. Dui* this period,&wands of dollars were spent by stockmen for reseeding.

Teadiers, pupils, and others learned where and how to plant seeds.
Grazing lands and pastures, gullies, fence corners, road cuts, stream
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WORKING WITH SOIL 13

banks, bare hillsides and other wastelands were some of the places
seeded. Later summer arifl autumn were found to berthe best time for
planting in this region.

The Johnny Grass Seed project soon became a statewide activity
!n Coloradp. The Governir proclaimed a Johnny Grass Seed Week
and 250,000 packets were distributed in the State. Denver children
were among those who helped to fill the seed packets.

Children of Aurora, Colo., carried out a Johnny Grass Seed project
to improve the lawns and proteft the soil of their community. In
preparing for the action phase of this work, they made a list of prob-
lems to be working on.

a

We Need To Find Out
Why should grasses be protected?
Why i* water important in saving our soil?
What part does wildlife play in the problem?
What causes soil blow or wash away?

Membtrs of Johnny Grass,geed Proje4s in other States have cal.::
ried out many of the same activities as those carried out in Colorado.
They have developed Johnny Grass Seed demonstration plots, provided
buyers of hunting and fishing licensa with seed packets, "adopted"
Ninny Grass Seed farm, and assisted a public or State agency with
a planting pmject.

The projects are being expanded to include seeds of legumes and
shrubs as well as grass. In addition to eroding ot over-grazed pasture
and range, burned-over range or forest lands and strip-mined lands
are beini reseeded. Among results qf the Johnny Grass Seed program
are protective cover to prevent erosion and hold water, a lessening of
flood damage, building up of the water table, and providing food and
cover for itildlife where the project has been a succese.

Planting Seeds on Burned-over Areas

California children often plant seeds to hold the s-oil on burned-
over areas. After a fire in the San Gabriel Mountains, the children
of LaVerne Seights School iiiacie a study of conservation. Some of
the children hid been evacuated trim the area at the time of the
fire. To express 'their feelings about the experience, they rreated paint-
ings which sho%td some of the devastation, the north, erosion, people
scattering mustard seed, planting seed by helicopter, and the appear-
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14 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

ance of the slope after the rain. They also did much creative writingabout their experiences.
As a means of protecting the soil of this burned-over arca, the-children secured flower seeds from an oil company and planted themwhere they would do the most good. Several other schools in the Foot-hill. Boulevard arra of Los Angeles Cokinty also participated in re-seeding burned-over areas.

Summer Gardening Program
A pilot project in planning and maintaining suminer gardens isprovided in an Indianapolis suburban school where there is enoughspace and soil. Early in the spring a teacher and a committee ofchildren and parents met three times a week for: ( I ) Preplanning;(2) -getting a tractor to plow the garden; (3) arranging the gardenin small plots so that each child could have one plot; and (4) plan-ning a working program.

: Many of the children of the school also belong to the FourHClubs, and school and dub programs are carried on cooperatively.The work program encourages experit*nres in coruerving and pro-tecting the soil, fertilizing according to needs shown by soil tests, andplanting grass in gullies and on terraces.

Gardn Under the Fire Escape
A number of counties in Kansas have become ation con-

,

scious about the soil. Schools, dubs, churches; and other groups areworking to have people know the facts as well as practices of soil con-servation. Many teathen in schools small and large try to have thechildren get firsthand experience in working with the soil. Pupils col-lect samples of different types of soli They study the character ofsoil and find out ways of protecting it from erosion and of maintainingits fertility.
One example of a group of school children at work is a primaryclass at Dunlap, Kans. There the teacher teachrs commotion in anincidental way. When opportunities arise in connection with otheractivities, she helps the boys and girls gain uhderstanding of waysof using the soil with consideration for maintaining fertility erosion.A cultivited field adjOins the school ground. When winds Now thesoil into the schoolyard, the children's attention* is called to thefanner's kos.

"
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WORKING WITH SOIL 15

More than this happened one year when the children discovered
on the sthool ground some soil that was dark, rich, and easy to work.
It was under the fire esclpe just outside the classroom. It had been
blown there from the fanner's field. Now it belonged to the children
to do with as they pleased. So they planted a garden of tomatoes,

Pulaski Ciperatar. At*.
Bill and Ann study !ion practices in a rural school.

radishes, an onions. They had a thriving crop. They could see that the
schoolhouse and the fire escape protected the garden from the wind,
and the black. soil was not blown away from the garden as it had been
from the open field. The fire escape was on the south side of the build-
ing, and the garden had plenty of sunshine.

The children's interest in the garden was an indication that in
a community whin soil is the source of income, more land might
provide,woods or &lams for schools such as the one at Dunlap. There
boys and girls could experiment with soil and its use and conservation
in grotving vegetables, flowers, and trees. They could learn its values
firsthand and be wepared to. accept responAility for its conservatiori
as adults.
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16 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES POR CHILDREN

School Ground Improvement
The imp gn vement of school grounds is a project which provides

children of an, rural, and suburban sliools with opportunities tohave experi ces in soil conservation and in beautiOcation of their
surroundings. Such projects are cKeloped by individual 'classes or as
schoolwide projects.

Beautifying the Grounds at Parkside School
For over two decades, school beautification and thc_cl.:,-;4 ationof natural resources on its grounds have been a continuing interestand activiv at

A

the Parkside School, in Silver Spring, Montgomery
County, Md. The school grounds today provide evidence of the re-sults of many years of conservation work on the part of children,
teachers, principals, and paretits who have participated in this enter-prise.

The pines which are standing now ond the school's hill slope wereplantpd by the pupils in 1937, when the present principal was inthe third gradi arid herped plant the seedlings. Later check dams were
constriicted to slow up the ruil6ff water and kudzu was planted tobold the bank at the primary building. In 1940, the pupils -terraced
some of the hillsides with logs and planted kudzu and barbel*. Thesemeans 4f foldinvhe soil have held successfully over the years.

Parkside &liool uses the butdoon as a laboratory for studying
conservation and natural resources. Currently, each class in the schoolhas a certain part of the school grounds to oversee. The children seethat this area is kept tidy and neat, beautified, and, its resources con-served. r

c year practically all of the children, school personnel, and
pakcipated in a schoolwide project to conserve the soil and

fy the Fhool grounds at the schoOl. Each class selected one area
*of thc, grounds where it wished to work. As plans were midi; each
child drew a sketch map of them and indicated through a color key
where he wished to work.

The kindmarten-primary children chose a newly graded slope
over a new blacktop on their playground where the spring rains wctuld
have caused erosion. They decided to make Memory Rock Gardenof the bank. tach child brought one stone and one plant for the gar-den and put them in place to hie a remembrance of. him. A beautiful
Memory Garden resulted from this project.
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WORKING WITH SOIL 17

The third-graders felt a need for a quieter place to play. They
wanted to visit or play quiet games, such as jacks, without large ball
games or running games disturbing their fun. To meet this need they
developed Secret Gardens. This was done largely through the planting
of shrubs and grasses.

A lily pond was the special project of the fourth grade. Tho;y used
an old bathtub for holding the water. A very decorative lily pond
resulteda small gihi for the grounds of the school.

An outdoor theater was made by the fifth'grade. The eda of a
forest became the backdrop. Shrubs were planted to provide dressing
rooms and screens at the sides of the stage. Grass was planted to
provide a place for the audience to sit. This natural outdoor theater
became the setting for many productions of, creative drama given by
the school's children.

The sixth-graders undertook the work of preventing erosion on
banks along the highway by the school. They set out kudzu and other
plants for holding the soil. ,

Parents decided that the -children needed more play equipment
at school. One parent took the lead in designing the play equipment.
Most of it was constructed of cement. Fathers did most of the work.
The finished project, called Parkside Playway, has slides, big pipes,
swingsand many other. objects with which the children can play.

)

fl

Stopping Erosion at Holly Springs

Sixth-graders at Holly Springs School in North Carolina planted
500 pines and 100 cedars on a hill on their school grounds to keep
the soil from washing. They got the cedars from the State Forestry
Nursery. They dug up pines in the woods and secured others through
thea. help of a service dub.

Pine straw was used to prevent gullies on the hill where seedling
trees were planted. Grass seedivas planted in some places where
rieeded on the slopes. Posts were put around the grounds to keep ears
froth driving in and spoiling the trees and grass.

the pupils learned a great deal about how takeep soil from wash-
ing. They put some of this knowledge to work on their own farms.
They made conservation b'ooks for their parents.

eg)

A LandUse Program for the School Ground

child= in the City Park School, McMinn County, Tenn., made
a beauty spot the driveway with shrubs around it and planted
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18 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

some 70 trees on the grounds. Plans are made to plant mukiflora rosesaround the area outside the playground.
Sp&ialists on land planning at the University of Tennessee workedwith the teachers and children to develop a program of land use.When the plans had been determined, and each 'clam had chosen whatits part in the program would be, the children did the planting. Whenthe road near the school was graded, the children secured permissionto keep the sod and move it to the steep bank outside their classroomwindow. They smoothed it 'out and held it down 'with pegs until theroots 'of the grass could take hold in the new soil.
The school's land-use,program extends over the yeats immediatelyahead. The Iawn Ijoi and improvement ow. The childrenare making new sod ou of bluegrass and doyen Tennis courts arelaid out and the children d parents look forward to picnic groundswith tables and fireplaces. Plenty of space has been reserved for theplaygrounds. These playgrounds are almost continuously in use. Thereare definite schedules for using the playgrounds, and teachers andchildren may use them at any time of the day if they are not already

crowded.

Pupils Improve the School Ground and Save the Soil
An enthusiastic project in a one-room school near Ashland, Nebr.,/is "Operation School Beautification." The project began with a badly

eroded-school ground, the southwest corner of which was practically
destroyed by a great ditch and rough eroding bank. When the teacher'sand childn's attention was called to the bank by the county agentwho was working in the county, the group thought nothing could bedone about the bank. It seemed to teacher and children as though thebank had always been there, a part of their school ground, and wassomething that had% to be accepted. But as they kept looking at it,talking about it, and studying what parents were doing to prevent justsuch kinds of erosion, they began to think that there might be a wayto improve the school ground.

The bank and gully were so large that the teacher and childrensoon realized that they would need tractors and other machinery andthe help of adults on the project. Might the neighbors be willing todonate labor and machinery? The result was that neighbors came withtractors and completely filled the gully and extended the bank to itsrightful edge of the school ground. When the men met with theirtractors to work° on the bank, the children's mothers came to school
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WORKING WITH SOIL 19

withiunch and held a community picnic. Later, the storY was reported
in the couney newspaper at Wahoo.

At this point, teacher and children took over. They planted grass
on the bank and set out cedar trees at the edge. They also planted
cedar trees along the north side of the school ground as a windbreak.
On the east side of the school ground +they planted shrubs and flowers.
Now thc trees are growing and the school ground looks lovely. The
childrcn haven snapshots to show how the grounds looked before the
work and 2 years later.

To raise money for some of their improvements, the children col-
lected returnable bottles from the roadside and sold them. The children'
were not alkiwed to do this on busy highways. Most of the 'children
lived on side roads. In busigess meetings in school the children as-
signed certain roads to different (mks of the older group.

Experiences in which the children took part in developing the
school-ground improvement project included:

Doing the light work needed in leveling the bank and putting
soil in eroded'places around the schoolhouse.

Looking into the future and thinking how the trees are going
to look and talking and writing about their ideas.
Painting the merry-go-round, which for some time had needed
attention.

Watching a neighbor pull down some old trees with a tnctor.
These trees were dying; the children wanted them re-
moved because there was little chance that their health
would improve and they were in the way of new plantings-
The boys and,girls had tried to cut them down with an
ax .but when a neighbor observed theirodifficulties, he said
he would bring his tractor and do the rest of the work
for them.

0.

Trying to think of useful activities that would give all children
an opportunity to ;hare in the improvement project

Getting seedlings of cedars, multiflora roses and honeysuckle
for planting.

The children knew that sonic of these would have to be
bought and they had spent 'all their, money. They won-
dered what they could do to raise more money. First they
figured the cost; then they asked the school board for
advice and the school board decided to pay the bill.

Writing a report of an activity, "Today We Planted Trees."

Building bird faders.
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20 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Finding out the right kincts of feeders to build and whereto put them for the birds they hoped to attract to theschool ground.

Starting a crimson rambler on a trellis and caring for it duringthe summer.

All the school subjects were used at different times in connectionwith the activities. Frequently it was necessary to write letters,- andthe children made use of their language books in writing these. Theyused arithmetic as they figured costs and learned to manage money.They read widely for information. Most important of all was thefact that the children had experience in planning and working withthe mail and seeing it produce for them and make life more enjoyable.

Grass on the Playground

In Pond Gap School, near Knoxville, Tenn., the teacher is intro-ducing conseivation education into the curriculum. Since the schoolis new, children and teacher could really start at the beginning. Gettinggrass started on the school ground was the first problem. "What is theuse of sowing grass seed? The children will walk on the young grass,"said one boy. "That will cause it to die."
The group talked abctit walking on the gram and why childrenwalked on the grass and did not follow the concrete walk. A com-mittee was appointed to see if there were any paths where morepeople walked more oftcn than in other places. Then the childrenmade a plan for walks that would be laid out along the most promi-nent of these paths, which were taken in the ordinary life of theschool. The school board offered to build walks where the childrensuggested.
What kind of grasses should we plant? To solve this problem thechildren studied different types of grass and their value in protectionof soil. They discovered that Berniuda grass with its interlocking rootsmakes a thick sod, which withstands a great deal of walking. and pro-tects the soil beneath. From a dealer they learned how many poundsof seed would be needed.
The study was done informally and the children had opportunitiesto set up problems and, in solving them, to use information fromtheir science and arithmetic studies. Different children made discovdocries that aroused their curiosity. In the gran seed that one childwas planting, for example, he found a bean and planted that. Plants
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WORKING WITH SOIL 21

that children never -intended to plant began to grow. It was inter-
eating to see what they were and what they meant to the soil.

The children, were pleased with the results of their activity, espe-
dilly when the green shoots of grass began to appear over the yard.
Underneath the front windows of the school was a vacant spot. Dur-
ing the winter, people had formed the habit of parking cars there
whin they came to meetings at the school. When the new grass ap-
peared in the spring, the people began taking their cars to the parking
lot. They wished to save the gram; on which the children had worked
so hard.

The ichool is noi developing the project further as an all-school
activity. Each dalsrootiqr takes responsibility for a certainj area of the
grounds, developing plantings there and kceping these attractive.

The children and teachers in the Pond Gap School now arc sur-
veying the grounds to fin4 the beginnings of gullies at certain drainage
spots, as under unprot4-d- eaves of buildings. They will stop these
gullies as soon as they appear. They arc making a study of the com-
munity to discover people who would like to help them with the
school-improvement project. Among people mentioned As helpers so

far are staff members from the University of Tennessee, members of
the State 'Department of Conservation, State Game and Fish Com-
mission, Extension Agent, and County Four-H Club leader, and prac-
tical farmers in the comniunity who are familiar with the products
that grow best and Who are 'Willing to share information.' and tools
And sometimes machinery.

The children have discovered places on thc grounds whete check
dams may be needed to help keep erosion under control. Sticks and
logs, leaves and grass form the beginnings of such dams. Bermuda
grass planted where its roots can get a start in the soil is good to
cover the surface of the areas needing pro 'ye cover.

A major activity will be to secure .2, and plant a back-
ground of pines foi the school at one side of die playgrouad. Some
cedar trees will be planted. These rill be sold for Christmas tree; to
provide a source of income. In their tree planting, the children and
teachers plan to get native trees out of the forest rather than to buy
from a niirsery. They 'think these will make an interesting woods for
the school. The curricular activitiai of the school arc so planned tliat
conservation has a natural place among the other projects of the
program. Work begun by children who will graduate will be carried
on from year to year by younger children who move along through
the grades.
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22 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Pond Gap School will carry its work beyond the school. For ex-ample, when the highways in the vicinity are widened as planned, the
children will look forward to the,development of roadside parks in the
neighborhood.

'

An All-School Activity In Improvini Grounds
One of die most enthusiastic conservationists interviewed for this

*study said that for the children in his school in Pulaski County, Ark.,the learning-by-doing ideas were especially applicable in conservation.
Boys and girls seemed to remembdr and =demand those experiencesthey lived belt& than the ideas they tried to get merely by reading,although when their projects were underway they looked for informa-tion in books and bulletin& Here is -a report of the activities in whichall grades of the school cooperated by forming committees for sometasks and assuming special assignment for others:

4

The school terraced the athletic grounds and planted grasson soil on which griss had died from overuse.
Members of committees terraced a bank along the side of the
school yard and planted on it new grass, shrubs, and flowers.
On each farm in the community that had conservation pro-
jects the pupils erected signs which they had made to explain
their activities.

The pupils worked "across grades" for some of their activities.
The eighth gsade, for example, helped the third grade
develop a conservation display for a program at the end
of the year. The fifth-and sixth-grade pupils worked to-
gether on a part of the planting for the terrace.

the school discussed the meaning of "habitit" and worked to
develop on the school campw and in surrounding areas a
balanced environment for plant and animal life.

They erected signs to identify interesting plants and trees.
They made arrows thal t would help hiken follow trails
where they might see ponds, wild flowers, plantinp
brought from other Paces, and newly planted trees and

1 shrubs.

4

Wake Forest School Improves Its Grounds )44;-44,4

Since Wake County, N. C., soil is easily eroded by the rains, the
pupils of tWs 12-grade school undertook the conservation of the 'soil
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WORKING WITH SOIL 23

on its grounds as a sthowide project. The younger children under-
took many activities and the older pupils carried out the more diffi-

cult aspects.
First- and second-graders planted flower gardens. Shrubberi was

planted by older elementary pupils. Seventh- and eighth-grade boys
helped keep a small nursery for &nibs to be used in 'holding soil on
the grounds. The front lawn was graded and planted by the boys.
Seventh-graders planted jonquil bulbs in one area.

The Student Council planted one shrubbery area. A concrete trough
was made to carry off water. Shrubbery was planted along the sides.
On another area, they built a retaining wall and put in drainage.
They used grasses to hold soil on graded slopes and built fences for
honeysuckle. The Council made a shady side of the grounds into an
outdoor sitting moot with azalias and other Bowers, seats, and tables.
A drinking fountain was constructed on the athletic field by some of

the boys.
Sixth-graders studied conservation as a unit in their classes. In

other grades the children read about 'conservation, and all had op-

portunity to make practical applications on the school grounds.

Cane Run School Improves Its Grounds

Conservation activities have a different emphasis each year in

Jeffenon County, Ky. Natural resources% in this county include soil,
water, forests, and wildlife. Soil is the basic resource for most of the
schools' conservation activities. This year the emphasis of study is on

the balance of nature and the interdependence of natural resources.

The resource palm for the schools of the county 11 the county cone

servation adviser. He works with teachen and children when they
request his help on curriculum projects. He has charge of junior con-

servation clubs in the county. Only boys at present belong to the junior
conserv#htion clubs.

The Cane Run School and community have an interesting school-
community situation. The school people call it *a "rurban" community,
but say they are not sure what that word means. The school is located

on the edge of Louisville in a manufacturing district with a few farmers
in the outskirts. The homes are in the low land of the rivet yalley which
has enough water and kood soil to produce healthy trees and shrubs.
These can be used to add to 'the beauty of the community.

An example of conservation work in the Cane Run School Mutt-

trues some of the conservation work in Jefferson County. One of the
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24 CONSERVATION IMPIRIINCES FOR CHILDREN

conservation goals of the school is to develop an interest fig the sur-
roundings and kelp 'children and parents learn how to make them
more attractive. The sixth-grade teachers and pupils undertook a prob-lem in soil conservation. Together they studied ways of stopping examand then set about putting into practice some of the things theythought would work on their school ground. They tried planting fescueto hold the soil in place. Parents were asked to help in this project,and a tractor, harrow, and roller were loaned to the school for im-provement of the part of the ground most needing 'attintion. Thegrounds have about 12 acres.

Another iwoject of the school-community group was planting agame and bird refuge of muhificia roses and flowering plants and
lespedeza. Plants were provided by the State Department of Fish and
Wildlife gesources. Today a flowering bank extends across a cornerof the school ground and with its beauty and welcomesbird visitors.

Still another conservation study and activity was the stocking ofponds in the community. Children leirned that the best fish to usewere die large-mouth bass and blue gill. There were provided by the
State Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources to interested parents.The school custodian was especially interested in the children'sstudy of trees and helped them to plant a number of interesting trail;
including those used for the bird refuge. Among those were the black
walnut, a flowering peach, holly, an oak, a spruce, and a dogwood.

Different classes for many years have given trees to the ichool.On a trip to thq South, the Custodian discovered the mimosa tree andbrought two back to add to the children's collection on the schoolgrounds. The principal thinks that these activities are paying of in im-
provement of the homes in the neighborhood of the school. Neighbors
are exchanging plants. Some parents and children are making land.
scape plans.

The boys' conservation dub in this school gives leadership to thechool conservation activities. The local conservation officer serves asresource person when needed. Through him the boys have studied
conservation laws. He brings out the fact that commotion laws arereally just conservation rulesrules for living in our modern society.
He thinks that the conservation dub should admit girbi, but at presentthe complications that would arise on the trips and in camps and
workshops would cause more problems than he is able to solve with.
out additional help.
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WORKING WITH SOIL 25.

In connection with their study of animals, a study with conser-

vation emphasis, one of the teachers in the school makes arrangements
for the children to take a trip to the zoo. Usually parents go along

with the children. In one trip to a zoo and a museum, the children
became especially interested in desert plants and studied the kind of
balance of nature that provides their habitat.

A Year at Deer Park School

Deer Park School saves a small rund community in Garrett

County, Md. Before the teacher and the children had thought about
their -.16 Insibility for consoving natural resources right siound them,

the school ground had beam= a scely-looking place. A large hollow

tree, cut down for reasons of safety, left a stump and hard ground

where grass did not grow. A short cut to the front door ,made a bare

and sometimes muddy path through a weedy triangle in front of

the building. The 'entire lawn had barren or weedy spots. Beginning

gullies showed lack of thought and care. The grounds had some trees

but few 'shrub& The ball diamond for the most part was bare clay.
When the idea of conservation spread in the county, Deer Park

started a program of school ground improvement that made a notice-

able change within a year. On the principle that a walk ought to be
placed along a mute where people with to go, bricks were laid down
in the short-cut path to the front door. The poorly grassed triangle
beside the short cut was reseeded. Other wall; about the grounds
were mended and outlined by short white-paintaid posts.

In the fall a compost pile of kaves was started. During the winter,
organic matter from the compost pile was scattered over the ground
what needed. A truckload of topsoil was spread on an area to be

developed as a park.
In the spring more reseeding was done. Shrubs and trees were

set where teachers *ad children thought they would look best. Flower

beds were made and planted and fertilized from the compost pile.

4for School Grounds

Children done school in Savannah, Ga. secured sweet myrtle
plants in the woods and planted than on their school grounds to hold

the soil. They also planted azaleas and some dogwood treas. They
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26 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

planted native plums and cherries so that birds might feed on then..They prepared the soil in order to have a basin around the plants, so
water could be absorbed by the mots. They were careful to keep the
plants watered. On the slopes the childra planted pine seedlings andcarpet grass. lifts grass holds the topsoil and allows the water tosoak in.

School Ground Planting at Woodstock

The children planted sprigs of Bermuda grass on their groundsto prevent erosion at Woodstock School, Cherokee County, Ga. The
sprigs were given to them by the United States Soil Conservation
Service technician a4iisting the local soil conservation district. Thechildren abo planted English ivy, honeysuckle and roses on the banksof the school grounds. They put in rocks to hold the soil. The larger
boys planted kudzu and facue on the steep back banks. They abomade rock-lined spillways for heavy drainage.

Windbreaks for Scholol Grounds

The San Mateo Knolls Elementary School, of San Mateo County,Calif., conducted a conservation project to protect the children fromthe prevailing winds and to beautify the school grounds. The puids,school personnel, and *eats cooperated in carrying out the project.The 5-4cre site was surveyed to determine the number of treesneeded. It was decided that 300 trees would be needed. Two varietiesof pine were purchased at a State Forestry nursery.
Since the school grounds were hewn out of a steep, rocky hill-

side, it was difficult to dig the holes for planting tites. Husbantis andfathers in the Parent-Teacher Association came to the mcue. They
volunteered their services and dug 150 holes for trees on the wind-ward side of the school. The children took turns planting the trees.Their interest in the project was very high during this period ci pupil

For the next 2 years the pupils, with the help of the gardener
employed by c school district, kept the young trees watered andcared for. I 'I. this time the pines grew from 6 inches to a heightof 5 feet. The children are very prmid of their work in saving thesoil and making their school cee of the beautiful places in the cityof San Mateo.

participation.
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WORKING WITH SOIL

A Laboratory and a Place To Play

27

In the foregoing accounts of school ground improvement, two
ideas stand out. A school ground is thought of, first of all, as a place
to play. School board, parents, teachers, and children who help to
plan the laying out of a school ground take care that needed space
for, play is provided along with other forms of outdoor recreation.
Secondly, the school ground is the nearest real laboratory that chil-
dren have for learning to conserve soil and water. On the school
grounds, boys and girls set out plants anil start seeds, bulbs, and
slips, keep the soil in good condition, observe the growing plants, and
see that good soil produces useful and beautiful plants, gran, and
tree&

TJ
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3. Studying About Water
and Minerals

C LOSELY RELATED to experiences in using and comerving
k-A the soil is the study of water and watersheds. While emphasis
is placed on water resources in this section, the reader will under-
stand that they art considered in dose relation to soil.

The Water We Use
Children have dozens of experiences with water and are familiar

with many of its uses. Personal and household uses of water art of
first importance. Children drink water. They see it used for,washing,
for laundry, for cooking, for drinking. They see it used to control
fires and to water lawns and gardens. Water makes possible the growth
of plants, the existence of fish, and the production of other foods
which the children eat. Water provides an important means of trans-
portation. Cities have great water systems and towns have smaller ones.

We talk of "measuring" water, and of the "depth" of rainfall.
We "soften" "hard"- water and "purify" water that has been pol-
luted. Water has "taste." Water is an important source of recreation,
necessary to boating, canoeing, skating, swimming, skiing, fishing.

ucit experiences and observations may arouse children's curiosity and
lead to studies and work that result in the improvement of situations
in the use of water.

City Children Learn about Conserving Water

A number of cities have reported children's conservaticm experi-
ences of value in relaticm to water. A school in Ohio developed a

28
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WATER AND MINERALS 29

conservation study in cooperation with the city fire department. In
connection with a safety study, the children made clippings of news-
paper items about fires that burned houses, did other damage to
property, and destroyed life.'Some of the duldren had seen a building
being partly burned and observed the large amount of water used to
put out the fire. They wondered `how much water was used.

It was dfficult to find in books the facts desired, so the teacher
suggested that they might ask the fur depamnent to send an official

to answer their questions. The fire department lieutenant who went
to the school discussed the use of- water and of chemicals in putting
out fires and explained some of the apparatus. He gave figures from
whkh the teacher and the children together compiled an estimate
of the amount of water that might have been used in fighting the fires
reported in this class.

Their study of water used in putting Out fires led the children to
study othsr uses of water in their city. They were puzzled to notice
that the water they used seemed dear, although they had read stories
about pcilution in the river. They wondered how the water could
seem clear and at the same time be polluted, and arranged a trip to
the city's filtration *me There they talked( with managm and work-
men about the way in which the city's water was purified. They
gained facts to help them see that it is importani for each person to
conserve water, and began to report ways in which they were using

water more turf*.

Safe Drinking Water

One of the most important resources in Mississippi, as in so many
States, is a dependable and safe source of water for drinking. Some
schools are helping children to learn the importance of safe water.
Children learn not to waste water. s(

In one nwal school visited for this study, for example, the water
.....froject takes on meaning for the entire community. The county office

has a sanitation cificer who tists drinking water for families who re-
quest it, and helps than arrange to purify their supply and to keep
it safe to drink. Such service is usually octant for' families who
live in the country and take their household w(ter from wini or other
local sources. Cthildren on fanns in this community study different
ways a storing water and in other ways making comvenient use of it
for farm livestock.

.
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Seaport on'the Savannah

Through the leadership and interest .of the president of a tugboat
company the children of Savannah, Ga., participate in a Port Educa-

. tion, Project. This man has served many years on the city's board of
education and was formerly a Savannah River Pilot. The Captain's

(office and home arc on the waterfront to which he has dedicated so
much of his life. He first got the idea for the Port Education Project
'when in Portland, Oreg., where he found the children were studying
the port.

Each yrar during April and May, more than 10,000 pupils, parents,
and teachers participate in the Port <Education Project when ship-
ping, harbor facilities, and industrial plants are observed and studied
from a passenger ship provided for this purpose. The Captain re-
ceives many letters and drawings of harbor activities from pupils and
teachers, which lead him to believe that the project has considerable
worth in helping children and adults understand the value and the
problems of their harbor.

The Savannah River provides the city with a direct outlet to the
sea for its products which include cotton, lumber, refined sugar, to-
bacco, boxes, crates, railroad ties, paper bags, and bricks. Imports

' are from the world's shippink points. They include live animals, tea,
spices, and hides from India and Ceylon, leather goods from Australia,
maChinery from the United Kingdom and Germany, glass *ducts
from Belgium, France, and Italy, sugar ana fruits from Hawaii, Cuba,
Puerto Rico and the Philippines, and woodpulp, paper, and petroleum
products from_ foreign and American ports...

Problems of maintaining the river as a harbor involve keeping
the river at a relatively uniforM depth, re(picing the intrusion of salt,
decreasing loss by floods, improving a year-around channel, decreas-
ing sedimetgation, and otherwise developing the harbor's navigation
facilities. As present or future citizens, it is considered important for
the teachers, parents, and pupils to understand the problems.of main-
taining and developing the harbor and its rclatiOn3,N their lives.-

While the Port Education Project is now carqd abpt mainly in
grades 5, 8, an4 11, the Captain foresees sote study-16(4e port in all
grades eventually. A committee has beee ritipiron wtat pupils
might do at any grade level. .1 ,

The Port Education Committee meets two,* three times a year to
further the project. It is made up of t,eathen Itnd lay resource people.
It has sub-committees for such appects of the project as visual aids,
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WATER AND MINIRALS

history, science, industry, and occUpation posibilities. Part of the work
is carried out through harbor trips when the committee members have%
the opportunity to concentrate on what the problenis and possibilities
of this great harbor resource are.

less

Portland's Seaport on the River

Elementary school children of Portland make a comprehensive
study of their seaport on the Willamette River at various grade levels.

, They learn about the many cOntributions of their river to the lifc of
the city. They find out about the goods exported .and how the ships
reach Portland from the sea.

Harbor safetyris,studied as the children learn about the work of
pilot boats, dredges, harbor patrols, fireboats, and Coast Guard boats.
Insight is gained into such problems as water pollution, drifting logs,
snags, fires on ships, the danger of rats coming ashore, and keeping
the channel clear of ships.

Several unit texts about the port have been prepared and published
by the school system for children of the various elementary grades.
Field trips and speakers are other effective means used fOr gaining
infeimation and an understanding of the port.

U.se and study of Water In North Kansad City
4

North Kansas City is an industrial-rural center. One if the biggest
conservatron Oroblems in the vicinity is the conservation of water.
Unlike Kansas City, which processp the river water foi general use,
North Kansas City gets its watq mostly from artisian wells.

Children in North Kansas City schools understand the importance
of water to the life of the area because of the suburban character of
North Kumar City. Practically all ofthe homes have gardens, which
have to be watered. Many of the children themselves have, gardens.
In fact, the families moved into the region because they wanted more
!pipe to raise gardens and keep chickens in order to balance the high-
cost of living.

At home and in public Places the s a .4 hear discussions of the
inadequacy of the Water. They hair of people who are
wondering if the water will last for the entire season. Sometimes those
who have gardens are asked to conserve the water. They are per-
mitted to water their gardens only at stated times and not allowed'
to water the lawns.; 6
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Some of the schools have plantings. One class, for example, gath-
ered iris bulbs throughoin the community and planted them on an
eroded bank near the ichool. Experiences of this kind were helpfid to
the children in understanding the iinportance of water to plants they
were trying to raise. I

The eighth grade in one school complained about a dusty play-
ground. Tlie children invited the county agricultural agent to come to
school, take a sample of the playground soil, knalyze it, and tell them
what they might do to improve the plot. The agent recommended
that the children plant bluegrass and rye, with a few shrubs to help
hold the soil.

The children studied the situation ,and discussed the cost with tile
agent. They decided that the agent's plan would cost too much for
them to manage alone, and so they began trying to find help. They
gathered the figures on the project and wrote a letter to the superin-
tendent ind the school board asking for_financial help. They planned
a conservation play atid invited parents, tiachers, and alum citizens
to see it. As a result, enough money was raised to buy bluegrass and ik
rye seed and to purchase the shrubs, which the agent had recom-
mended and to pay for water when it could be spared.

Other groups in the school then became interested in conserva-
tion. As a result, the entire school began a pioject in conserving water
which continues from year to year. The pupils kept ihe community
informed and asked for help when needed. In an tvening program
children who had been working on the playground told what had
been done around the school. A seventh-grade group showed a series
of maps, explaining what they had learned about water conservation
in the entire United States.

As a; result of initial plans to make their playground look more
attractive with shrubs and flowers, many of the pupils became inter-
ested in wild flowers. They realized that their school playground yas
not a place for most wild flowers. They planned exclusions to parks
and tried to find opporttinities to study wild flowers in their natural
habitat

Conservation activities such as those described wat incorporated in
the regular social-studies plans for the schools of the area. Some of .
the themes or centas of interest in the social-studies program were:
"Community Helpers" for Grade 1; "Clay County and Missouri,'? for
Grade 4; "United States Through the Westward Explorers," tor Grade

and "American Neighbor?' for Grade 6. In all these areas were
opportunities for study and lo9Pation of the local ,cammunity's natural
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resources, and for learning about Ole problems of conservation related
to them.

Growing Plans In Water

Pupils Of one Portland elementiFy school Or /a demonstration
of hydroponics on TV. They showed bow plants can be raised without
soil in water with the help of cliciiicals. They explained how the ,

method is useful in raising plants where they would ilot otherwise
grow or how plants may be grown out-ofm. These pupils had
secured resource materials for their demonstration through borrowing
a hydroponics kit from the Instructionil Materials Department of the
Portland Public Schools.

a

Water Eiwywhere?

In the schools visited, children were beginning to realize that
although water seems to be everywhere and although the supply is
replaceable, people do need to do 'something about its distributkm.
Water shortage threatens many dties and even smaller cities and towns
that are removed from a dependable source of supply. Children with
gardens arc pometimes limited in the amount of water they may spray
on lawn or plants during a dry scum Pupils livUig in the country
often mention experiences with farm ponds and irrigation. They are
learning the importance of safe drinking water for home and school.
As a result of meaningful study and active experiences in more and
more schools, it is hoped. that the students will grow into adulthood
able to participate effectively hi the cooperative activity necessary to
maintain the ways of living leis all value.

Watershed Development
The watershed, the land drained by a stream and its branches, is

receiving *teasing attention as a unit tags for conservation planning
and development. Group action and teamwork, which call for a type
of planning for solution of the complex problems of soil and water
management ,that the individual owner can seldom accomplish Ione,
are invorts,t to secure the beit use of land and water in a *atenhed
area. Erosion, flood control, and silting are some -of the probkna
encountered.
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soli Copuotimaien softies
Fishing on a watershed tour.

4

Leonard Creek Community Watershed

Leonard Creek Watershed in Davidson County, N. C., is an
experimental pilot watershed which is being developed as a guide for
conservation planning on a watershed basis in other places. The seven
square miles of the watenhed are drained by Leonard Creek and its
tributaries. There are about 176 farms in the watershed.

The principal prolgems of the watershed are irater erosion, sedi-
. nipntation in a reservoir downstream, unprotected roadbanks, and

insufficient water sup* on some of the farms. After an intensive
6,surOey of the area by the United States Soil .nis-:', 'atiOn Seririce and

other technicians, recomniendatiom in planning for improvement
evolved, including: Land conversions;fstOilization of gullies, improve-
ment of pastures apd woodlatids, farm ponds, wildlife plantings, sup-
igemental inigation, and others, To 'facilitate the dtvelopment of the
watershed plan tiyough a watershed association, it is necesasry to call
upon such groups as farm organizations, garden clubs, churches, and
public *schoob in the educational, operational, and evaluation phases
of the plan.
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The sixth-graders of Wallburg School, near the watershed, devel-
oped conservation units which were closely related to the study of the
watershed. In addition to ciasiroom stgdy and Work, they went on field
trips to 1.ht watershed with their teacher and conservationists. They
observed a forest, crop rotation, a fish pond, and a pasture. They saw
nfultiflora roses plantcd to protect wildlife. Some children collected
soil types which t4ey put in jars and /labeled for further study and
experimentation. Thcn they all had a picnic and some went fishing.

Since most of these children lived on farms, many of them were
able to put their conservation knowledge into practice. MAny of them
reported planting grasses on farms and other places. Most of the
children' work in their gardens. One pupil ordered 10 pound's of seeds
from the Four-H Club which he planted for places where birds and
other animals can hide and make sbomes. One secured small pine
seedlings from the Four41 Club and planted them in a field which
wOuldn't be plowed. Seyeral fed birds in cold weather, .tiking care
to continue the feedineonce the birds came to depend on it. All of
the children had an interest and considerable understanding of Abe
conservation problems or projects in thC watershed near"- their school
or where they lived.

The Watorshed as a Unit of Study

Several teachers in Traverse City, Mich., discussed ways of help-
ing their pupils to see conservation as a peed, not of one man's farm
or of a single small stream or lake, but as a need of an entire water-
sbed. Riding about in the vicinity of Traverse City, the teachers noticed
a farming valley that was open to view from one of the hillsides slop-
ing toward the stream. In the valley was a main stream with a dam
that gathered the water from a space acrou two hill& Crops along
the sides of the valley .included dover, pastures, and hay. Only on the
level ground near thc.i4 of the ridge was there open cultivated corn.
The rest ci the valley wpated by grass and pasture.

The teachers decided to bring their claws to the watershed and
to invite agricultural resource persons in conservation and agricul-
ture to join a panel discussion group at the valley where the river
and fields would he used as a demonstration. The children rode from
Traverse City in school buses, to the highest hillside. There they
stopped and stood in a large group :where they had the best view of
the valley.
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36 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDRIN .

Near them were the resource people from luch agencies as the
United States Soil Conservation Servic4 and the State Department
of Conservation with its Divisions of Fish and Fisheries, Forestry, and
Lands. These panel members and a few of the more vocal pupils
dimmed the erosion problems of the valley and pointed out patches
of scanty apps that were evidences that soil had been washed from
slopes. They noted the lay of the land, the curving corn rows that
held the soil' on certain hillsides, and the water that was caught by the
dam and held back to prevent erosion in the lower river valley.

Ai the close of the meeting the entire grctup made c:,11:- - dons,
asked questions, and stated in tentative form some of the commotion
problems to which the classes might wish to give further study in school
library and classrooms.

Microphones were wed and carried speakers' voices to the 250
children. All were interested in the lesson because it was novel, con-
crete, and *dive. The teachers hoped that, it would form the
background for more intensive types of ation stucly and ex-
perimentation throughout the school term.

Charles gets a view of the watershed.
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Teachers Hive a Lesson from the Air

Conservationiits consider it important in soil and water cower-
vation to treat the watershed as a unit. In Nebraska conservationists
serving as resource specialists are making the same approach. One of

the State Vniversity pofessors uses the airplane in helping teachers
get a I I or teaching children about soil conservation.

In- ler an airplane trip, teachers .engage in a number
of activities. They study pictures and slides of the wateislieds- to be
seen. Soil conservation technicians point -out the conservation measures
that will be seen froR the plane, induding ponds, grasied coyer for
birds and wildlife, waterways, gran and pasture land on rolling ter-
rain, and farm woodlands. They discuss the relations of children's
participation in planning ponds, planting grass and shrubs as cover,
and attracting wildlife in the valley -as a whole, and observe hippy all

are integrated.
If convenient, the teachers arrange for a bus trip to get a ground

view of some of the conservation projects that 'will later be seen from
the plane. Sometimes a technician is asiked to speak to the group.
He usually brings with him agricultural aerial photographs showing
the terrain that will be seen from the 'plane and explains the value
of the meamuts taken to conserve the

Teachers who are prepared in this way through study of a real
watershed can go to the boys and girls is their schools with more

information and confidence. Some of these teachers Are tirmselves
doing *ricer mirk, taking

.
401)0. 01 ation trips by plane with tile sixth-

graders, and reporting interesting responses hour the children, and
important activities that boys and girls have carried on, such as plant-
ing shrubs and seed-bearing plants in fence rows, itelpirg-their fathers
with farm ponds, and sowing grass seed. Others who cannot arrange
for trips by, plane with their students, nevertheless, have an under-
standing of the importance of the watershed in conservation and can
point out objectively the rebuke of the cover plants that children
set out to the soil problems and the conservation progress of the valley.
They can 'Oak with confidence of the impcatance of plowing a hill

on the contour instead of up and. down.
A lesson. from- ghe or" is one that integrates itself with major

conservation problems 01 any State. Among the problems. of Nebraska
to be viewed thus are conservadon of the soil, conservation of water,

* conservation of the Nebraska landscape, conservation of woodlands,
and conservation of game, fish, and other wildlife.
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A Valley's History of Conservation

Children's interest in conservation ii an accepted part of the wayof living.in St. John's-Gildehouse Parish, Villa ,Ridge, Mo. The jchil-drerA parents and, other farm owners and operators in the valley .areconservationists. It is natural to expect that some of the school workwotil be related to home activities of so great importance.Irhe development of the valley community into a conservation-conscious group has a history of more than 20 years. In the 1930's theparish priest helped the people set up a soil erosion control projectin the county. With his guidance a county agent was invited to advisein the work! From then until now the farmers have been changingtheir emphasis in farming from the growing of wheat and corn to thebuilding of pastures and the production of beef, pork, and milk. Thenew ways of farming arc observed and talked about in school. Inschool and at home children learn that the change from open culti-vated crops, such as corn, to grass and pasture land has made thevalley with its rolling hills one of the fine dairy areas in the State.In 1955, the priest in Villa Ridge at St. John's-Gildehouse cele-brated his golden jubilee as a .clergyman, receiving congratulationsfrom all over the Nation ahd calls from hundreds of visitors. Thebeautiful valley was a testimonial to his leadership in bettering thephysical as well as the spiritual ways of life in the community. Waysof living that are important to the young people of the valley todayhave come about because soil and water conservation have taken theplace of old destructive ways of farming. It is hoped that when theboys eind girls have become adults, they will meet, as their fathers did,the conservation demands of the future, whatever they may be.-In the seventh grade last spring the children's interest in con-servation began with the farm practices of their parents. Becauseconservation is a community problem centering around a watershedproject, and not necessarily an individual project- of any separatefamily, the children learn to look at the effect of their own activitieson the farms of their neighbors. The children in this group made astudy of the location and development of ponds on their parents'farms. These ponds had been placed in such a way that the runoffof rainfall throughout the valley was held back and caused to goslowly down the channels of creeks and larger streams.At a group meeting the children reported to a visitor the resultsof their work. They said proudly that there are no deep ditches in thelow parts of the valley. Some of the children said that they had
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helped to plant grass about the ponds and to set out shrubs in the
lowest parts of the watershed. Several children said they have home
gardens. Some work with their brothers and sisters in the family gar-
dens. Others help their fathers stock their ponds with fish in 'ac-
cordance with accepted practice. Later they will have the fun of
fishing -.and eating fresh fried fish for breakfast or dinner. The chil-
dren have made studies of the value of pasture land and the alterna-
tion of pasture and ,crop land in farms that have rolling hills, such
as those at Villa Ridge. In the parish school the Minouri Nature
Knights Club has a large membership.

Trips to Farm Ponds

Children of Davidson County, N. C., go on I-day field trips
with their teachers and United States Soil Conservation Service tech-
nicians to see farm ponds and other aspects of conservation. Usually
they have a picnic and go fishing at noon.

The United States Soil Conservation Service has been helping
farmers in this county builds about 60 ponds a year. These ponds
keep the water from flooding areas below, supply water for irrigation
during periods of drouth, provide a source of fish for recreation and
food, and give opportunity for swimming. Where the pond is used
for irrigation, the water is carried to the fields by aluminum pipes
or transported in barrels. In case of fire, a pump can be dropped at
the pond to secure wain This practice is used especially in those
small or rural communities which are organizing fire departments.

Farm ponds constructed by the United States Soil Conservation
Service in Davidson County are stocked with fish from either State
or Federal hatcheries. An ou ding feature of the ponds is that
they are mosquito free. They are constructed with edges,at least 2 feet
deep. This prevents the growth of weeds in the water and allows the
fish to move around freely and eat any mosquito larvae that are
present

Childmn fif Newberry County, S: C., have an %opportunity to visit
farm ponds. They learn how the ponds are constructed and used.
They develop interesting ideas to discum with their parents who may
be building ponds. In this county, interest in farm ponds is high.
When developing plans for a farm pond, the United States Soil Con-
servation Service technician uses ierial photographs, classifies the soil,
stutlies the present land use including wildlife, and 'makes a conser-
vatiori plan for the 'whole f as well as the pond. Then the Soil

a
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Conservation Service technician helps the farmer with the develop-ment of the plan. Children report in school as the work proceeds ontheir own or their neighbors' farms.

Opportunities In Many Places

Opportunities for children to relate their school projects to water-
sheds in their community exist in many localities. Country schoolsarrange for classes to take excursions to study watershed improvement.City schools are lem likely to be able to arnmge for such trips. Chil-dren in city schools become familiar with their watershed throughstudy of maps. Through books and interviews with specialists* andthrough excursions whenever practicable boys and girls are having
opportunities to regard conservation of the watershed in which theylive as a cooperative enterprise of the community as a whole.

Minerals
Intermediate grade children learn about thc great mineral re-sources of their country, and in some schools, of the world. Theylearn that some minerals arc renewable and some arc lost to manafter being used. They find out which minerals are used for fuel andfor materials in industry.

A

Minerals Wó Us*

children observe the use of minerals in everyday living. For dis-
cussion in class, they make lists of equipment and utensils seen aboutthe house and in the cOmmunity. They observe the uses of mineralsin transportation and in industries. They collect specimens of coal,iron ore, salt, and day and identify and label them. They observe theuse of oil and gas in cooking and in transportation. They observethe care that people take to preserve the iron used in machinery. Theyhave a part in care of the articles they use themselves.

Boys Stitt It Rich

Two boys iwho liked to lib* rocks add minerals actually struckit rich in California. Both boys were collectors of /Po* and minerals.They had been on field trips with their teacher and classmates. ,
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and State Forester study minerals.

One day. the boys went on a hale to look for minerab and Ei

West of Redwood City they found sortie .ore that contained cinnabar,
red mineral which is the. s source of mercury. The owners of

the land where the boys discovered the ennabar .are giving .the boys
a .sotage of money gained from '0Lig the ore.

The two boys were interviewed on the San Mateo school ience
broad :its They told how they discovered the cinnabar ore. They
described how the ore ..is sent about. 150 miles to be p F
the ore is c] ed and then put into a furnace to be heat... The
mercury comes to the top from the rock in the form of a vapor. Then
it is cond-qQ. and is changed into liquid. In this fluid state it .is called
"quicisilver", which is often used in thermometers. .

When the in .1 asked the boys what they would do with
money, one said that he would -save most of it for a car and

foe' going t9 ccaege. The odier said that he would save for college
and it car, since he wants to be a pot '1,-4. Both boys plan to continue
.)1..... v and
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42 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Getting Firsthand Information about Minerals

West Virginia is a State with many mine-: It has proved to
be resourceful place for chemists to carry on experimentation. The
State, for example, has salt mines. Many chemical companies have
their headquarters in West Virginia. West Virginia has a great deal
of natural' gas and high grade petroleum.

West Virginia's ()Nest and best-known resource is coal. To some
people, West Virginia's supply of coal and its chemical by-products
seems almost unlimited. Production and use of crial has been mechan-
ized so that labor costs are kept at a minimum. West Virginia lilain a strategic position with respect to markeis, with large manufacl
turing cities on all sides. It is little wonder that when a discussion of
natural resources wises in school, the children have questions to ask
about West Virginia's coal.

In mining communitic. ihe -.parents of the children are miners,
superintendents, foremen, and sometimes owners of the mines. There
are opportunities for boys and girls to formulate problems and, by
interviewing parents and neighbors who do different kiDds of work
in the mines, to gather firsthand inforination. The children report the
results of their interviews to other members of the class. School news-
papers usually carry itent(of interest about the mines. Resource people
such as the employees iust mentioned arc invited to talk to the class.
Some of them bring pictures tck.show the children.

One principal 'got permission to have 'a group of the boys of the
class taken through thc mines while they were in operation. On the
children's return to school, the bOys went from room to room reporting
to the girls and others who did not go to the mines about some of
the things that they had seen and learned. All pupils were interested.
The activity increased the children's appreciation of mining as an in-
dustry. It icd some of them to think of the work as a possible vocation
for° themselves. In helping the children summarize and review what
they had learned, the teacher gave particular attention to the health,
safety, and happiness of the people working in the mines and living
in the mining communities. Emphasis was placed on the usefulness
of coal to West Virginia's standard of living.

a



411 Trees, Forests,
and Nature Areas

FORESTS CONTRIBUTE GREATLY to -the comfort and prog-
ress of mo5fern ways of living. They have heftped to make potaible

the Nation's development Ance the early days of settlement.
Many schools are providing for students the experiences that enable

them to understand Me extent of our forests today in relation to the
Nation's present and future needs. Teachers and children study fing-

. hand problems that must be solved in making wise use of the Nation's
forests, and try to see and accept responsibility for maintenance and
future usefulness of our forests.

One of the most widesiread conservation experiences leading to
thildren's understanding and appreciation of our Nation's forests is
planting and caring for trees. Children of both rural and urbap
schools are participating in pmjects to help keep our supply of trees
and forests from diminishing. Tree planting becomes a part of school-
forest ex0eriames when schools have access to forest land or to cut-
over land that can be planted to trees.

Tree Planting
Children's experiences With trees include raising seedlings, plant-

ing trees, and keeping' aces in healthy ,condition. Some schools are
, encouraging boys and Oils tot plant trees in their yards at home. Books,
bulletins,- and pictures on. tree plagtini are provided to help them.

48
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44 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Planting Trees In the School Yard

fourth grade in the Pearl Consolidated School, Rankin County,
Miss., is planning to set out trees. The large grounds around the
school buildinehave much unused space. Teacher and ithildren hive
been collecting interesting pamphlets and othgr 'material from the
State Department , of Forestry to help them learn which trees will
grow best in their part of Mississippi and will be most practical for a
school yard. When the children are ready to set out the trees, a State_
forester will be invited to talk to the children and help them.

Planting Shrubs on the School Terrace

The Powell Valley Elementary School in Claiborne County, Tenn.,
has the problem Of growing trees and shrubs on the grounds around

,

Pupils replant forest areas at
.
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the new schoolhouse. A terrace forms part of the background of the
play space. At present this fres* graded terrace has such a soft siirace
that rains wash soil across 'the -playground. The -teacher and pupils
discussed the condition of the eroding bank andiead bulletins on ways
of checking erosion. In ()icier to hold the soil in place un.til shrubs can
be planted, the children hve spread a layer of leaves over the surface
an covered it with chkOnlvire.

Meanwhile, boys and girls are making a study of the environment
about the school. The fouip-graders and their teacher are studying
the effect of different kindt,, of soil mid amounts of water on various
plants just set out on the terrace. In one place on the terrace is a
section of hedge with differOt types of smaller plants growing near
the edge. Children are ,. checiing to see the amount of erosion in the
hedge-covered spot and also to learn what kinds of birds, if any, may
come to the hedge to nest.

", Some pi the other claws are discussing the idea of bringing native
,irees from a forest near the school rather than using the trees from
a nursery. If the trees cari; be chosen according to types and quality
of soil, they will make axi interesting native woods for the school's
nature laboratory. The children's present problem is to discover bY
experimenting what native vees will thrive on the school ground soil. ,

a

Collecting Tree Seeds for a State

--On two occasions Minneapolis children have been active in cole
lecting tree sseds for State conservation projects. The State Division
\of forestry was planting tree seeds on burned-over' areas in the State

airplane. Large quantities of tree seids were needexl. When pupils
14ere informed of the time seeds arc most available, large quantities
were collected at leisure and brought to the schools where officials
picked them up. This enterprise was preceded by dass study of which
seeds are most desirabli for reforestation, the need for fertile seeds, and
growing conditions needed by different species of trees. Hundreds of
bushels of oak, elm, basswood, evergreen, and ash seeds were collected
and turned over to the forestry department.

4

Tillaniook Burn Replanting Project

Pupils of the Portland, Oreg., schools are making a significant cons.

tribution to thc restoration of forest repources of
*their

State. In 1933,
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46 d CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

a tremendous forest fire blazed through Oregon forests, destroying
about 240,000 acres of the State's finest timber, some of which was
over four centuries old. Subsequent fires in 1939 and 1945 have
brought the total acreage of this burned-over area, called Tillamook
Burn, to about 355,000 acres.

The Tillamook Burn Replanting Project is carried out cooperatively
by the State Department of Forestry, the local community, and the
Portland Public Schools. It represents an excellent cxample of how
children of a large city school system participate in a conservation
project.

The State Department of Forestry oWns the Tillamook Burn area,
which is about 50 miles from Portland, and has assigned a 40-acre
plot to each high school of the city. Pupils from the seventh grade
through high school patticipate in the project.

When pupils go out to plant trees on otie of the assigned tracts,
the State Department of Forestry furnishes thetrees, tools, and a
trained forester to give supervision for each 80 students. Teachers
always accompany their pupils. Transportation is provided by interested
persons and organizations in the community.

High school pupils become exp.ert in the work of planting. They
are leaders and help elementary school children learn how to plant
trees correctly. Elementary pupils seventh- and eighth-graders
usually plant in the plots of the high schools which they will probably
attend later on. High school pupils accompany them on the trips and
show them how to do the planting. Then experiences in planting are
usually the culmination of a unit on conservation which involves much
study and varied activitieh as well as the planting experiences.

By May 1956, there had been 183 trips to the project. Six thousand
eight hiindr&I seventy-seven students had participated and 364,254
trees had been planted. School people said the planting done by the
children, with high-school pupil leadership, was as good as professional
planting. They were looking forward to the day when each pupil would
have planted some trees and when he would tretrel in rejuvenated
forests and say, "1 helped plant those trees and I'll see that they are
used wisely."

Through this Tillamook Burn Replanting Project, the children of
Portland are experiencing conservation in a way that Ais meaningful
to them and of inestimable value to their State. They are learning the
worth of trees and how to plant and care for them. They are learning
about the hazards of carelessness and fire. They are gaining fwstiAand
acquaintance with many other aspects of (heir natural environment.
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They see elk and deer, salmon in the streams, springfed ponds, and
sometimes a beaver dam.

Planting Christmas Trees

In the Northwest corner of the United States, in the Mount Baker
SchoOl District of Washington, the children have unusual opportunities
for conservatiorf experiences. The Mount Baker District lies in the
shadow of magnificent Mount Baker. The mountains, valleys, rivers,
and streams adjoining this peak have many kinds of trees, wildlife,
and fish.

The children of Harmony Elementary &hail in the Mount Baker
District have their own Christmas tree plot. The plan for the project
*ent into action beginning with the first day of school in the fall.
The fiftli and sixthegrady&oys, with the help of one Dad's spring plow-
ing outfit, prepared the soil for planting. Post holes were dug and a
fence put up to keep out stray cattle and wildlife which at the first
snow would enjoy a meal of tender Douglas fir seedlings. During the
fall, 250 seedlings were planted.

A tree was planted for-each child in school with spares to replace
trees which do not survive. Each individual tree is tagged with the
name of the child who planted it. It will take 6 years to complete the
first cyde of the project. The younger children hope to harvest their
trees and give them to dawrooms in States where Christmas trees are
at a premium. Each class that graduates expects the next younger
group to take up projects left unfinished and carry them on.

The children will gain a knowledge of the Christmas tree industry,
lumber industry, conservation, of trees, and some wildlife study, but
the educational value of this project is almost endless. It will provide
a bond of interest for each pupil which can be integrated by the teacher
into any phase of the curriculum.

The Library Helps

* At the ptiblic library in Athens, Ga., all of the children who came
to the story hour were given something every week to take home to
plant They were given seeds, plants, and pine trees. Most of these
things were furnished by the Garden Club.

The sanie summer, all of the summer reading club.. of Georgia
were emphasizing the same idea. They utilized both the human and

.
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I material resources of the Forest Service, reading and discussing book-
lets and pamphlets and then taking them home to &tribute in tht
&Immunity. Under guidance of Forest Rangers and others from the
Forest Service, the clubs visited reforestation areas and fire towers. They
planted pine trees and enjoyed demonstrations of tree planting provided
through the Forest Service.

. Planting Trees in National Forests
;

Children of Seattle schools go on field trips to privately owned
forests and a National forest nearby where they can see one forest 500
years old, one 800 years old, and see logging practices needed in a
Douglas fir area. Block cutting must be used (in which areas are
selected for clear cutting) because Douglas fir will not grow in shade.
On these trips each child plants a tree on ont of the clear cut areas.
Usually a forester from a timber company and an associate provide
Douglas fir seedlings and planting equipment and give other assistance.
The children see how a balance of nature is attained, where natural
deterioration and man tear down our resources on the one hand and
nature and man restore them on the other.

Seattle school people believe that children of urban areas need
consmation education as much as those of ruial areas. Children are
growing up in cities with little confact with our natural resources or
the industrial processes through which they are made into products.
Since we are becornin a Nation of urban dwellers, this lack of con-6
tact with reality is a problem of national importance.

Canipfire Safety

The third-grade children of the Tamworth Elementary School in
New Hampshire studied causes and prevention of forest fires. They
had a marshmallow roast (hiring which they experimented with correct
ways of building and putting out a campfire.

The children cleared an area of gram and leaves and laid a circle
of rocks to prevent spreading of the fire. They were careful not to
have the fire too large and to put it out properly. The childrm also
made pokers showing a campfire with youngsters around it and wrote
paragraphs about building campfires io read to second-graders and to
take home.

.
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Protecting Trees from Meat*

49

In the. Cedar Hill Elementary School at Oak ,Ridge, Tenn.,
children are becoming alert to the first signs of disease in a tree. One
of the maple trees in the schoolyard, for example, had .a branch with
dead leaves. The branch appeared to be dying. Along the branch and
down the trunk the bark had cracked open. What should be done for
this 'tree? Children stnd teachers looked at the tree and read their
books and bulletins about trees, but could not decide. They asked a
tree surgion in the community. He came to the school, looked at the
tree, and suggested a preparation to prevent the disease in the dead
branch from spreading into the rest of the tree and potnibly to other
trees. One of the outcomes of "learning conservation by doing" is that
children become accustomed tb calling upon a trained specialist for help
with tasks they cannot do themselves.

4.

.
Round-Table Report

Children who are interested in conservation like to know what their
classmates are doing and thinking about the problem. In the Brandon
School, Rankin County, Miss., the teacher, children, and a visitor
had a round-table discussion alkut the things they did in tree plant-
ing last ye,r and in conservation of other resources Mated to tree
planting.

The children were interested in conserving the wildlife around them
and in doing more about preservation and improvement of the soil.
When the children had taken some trips with technicians from the
United Statei Soil Conservation Service, they decided that their two
projects were closely related. They examined the soil on the school
ground and found several places which were bare of grass. The soil
was being washed away. The problem seemed to be to get new gram
seed started. They were concerned also about the lack of tiees and
shrubs on the school grounds.

Teachers and pupils held a planning meeting and -decided that
although the school ground is small, a few trees and shrubs tould be
planted to held the soil and attract birds. They made sketches of
the school ground and decided where to place the trees. About a fourth
of the children also planned to plant trees at home.

The teacher mentionefl the way in which she oiganizes her work
on conservation. Instead of dividing the subject into separate studies

about the different, natural resources, she thinb it more practical ta

3
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50 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

help the children organize their activities around specific problems or
activaies which may involve several resources. As examples, she men-
tioned tree planting, and iniproving the soil on the school ground or in
a garden at home.

In discussion the point was made that water, soil, fortsts, and wild-
life ate important natural resources in Mississippi. In the activities
undertaken, the school is doing its part towards conservation in the
State. The children placed special emphasis on what they had done in
tree planting. They mentioned the forester's help. He had come to the
school and planted a pine tree to demOnstrate correct ways of tree
planting. The demonstration made an impression on the children and
they tried to follow the forester's advice in planting trees at home.

Teacher and children discussed the prospects of those who wished to
plant trees at home and tried to help them decide what kind of trees
would be best to plant in their particular yards. The teacher had a
personal interest in tree planting to share with the children. She and
her son had set out 750 small trees on an acreage of their own. When
the children discussed the progress or problems in their own tree
planting experience with their teacher, they felt that she too, was
speaking from experience.

The Learning Values of Tree Planting

Tree planting is a practical curriculum experience. An individual
can plant a tree, care for it, and see it grow. A group or a class can
plant several trees or shrubs and study and discusstheir characteristics,
needs, and progress of growth. Tree planting may spread from school
experiences to home projects to community improvements, such as parks
and roadsides. That the values of tree planting as part of the curricu-
lum are continuous and manifold hos been illustrAted by the reports
on the foregoing pages of this bulletin.

School Forests
When a school is fortunate enough to have a forest, tree farm, or

woodland, then children can gain on a large kale the, experiences
that help them to understand and appreciate the valucs of forests.
Many schools in cities and' in the open country have enough land to
provide forests for recreation and study, and in some cases to be a
source of income.

'.
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ilfesstoseerp Comm Oki*

Mad River pupils prepare the soil for tree plaiting.

\ Early Stages of School Woodland Development
wo

Ohio is trying to get back some of the forests that have been de-
stroyed in the State's dm4lopment. In this way it will perhaps be able
to supply several hundred industries with material from local forests
and to develop new sourcespf lumber supply for building, mine props,
barrels, hardwood flows, ptilpWood, and industrial plywood. Woods for
these purposes indude: ( 1 ) Beech and elm, useful for timber in con-

tion; (2 ) oak and maple, used for floors; (3) cherry, for furni-
(4 ) pine, for crating and boxes; and (5) locust, for mine props

and fence posts.
Aware of the State's needs and also of the potential appeal that

conservation activities have for school children,, a curriculum coorcii-
I nator of Montgomery County schools enlisted the cooperation of a
retired forester in the community. Together they met with classes in
several schools of the township. Ode was Brantwood School which was
interested in conservation but had not begun a large enterprise.

The coordinator and forester helped the ;school lonn a conservation
council, made up of teachers and two repraentatives from each class.
It was organized on the order of an elementary-school student council.
Its major purpose was tO do something about conservatiot of trees and
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52 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

in the school community. After a number of meetings, the council
pro:4*nd a plan for beginning their project with tree planting on
school grounds and outlined, tasks for different groups.

Who) the time came for the tree planting, the children who had
taken responsibility for jobs, with the forestees help measured off the
ground and marked places for holes for the first trees. With older
children taking most of the responsibility for the heavier work, holes
were dug, trees planted, and dirt filled in around them.

Several hundred children had opportunity to take' some part in
planting or care of the trees. The result was the beginning of a tree
Plantati9n, on which trees are regarded as an important crop to be
cared for and 'used as needed in wir that would not destroy future
crops. The children expected to care for the young trees and keep
them growing until they were the right size to be cut for commercial
purposes. In this instance the pupils wished to grow and sell eis °ones,

trees.
The Dixie School of Mad River Township in the Johnsville-New

Lebanon District, Montgomery County, was also interested in' a school
forest enterprise. Grades 4, 5, and 6 were most nearly ready for the
work. Since in thi; school as in the Brantwood School, the children
wished to begin conservation experiences with tree planting, the council
invited the forester to help ,them, but even with his help, beginning a
tree-planting enterprise proved difficult for pupils of,grades 4, 5, and 6.
After a meeting of the council, the children voted to extend the tree-
planting project upward through the senior high school and downward
through grade three. There was appropriate work for every pupil ac-
cording to his age, ability, and interest.

In the Highview School of Dayton, Ohio, a committee of teachers
and pupils also invited the forester to help them. Being especially
eager to get started, they met several times before he arrived. Through
the school board they secured half an acre of space,. marked it out for'
500 trees, which the Department of Natural Resources supplied, and
dug the holes. When the trees arrived, the forester was on hand to
help the older boys with the planting.

Ig all three of tke tree-planting enterprises just described, each.-
child had a share in bringing the forest back to Ohio. Everyone had
an opportunity to plant or to help to plant a tree, to see it grow, and
to prune it, water it, or in other war add to the success of his school's

itontribution to conservation needs of the State.
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School forest Farni and Camp

At Merrill, Wis., a. school forest committee is responsible for die-
conservation program, much of Which at present is centered around

the development of a school forest. The committee consists of the
superintendent, three teachers who are especially interested in con-

servation education, and four children from the junior high school and

die sixth grade. When a school forest was discussed by the committee

for the first time, two problems were all-important: (1) "Where can

we get the land?" and (2) "How can we pay for it?"

.

Mervrill, Ine

Students built a school camp out of this old COC shop.
44p.

Outside of the city a few miles was a tract of land that had once

,-been forested and then cut away. Small trees, shrubs, gram, and

weeds were growing up to take the place of the mature forest that

had been cut. The charge for the land was $2,000. The committee

believed that over a period of yews the school could sell enough

Christmas trees and lumber to raise the money. Their problem was to

assure the owners of the land that the mgney would be paid. The

superintendent gave his personal note for the purchase.
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As soon as the school had possession of the land, groups of children
,asked permission to use it. The junior high school and the sixth grade,the originators of the project, had their plans for a school forest anda camp: The camp would 'require additional financing because, al-though there was a shell of a building on the land, it needed restora-
tion, equipment, and materials would have to be purchased. In dis-cusing the problems of the use and development of the land, the
committee tried to take iroo consideration the needs of all the different
school and community groups that might wish to use the forest nowand in the immediate future.

A number of problems were set up by diffeient school groups.
Among them were these:

How can we get information we need to help us carry outour plans?

How can we arrange to use our social studies and' science
periods when these subjects are needed for our projects?
How can we get seedlings to restore our forest?

Projects devioped swiftly, among them the following:
.r

One group of children found that the forest tax it stands
yields chiefly young pine and 'Norway spruce trees. It was'
suggested that the children ask their parents to help with theirproject Plans were made for attractive landscaping tO fit
appropriately into the setting of the pines and jpnices.
The fourth-graders were particularly interested in wild animallife. They used the school forest' for a laboratory. Several shorttrips to the forest gave them opportunity, to discover that,deer interfered with the production of a salable tree cropbecause they nibbled the lower branches of terminal buds of
young trees. The fourth-graden talked with farmen and fores
specialists and found that it would be a good plan to have ananimal deer-hunting season whenever the animals threatenedthe tree crop.

This group of children also went to the forest to study beaver
dams and ways the beavers cut down trees and use them for
their dams. They learned that beavers sometimes become too
numerous and injure tree crops.

gir

The older boys 4nd girls developed their own problems and activi-
ties, as illustrated by the following :

What can we do to make money for payment on the mort-gage?
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This was a problem that the older boys undertook to
solve. They surveyed the lay of the land and the condition
of woods and trees and the work that needed to be done.
As a result, they decided that a tractor for some of the
heavy work would pay for itself in a few years. They were
able to borrow a tractor for the most difficult work.
During the first two yearr of the project, they planted
100,000 young trees.

How can we study our forest and our problem Of enabling
everyone to make effective use of it?

This particular problem was undertak.en by children of
the upper grades and high school. In some of their class
work, they made charu to show their plantings and the
profits to be made by selling the products. A mathematics
class learned bow to survey land and locate it on a map
by quarter sections. The pupils also took samples cif the
soil and sent them for analysis to the State testing labora-
tory 4! the State Department of Agriculture at the State
capital to learn if something might be done to improve
the soil for tree growth.

What can school children do at small cost to improve the
camp's equipment?

A high school science class took the problem of building
a houie for the generator plant that produced electricity
for the camp.

'Mr hool Forest Committee took the responsibility for arranging
a .plan, give each class an opportunity te use the forest. A flexible
tentative program made it possible for each teacher and her pupils
to have experience with each natural resource at the most interesting
time. The conservation program gave the dames opportunities to make
first-hand use of a number of the school subject& Teachers and students
gained much satisfaction from the fact that, only 2 years after starting
the enterprise, they had paid off most of their initial expenses and felt
themselves to be fully in control of the financial situation.

.

School Beautiful --A Forest Project

In Williamstown, Dauphin County, Pa., convirvation education
started with the help of a new principal who was challenged by the
opportunities of the unusually spacious school yard. One of the first
things he did was to call a meeting of the teachers to discuss the
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\general environment and ways of making the schoolhouse, classrooms,and grounds more attractive and useful and convenient for the workof the year.
No decisions were made at this first meeting, but teachm who were

especially interested started cleanup campaigns with their own classes.
Eager to help, the ckildren put the classrooms in order and then theytook a look at the grounds. There they saw brush and woods and a fewstiii9 ing trees and wild shrubs, and felt that something should be
done to make real use of the ground. Since the space belonged to

1-% the entire school, there would need to be all-school planning.
Another meeting was called at which principal and teachers con-

centrated on the school yard. One thing that could be done, it was
suggestth, Would be to clear the entire plot, mark off the part the
children used for play, and plant the rest in grass and trees. From the
discussion, there emerged for the program a slogan, "School Beautiful."

Someone said there was ss4 much space that profitable use oughtto be made of part of it. A committee of teachers and children was
appointed to discuss thematter and make recommendations. AS a result,
the following suggestions were reported to each of the clusroorns:

Keep some of the wild cover that is now there. Add to it
appropriate trees and shrubs to provide food and cover for
birds.

Arrange for a ptanting campaign with every child having
an VP° to plant a tree.
As the trees grow, some can be cut and sold, and the money
invested in school improvement.
Plan a project for several yean instead of months.
Have the committee meet from time to time for further
planning.
Have a miming pool, picnic grove, and refreshment stand.

Not all the work of developing the project was conservation. Other
experiences contributed to the project and gave purpose to several
school subjects. For example, there were a number,of suggestions for
raising money. Among the activities to make money were a series of
motion picture &milts spopsored by a high-school clan, an operetta by
children of the second, third, and fourth grades, and the sale of
refreshments.

Children in the elementary grades had experiences in keeping ac-
count; paying bills, and in other ways making arithmetic have real
meaning. The art teacher helped the boys and girls to plan posters .
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and other attractive ways of making new activities known to the com-
munity. Children wrote and mimeographed invitations to parties,
particularly the kind designed to raise money for improving the space
about the school. The. children took these invitations home in order
that in every family there might be at least one invitation to a school

PartY-
High school pupils, for the most part, undertook the job of laying

out plots for the plantings and planning for their care and mainterlance.
First considerations in their planning were study and care of the soil.
The students consulted soil conservation specialists ---- local representa-
tives of the United States Soil Conservation Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture, and of Ithe Pennsylvania State
Department of Agriculture.

Committees on planning studied the grounds. They recommended
thai play arras be separated from plantings. Space for an outdoor
theater Oas screened by hedge and shrubs from the area used for
active games. The refreshment stand stood near the schoolhouse, yet
was separated by appropriate plantings between it and the other areas.

The 'elementary school, high school, and individuals and groups
from the community had a part in the activities. The Rotary Club,
for example, furnished trucks and drivers to aid in planting trees.
A contractor and a carpenter gave their services free in building stands
and in helping classes lay out the plots of ground just mentioned.

When nurseries in the community learned that the school was
planning to earn the money 'to buy young trees for the grounds, they
cooperated by making reductions in price in order that the children
might' have the trees for planting at the lowest possible cost. As the

,work proceeded, the general supervision of activities was assigned to
the Student Council, an organization that had been operating for
several years.

Citizens of the community wanted to donate materials. Classroom
groups discussed needs for materials that would be suited to the con-
tribudons the citizens wanted to make. They arranged for committees
to interview those who were willing to make donations. In this way,
citizens who wanted to give were guided toward the appropriate school
committee of teachers and pupils. A local industty 'donated materials
to build bleachers for games. A stare gave the coni.rete for steps to the
bleachers and the boys in the school made them:,

Even with the generous donations, the conu.niftee discovered that
they would need more money and materials to cany out their plans:

.
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Accordingly, with' the supervision -and guidance of the teachers, they
borrowed funds which they paid back bit by bit through the money-
making activities that the school organized. Once they hired a man
with a bulldozer to get rid of stumps and brush.;

One of the most important outcomes of the project was the boys'
an 'de growth in Citizervhip. Because this was dick prpject, planned,
organized, and admiAistged by them through their school activities,
they became responsible 'for its achievements. The children's respect
for property, their interest inekeautifying their school and community,
and their- ability to cooperate in conserving trees also were results of
the c-onservation phases of the project.

Getting Land for Forests

Michigan began its school and community forest movement in 1931
flp %fifth an act passed by the State Legislature providing for county, town-

ship, city, village, or school forests. This act has enabled school districts
and communities to acquire over 65,000 acres of State land. pver 600

fffests have been established. Some of the forests are partly
woodedrA number of schools have sold timber. But most of the
school forest tracts are being developed slowly. In some, planning is
done as teachers and children study the land or shrubs and small tries

Ahat happen to be there and begin to find uses for them. The Forestry
Division of the State Department of Conservation provide§ a limited
number of seedlings free of charge to schools and communities that
wish to start forests.

The Traverse Heights Elementary School is an example. It has
five acres of woods covered by §mall trees and wild shrubs arid a few
wild flowers. In this woods are meeting places for birds. Many classes
are trterested in birids and freiluently take bird walks or go to the
woods to study, them. A fourth grade once studied ruffed grouse, a
bird of the brushy woodlands, known loCally as "partridge." They
learned to identify the male' and female. They studied habitats and
collected and mounted characteristic leaves and seeds.

Other classes are looking forward to using the forest for different
/ purposes. Some wish* study kinds of soil there and decide what 'trees

and shrubs may need to be planted. Since much of the land is cut-over
mods it should have some replanting in order to provide a cover for
birds, sm*all wild anima' life, and plants an,c1 flowers.
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'Conservation of Woodlands In Raleigh County

Raleigh. County,. W. Va., has a variety of conservation activities.
Those in which both children and adults are especially interested are
developing woodlands, maintaining and increasing pastures and grass,
conserving wildlife, and conserving 'soil and water.

Cooservation of woodlinds is a growing interest., In Beckley School
the principal is encouraging development of a school forest. Teachers
and pupils have planned their program in such a way that high school
pupils are responsible for making a study of fores conservation and
getting seedlings in the forest. Extra seedlings are available to high
school and elementary pupils who wish to start trees in their own yards.

-Mhen the project was getting under way, about 200 parents and
other citizens came to school to a forestry meeting. A number of people
from the State Conservation Commission also came to the meet*
and demonstrated ways of planting trees, including how deep and wide
to dig the holes and how much water toi il.se and how to place so
about the seedlings being set out. Planting was done by hand. The
resource people worked on the theory that people who are planting
trees at home have to do the work by hand because tree-planting
machinery is too expensive for home planting.

A School Forest for Meditation

In Cedar Hill Elementary School, Oak Ridge, Tenn., a first-grade
teacher. is in the habit of taking her young pupils for a stroll and
relaxation in the school woods. At the foot of the schoolyard slope is
a tiny clump of natural woods covering about half an acre of ground.
It is restful under the cool trees to look up into the green branches or
out across the sodded slope. Teapier and children just sit there for a
while and rest and meditate. The teacher thinks the practice of using
short breaks in the school program for meditation has helped to develop
in the children a fondness for the little woods. Now and then children
are seen walking by themselves or by two's or three's under the trees
and studying plants that arouse their curiosity or listening to birds in
the branches aboye them.

Tree Plantations for Strip Min Areas

The national organization of forest industries, called "American
Forest Products Industries, Inc." has, in West Virginia, three major
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operations. These are to continue the program called ',Keep West
Virginia Green," to encourage the development of tree farms, and to
carry on the "Green Thumb Program." The organization works with
young people's organizations outside of school, such as the Four-H
Club, the Future Farmers of America, and the Boy Scouts, and in-
directly with the schools; its, members serving as resource people upon
invitation from teachers and "pu0s.

Operation Green Thumb-4 activè in plariting trees to be used
later for Christmas trees. The v7prk is especially appropriate in "strip
mining" areas where coal lies just under the surface soil and plants

4: e

that.'have been torn. up by machinery in order coal might be taken.
Areas that have beed.stfip-mined are' ugly and unproductive. Min-

eral and subsoil underlying thg topsoil have been thrown to the surface.
Little attractive pla ttts life can exist. Heavy rains leave ugly gullies in
the clay surface.. Man years are required for nature to replace the

, shrubs, trees, fruit, and berries.
When the,children and young people a the "Green Thumb" groups

begin to help nature, the restoration of new life on the area is made
*more quickly. Certain newly growing .trees are cut as needed to pro-

, vide thc best growth of the trees that remain. Children sell the trees
that they cut. The money is used either for the expansion of the
Green Thumb program or.. to extend camp opportunities to children in
the vicinity.

Making School Forests ,Pay

The importance of using school forests to produce a small income
for the children to spend on interests and activities not otherwisC pos-
sible has been mentioned in several of the reports in this bulletin.
Schools vary, in their forest resources, however. Schools in some parts
of Arkansas, for example, have from 30 to 40 acres of land, which if
well cared for, produce timber that can be sold.

One school in Arkansas had no forest and wanted one. At Thanks-
giving time the school arranged to raffle off some turkeys. The money
was used to buy land on which to plant trees for market. In other
instances, people have leased land to the schools to be planted in forests
and teachers and children are pleknning far ahead and dreaming of the
day w#en there will be useful and profitable woodlands for other chil-
dren to use and enjoy. In Nevada County, Ark., every school has a
school forest. In size, the forests vary from one-fourth or one-half an
acre to 10 acres.

.
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Arkansas soil and forest conservation agents' are resource persons
who can help teachers and children learn heArlo make forests produce,
how to market the products; and how to use wisely the money they
receive, In consolidated schools, Oherc 4H Club work is integrated
with the school program, the club members cooperate with the Future
Farmers of America to harvest and sell pulpwood. From some school
forests Christmas trees arc cut and sold.

What Forests Can Mean to Schools

A school forest gives pupils broader experiences with conservation
than tree planting does. School forests provide variation in activities
for children of mapy aloes and abilities. School forests often serve the
entire community because groups and individuals 'can use them
even' and holidays when school is not in session.

Children Conserve Wild Flowers
Once children become interested in wild flowers, they arc particu-

larly sensitive to the importance of keeping, not only those wild flowers
that need protection because of their scarcity, but also those that re-
produce themselvei abundantly each year and need to be preserved in
their habitats for thc pleasure of as many peopic as possible. Among
West Virginia's wild flowers that children are learning to protect, for
example, are azaleas, violets, ladyslippers, mpuntain laurel, rhododen-
dron, trailing arbutus, dogwood, and redbud. .

Children who live in the suburbs or in the country study soil and
flower habitats. Now and then they transplant wild flowers to gardens
or school grounds, with particular attention to the kind of soil and
surroundings to which the flowers are accustomed. They study wild
flowers in meadow, fencerows, and woods and forest edges.

Another activity or service in whkh some of, the children arc en-
gaged is making posters with items of interest about West Virginia wild
flowers and putting these in places where many people will sec them.
The children seldom make posters \without any particular purpose or
use for them. They seldom use commercial posters because they get
more pleasure through designing original posters. One year the schools
held a countywide exhibit with posters which the pppils had made and
used during the year.
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A Prograni on Wild Flowers

In parts of Kansas relatively few wild flowers are left. Some should
never be picked because there are too few to reproduce themselves
continuously year after year. If picked, they soon will be gone forever.
A very scarce flower in Kansas is the showy "ladyslipper." Ladyslippers
reproduce themselves by seed. They should not be picked because flowers
picked mean fewer seeds to grow into plants for another year. When
children learn these things about the wild flowers, they begin to ask
questions, to admire the wild flowers they see, and to want to do some-thing to save them.

The children in a Topeka fourth grade learned that there are some
flowers that can usually maintain themselves in the habitats wherethey live. Some of the children said that people might be allowed topick these flowers if they ivished. But other children explained thata patch of wild flowers is beautiful. Many people see them and enjoy,them. If a few people pick the entire patch, then many people will losethe enjoyment of them for that season, even though in another yearthe flowers may bloom again. This wag a thought that made an im-
pression on the group.

New Hampshir Wild Flowers

Children of New Hampshire enjoy and learn to identify their
wild flowers and to care for them so that they will continue to bloom
from year to year. It is important for them to learn how to pick arbutus
in such a way that the roots arc not harmcd. The children of Bristol
Elementary School learn that ladyslippers and ground pines should not
be picked and that many flowers, such as the closed gentian, must beleft to go to seed. Children of Rumney School are careful to cut arbutus
instead of pulling it up by the roots.

Conserving Wild Flowers In Colorado

A major concern of flower lovers in Colorado is to conserve the
wealth of natural plant beauty, some of which is in danger of disap-pearing. The beautiful State flower, the columbine, is protected by law.
School children learn about this lovely w4ite and lavender flower at
school. They identify it on Tountain trips. They and their elders areurged to admire it and other rare flowers,in their natural habitat, with-out picking them..
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Coder Mill School, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Ted is going to transplant a fern.

Wild flowers differ according to altitude zones of the Slate. On
the plains are yucca, cactus, sunflowers, milkweed, prickly poppy. On
tht foothills may be found numerous locos, beardtongues, Indian paint-
brush, and gaillardias. Higher up, in the montane altitude from 8,000
to 10,000 feet elevation, are Mariposa lilies, little red elephants, fire-
weed, native orchids and tansy asters. Just below timberline are various
gentians, manh marigold, snowlilies, larkspurs, and monkshood, as well
as such gorgeous flowers as Parry primrose, and dainty twinflowers.
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And then above timberline, in Alpine meadows, are the "belly-flop"
carpet plants, such as Alpine forget-me-not, fairy primrose, moss cam-

'pion, and Alpine lilies.
Much needs to be done to conserve this unique treasure of wild

flowers in Colorado. A definite feeling toward this need is being devel-
oped among children and adults.

Conservation Trails and Naturp Areas
Teachers have asked, "What is a nature trail?" There is no one

answer. The important idea about nature trails, coriservation trails,
and nature areas is their function, not the name attached. Areas with
trees, woods, a stream or other outdoor objects frequently used by
children have sometimes developed into "trails," probably because
they are "followed" as trails. Some nature trails are planned from
the beginning. Nature trails and nature areas are used to help children
develop curiosity and attitudes of study about nature and natural re-
sources and to increase their ,understanding and appreciation of nature's
balance and interrelationsh: .

Sometimes boys and find a spot of special interest such as a
stream or huge rock or old tree in their woodland. On their hikes to
the favored spot, they observe along the way other trees, wildflowers,
or boulders that have interest for them. If the teacher or one of the
-children makes the suggestion, the group may put up markers to
guide others along the path. At this stage, teachers are apt to say they
"have a nature trail." n the emphasis is on "conservation,"
"improvement," or "better of," thc teachers report the trail as a
"conservation trail." A fenc corner with wild shrubs with food and
cover for birds and other sm wildlife may serve as a nature arca for
a school that has no near w e and, park, or stream for a wooded trail.

Landover Hills Develo Wooded Nature Areas

Landover Hills Schopl in Prince ., inky, Md.,, was built
in a Wooded area. Since the,school has large grounds and teachers and
patrons believe in practical conservation, there are excellent opportuni-
ties for developing outdoor projects. As the, children's interest in the
area grew, they named it Nature's Wonderland. Several school enter-
prises are now related to the care and use of the area. All children
have a part in helping to plan for the development of the arca and to
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do some of- the work. Tasks are apportioned to groups and individuals
in such a way that each child has an opportunity to work in the woods
half an hour each week.

Nature Trails. First developments in the area includCd nature
trails. They were laid out and extended as the children and teachers
roamed the woods to see what types of improvements' were needed.
When school began in the new setting, the woods needed tlearing.
Dead trees, fallen branches, and undergrowth impeded the children's
wanderings through the woods and interfered with their explorations.
The first job was to cut out some of the underbrush, leaving enough
to encourage birds and other wildlife. A State forester was willing
to advise, help plan, and direct the task in places that could be cleared
without destroying the natural balance of life in the area. He went
through the woods with the children and helped them select and mark
trees that should be cut.

Men from the neighborhood donated certain kinds of help. For
example, they did the work tliat required the use of axes. For reasons
of safety, the children were not allowed to use an ax. They piled up
light brush, planted trees, and transplanted shrubs and flowers, but the
parents did whatever chopping was needed.

Once the area was sufficiently cleared, the children began work
on a short nature trail. They studied plants, soil, and land formations
along a stream. They made labels for certain trees, plants, and rocks.
They referred questions to which they could find no answers to the
forest ranger, who soon became their admired friend. At a low point
in the trail, he helped them build and wall a pond. The water col-
lected, forming an attractive pool. In this the children started pond
lilies. The trail leading in this direction was called Lily Pads.

As the seasons changed from fall to winter to spring, other nature
trails were develpped at points of special interest. The children named
the trails in keeping with topography' or resources. The main trail
w48 called Winding Way. Other trails included Laurel Ridge, Turtle
Run, Fern Hollow, Singing Waters, and Echo Drip. a

The number of pupils increased, making necessary the addition of
a new wing to the schoolhouse. For the new wing, workmen cut away
part of the wooded hillside, leaving barren ground exposed tu.wind and
rain. grosion set in, forming ugly gullies and banks of clay. The schod
again called on their forest ranger for advice and help.

the Diversion Ditch. To stop the erosion, a diversion ditch
seemed necessary to divert runoff water from the problem area. This

4.0
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was too big a job for children of elementary school age. Adults were
asked for advice and help. The county agent offered\ his services. The
county board of education set aside money to hire certain types of
work done. The State Department of Forests and Parks gave the
school 600 seedlings.

The_children planted the trees. The Department of Forests and
Parks gave extra seedlings in case some might die. These plants were
heeled in, and the children spoke of them as their nursery. They would
be used later, one at a time, to 'plant in Place of trees that died. The.
children planted lespedeza for cover foi the seedlings. To hold the
soil while the lespedeza was taking root, the Bowie Race Track do-
nated to the school some straw, which the children scattered on the
bank, then held-in place like thatch with sisal twine tied to removable
stakes.

Landscaping the Lawn. The children worked with advice and
help from their community committee and consultants to\landscape
the grounds. The board of education gave topsoil tor Ale lawn,
gardens, .and plantings out in front of the building. A committee
from each grade helped with the work. For a winter garden, they
bought plants that start blooming in March, such as oxalis, crocus,
winter roses, and grape hyacinths. For a spring garden, they planted
iris and tulips. For summer they had roses, cannas, gladioli, and
zinnias; and for fall, chrysanthemums and asters. Third-graders use
the gardens to help keep Ole cafeteria tables decorated. For winter they
make terrariums in low jars for tables and windows.

Thc children's work was not always successful. As a rule, if one
eir ideas would not work, they tried a substitute. For example,

some f the children hadAonged for dogwood, and finally obtained
some all dogwood trees and set them out. They died. But trees
were still needed where the dogwood died, so they got six small mimosa
trees. Two mcn from the neighborhood helped with the planting.
These trees are growing.

Developing the Glen. The school needed a place for children
to play. For this it was decided to use a glen back of the schoolhouse.
The school board hired .men to prepare the soil. Then the children
sowed grass seed and covered it with straw as had been done on the
terrace by the diversion ditch. Finally, the glen developed a grass caliCr.

The board then bought and installed playground equipmen0
of Which pupils had helped to design. The equipment included a fire-
man's pole to slide down, a boat, and a tunnel. The glen with its play-
ground cquipment lies next to an area that the people hope will

.
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become a picnic area for the community, with fireplaces and tables
where families 4and small groups can bring picnic lunches and use the
playground equipment.

Not far from the glen is a shady place for two outdoor classrooms,
for study of plants, soil, birds, and insects. The idea of an outdoor
classroom was tried when the first nature trail was made. Logs about
four feet long are used for seats. The children sit on these while they
talk or hold committee meetings.

Natur Areas In New Hanipshire

An outdoor laboratory for conservation and nature study has been
developed by the pupils and teachers on a wooded plot next to the
North Woodstock School, which includes grades' 1 to 8. Here birds,
fish, insects, forestry, and soil conservation may be studied. Some
recreation facilities have also been provided ip this beautiful spot in
the foothills of the White Mountains. They include fireplaces, tables,
and benches.

Four years ago, permission was secured from the owners to use
the tract for the project. Since then a continuous conservation program
has been going on. Part of the swampy arca has been filled. The
crowded trees have been thinned out and unwanted brush cut. During
the thinning process, care was taken that some trees of each type that
grew in the area were left. In some areas the brush was not cleared,
so that good cover was left for birds and small game. Also, a few
seedlings were planted from varieties of trees found in the locality,
but which' did not grow on this particular piece of land.

At the upper end of the area, good use was made'of a spring and
its stream. Three small fisil pools were constructed by making dams of
"feldstone" and cement across the stream, in such a way that the fish
may still move up and down the stream. Here the pupils may observe
trout develop through their various stages.

Om one side of the area there was an example of the erosion
caused by flood waters of the West Branch of the Pemigewassett
River. By hand dozens of pupils at a time rocks were lifted from
the flood bed -and piled against the bank. The work is slow and will
take more time, but during the last fall and spring, very little soil has
beep lost, and the pumps in the school boiler room have had little work
to do.

The pupils go to a swamp area, 'where they camouflage themselves
with green vines and watch and listen to the numerous songbirds which

go'
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abound there. Occasionally they take some very good photographs. It
is reported that some of the pupils learned quite a bit about the value
of patience through this experience.

Pupils of this sthool are encouraged to 'make many woodland trips
Their reports of such trips are valued as much as book reports. In
addition to encouraging alert observation and creative writing, these
trips provide excellent exercise and the opportunity for such hobbies
as photography, mushroom study, birch bark drawing, and fungus
etching. In winter the pupils continue the hikes on skiis and snowshoes.

The Slim Baker Area, at Bristol, is a community project which has
been developed in honor of a former conservation officer in the area.
It has 125 acres of wooded land about five minutes from town. Practi-
cally everyone in Bristol contributed to make pmible the area's lodge.

The arca may be used branyone in the community. In cooperation
with the schools, the director of recreation, in Bristol, takes children
and teachers on field and camping trips to become acquainted with
trees and with problems of erosion. Good forestry practices have been
started. Elementary school children have helped to clean out the
picnk area, to cut the trails (learning to follow the contours of the
land), and to build the fireplaces. Family camping is encouraged.

In using this area, Jhildren and adults are often advised to follow
Slim Baker's belief thJ persons should go alone or in imall groups into
the woods, depending on their age, and be absolutely quiet for a few
minutes so the natural wildlife can be seen and heard. The natural
movement of the wildlife comes more or les.s to a standstill if people
move around a great deal in a wooded area.,

Nature Areas In the West

In several of the States, schools have developed nature areas, usu-
ally in canyons or gullies near their school grounds. They are used for
studying conservation and the natural environment, and .fOr opporg
tunities to carry on conservation projects of various kinds.

The Hacienda School at La Habra, Calif., has a wilderness area
in a canyon next to the school grounds. It is called the Nature Area.
It includes a stream, a gully, Los Coyotes Creek, and avocado and
eucalyptus trees.

The first step in developing the Nature Area was to find out from
the chitdren what they saw there and what they would like to see there.
The Student Council members were taken to it first. They were told
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they could take other children. Then they all drew pictures of what
they would like to see thCre, includirig bridges, fireplace, pool, bird
houses, flowers, benches, Weeds removed.. These plans were Pdiscussed
with a steering committee which included teachers. The committee
made recommendations. These were shared with the school's landscape
architect. In developing the area, the "Dads" helped a gret deal with
the heavick work. The children carried out ,such projects as 'putting up
signs where they wished to point out a particular nest or plant to other
children.

The children and others, who have had a part in the Nature Arca,
consider it a place to enjoy and be quiet in. It is not a noisy place.
"When we go down to this spot, we fed different," they say. They
like to hear, see, smell, and touch the various ingredients of this won-
derland out-of-doors retreit. .

Behind Elizabeth Hayhurst School in Portland, Oreg., is an old
railroad right-of-way. It is in a gully, aboul 1,000 fet long, where
the children can find many kinds oi trees, birds, and plants native to
the area. Muskrats, raccoons, mice, and many kinds of insects may be
found in this natural environment.

Some years ago someone built a duckpond in the gully. It has since
fallen into disuse. Now it is grown over with water lilies, bulrushes,
and other kinds of marsh life. Since the water is somewhat stagnant, a
film of gre% slime teeming with life has formed on the top of the
water. The pond contains eggs of frogs and salamanders and: other
forcns of water life. The children are interested to, examine the slime
and water under the microscope.

A nature trail has developed naturally in the gully, through use by
the children. Every class at some time during the school year fknds it
interesting and enlightening to take several trips to the gully. The
teachers believe that a more perfect place to see trees, shrubs, ants,
raccoons, insects, and water life in a natural surrounding could not be
found.

Nvi

Committee work is used a great deal by some of 4he dames in the
school for their study of conscrvation and\ natural resources. The
nature arca provides an excellent resource for their explorations and
experiments. They learn- that everything from the smallest living thing
to the largest living thing in a natural area is of importance in the
study of nature and conservation, in that all life is interdependent.

In this area, the children can watch the birds building their nests
and raising their young, they can observe the habits of snakes, and

.
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they can watch the development of the frog and salamander from the
laying of eggs to the maturing of the adult.

During each season, the arca presents a completely different but
interesting phase of life for study and experimentation. In fall, for in-
stancf, the children may observe the changing -color of the foliage,
the falling leaves; they may note the disappearance of many flying ill-
sects, the snakes going. into- hibernation for the winter, the departure
of many summer birds, the beginning of the winter rains.

The Highline School District, in Washington, is auempting to
retain on each- new elementary site a wooded area for conservation
education as it is developed. Thus in addition to the weeklong, outdoor
classroom experience at a campsite in the mountains, youngsters may
participate in preliminary activities right on .the school site.

One 10-acre, tract consisting of Jugged wooded terrain is being
developed by the schooLs in' conjunction with a local service dub Ur a
variety of outdoor activities including conservation. Thus, continuing
experiences in a natural environment closely related to classroom activi-
ties are possible.

4

On the Franklin McNutt Nature Trail

S.

All fourth-graders in Greensboro, l'sl, C., have worked on the
Fraildin McNutt Nature Trail. The land for the trail was given by a
dean of a local coke. An audi&visual aids director started the trail.
The nature trail work done by the fourth-graders is part of a 6-year

, program pf conservation education carried out in some of the de-
mentary schools of Grcensboro.

Illustrative of trail work is a trip taken on a trail by one class of
fourth-graders. They were accompanied by the audio-visual di&e..ctor,
who conducted the trip, a college professor, their, teacher, some parents,
and some visitors. 9

The trip began at the first-aid station near the, beginning of the
trail. First the audio-visual director talked to the children. As they
walked along, he showed them poisdn ivy and Warned them about it.
They siw a phoebe's nest and heard a quail, The children sat on logs
and looked back up the hill at an exampli of erosion on a slope. Then
they counted the rings in the ends of the logs to find out the age of
trees.

As the group wlked down another slope, the directo4 pointed out
examples of erosion. In a field they saw red clover which adds nitrogen

17*
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to the soil. The children went to see a sky pond, which ii fed from
the rain only, no springs or streams. They saw bugs, frogs, and frog
eggs. They walked along fields where they saw contour plowingoxip`
farming, terracing, and a grassed watenvay. Then they walked by au
oxbow lake and along Buffalo Creek.

When they returned_ to the first-aid station, everyone was ready for
the picnic lunch. Sonic of the mothers had it ready for them when they
returned from the hike. The Director gave them a flannel-board talk
about conservation. This was followed by a demonstration of water
erosion of soil with two tables of, soil One with grass on the soil;
One without The various upects of conservation and study of the
natural environment 'etw-.1] M 'erica on the nature trail were followed up
by continuing study and experience at school and other places in the
arta.

Nature rans as Conservation Trails In Wisconsin

Many of the nature trails which teacshers and children in Wisconsin
develop in the edges of forests and farm woodlands are planned as
laboratories for the study of conservation. Activities in developing the
trails are carried on with a view to what the children can learn about
conservation t4rough them.

Where fallen leaves and forest litter on a trail arc thick and, vine-
covered, &Wien sometimes number the spot, and in a guidebook,
which they made for using the trail, they write a statement d4ecting
the user to notice how the soil is protected from erosion. A beaver
dam is numbered and in the handliook the corresponding statement
directs users to observe the size and kind of trees that beavers have cut
down for their dams and to see' that the darn prevents. the stream
from flowing swiftly and eroding its channel. The conservationist must
decide whether the trees or the dam are more valuable in that particu-
tar spot. A number on a stick erected beside a ladyslipper may, in the
guidebook, be followed by a statement to the effect that this flower
is rare and should not be picked.

Cntral School Builds a Nature Trail

A school in Fulton ;County, Ga., developed a nature trail through
woods near the school building. This trail was constmcted by children
and teachers. They marked each kind of tree with its name, wing
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small, pieces of wood 44 /which they Ourneti the letters. They checked
the names for accuracy with the Georgia Forestry Commission and
the county agent. .

The children, tiansylanted ferns and native blooming plants, such-
ai violets, trillium, and honeysuckle, to the area. flown in the woods a
circular place was cleared. The fathers built benches för it. The- pupils
grew there for story hour, devotions, or bird watciiirig.

,

Conservation Trails as Laboratories

Many schools use conservation" trails as laboratories for study.
Plants, streams, soils, rocks, and other objects on the trail are selected
for, the purpose of .helping the children get a broader concept of the
interdependence of natural resources and of the interrelationship of
all life in a given area'. Objects that do not contribute Ito 4' particula
'purpose are at the(time ignored. Objects are identified and studied if
the children have questions about them or think them "sufficiently
interesting or beautiful to call to the attention of the people who "use
the trail.
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NATION making rapid changes "from an gricultural to an in-
dustrial economy as the United States has done, inevitably sacri%

fices some of its birds, fish, mammals, and Other avildlife, as well as
part of. its,ether 'valuable .natural resources. Wildlife resources began
to disappear in the United States in early days as a result of man's
exploitation, lirgely for food and fur.

Conservation organizations became aware of the loss and began
to work for, the preservation of the birds, fish, mammals, and other
wildlife that .remain. No groilp has been more enthusiastically dccli-
cated to this task thn -the children in some of the Nation's schools.
Teachers in many schools are helping the. children plan and do

"prictiCal projects' to improve their community's use and appreciation
of the wildlife. Small areas of the woodlot, shelterbelts of trees, and
sections of native *grassland are, practical places to demonstiat land-

,

management practices for the belt of wildlife..

Learning' About Birds

4

Neirly every school with a conservation
I.

o gram ylans some ac-
tivity Concerned with birds. In large cities, studies of birds are limited
mostly to parks, boots, pictures, and' museums. Children of the suburbs
usually haNie good opportunities to become acquainted with. a ftw
birds, sucVai tivardinal, red-widged blackbird, robin, bluejay, lyren,
and flicker. Boys and gills -in the cotintry have ofiportunities to growl,
trees, shrubs, and food plants to provide food and cOver. In many
places the protection of harmless weed patches will give songbirds their
required food and cover. 'Only drinking water might. .need to be
added to develop a haven. , a
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Attracting Birds

Children almost everywhere can build birdhouses and birdbaths
to attract birds in the spring and su ,
teringe birds., The United States Fish 4 d Wildlife Service (page 186)
publishes p1mph1ets on attracting irds which give specifications for
birdhouses and tell about the kinds of places to expect to see certain
birds. Almost every State Fish and Game Department also issues
attractive booklets about songbirds.

Members of bird clubs and other children who like to study birds
-find their activities made easier and more interesting by providing food,
becapse the birds come whe're the food is and thus can be more readily

and feeders for the win-

observed.
Boys and girls also plant many cultivated flowers, such as mari-

dolds, cosmos, 'sunflowers, and poppies, because their seeds are food
for birds. Other cultivated plants that Provide good food and cover
for birds might include native trees and shrubs, such as fire-thorn, or
wild apple.

Bird Cluliks arid Walks

In schools and in &all peighborhood groups, children often or-
ganize bird clubs, ,such as Audubon Junior Clubs, or -they form bird
study groups through their Four-H Clubs, and ,Boy Scouts, and Girl
Scouts. If there happen to be persons in the home neighborhood 'Who
know a great deal about birds, they are asked to go with these bird
cluh groups on early Morning walks to identify and observe "the

Children in the varioms grades of the Glelkood School, W. Va.,
,select.different wildlife projects. They work them out according to their
particular -interests and the resources tbey are ,able to locate.

The lower grades study wildlife in the separate seasons of ,the year.
In the third grade the children are makirrk a special study of birds
and wghlife and have made a friele on wild animals and a collection
of Wildlife stamps. A zoo is located near Charleston, and parents some-
times help the teachers tale children ofpthe lower grades to- it.. The-
trips to the zoo 'extend the boys' and girls' observation. Among the
birds that the children have- opportunities to observe, either at home
or at school are cardinals, fobins, and,sparrows.

A

1 Teachers and club leaders can secure forms and folders of iniormatioi for
registering groups of children in the Kudubon Junior Clubs by writing the National
Audubon Society, 1130 Fifth Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.
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Bird Study at Klamath County

z

76

At Klamath County, Oregeleep in the heart of the Cascades, many
migratory birds can be observed during the spring and fall. Here the
school children have ra wonderful opportunity to meet personlly a
great variety of songbirds and waterfowl.

The children take many field trips to observe tile birds. A popular
trip is to Tule Lake, NationaL Wildlife Refuge, where more wildlife
gathers than at any spot in the area. Three parts of the Pacific flyway
'converge there: the Pacific Coast, Willamette, and Rockies:2

Conservation is studied in the schools in 5-year cycles, so that
every five years the children haye experiences in a given area of con-
servation. The program extendsfrom grades 1 through 12. Thc areas
studied during the first seven years of the program are:

lat year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year
6th year
-7th yiai,

Birds
Wildlife (Mammals)
Soil

Witeir

11.rtlaciab1e° Resources
Wildlife 13irds-and Fish)

VP

The-tchildren have carried out a number of project4 to help the
birds. that live in Klamath County or. that stop there on their migra-
tions. Pupils' of various grades have made bird feeding stations. These
have, been placed 'on the window ledges and other places on the school
grounds at the time of the first snowfall. Not only do these feeding sta0
dohs help the birds when food and water are scirec, but they offer
fhe children excellpt oportunities to observe many kinds of birds.
Some of the children have made bird feeding -stations for their own

One .class of seventh graden madc a bird bath for a park.
Children who put out feed for' biids are cautioned to keep up the
practice as long as there is no feed that the birds can firid themselves.

The conservation- Work in the classrooms is not centered in any
:one subject field, but cuts across fields. At one school the three. first
grades invited the second-graders to meet with . them to hear, about
their study of birds and wildlife. The children' read their chart stories
about meadowlarks, duds, geese, and pelicans. They sang. some bird
iongs with rhythms. They etcliti choral speaking about birds. They dis-

3 See also: Lincoln, Robert C., Migration of Birds. Washinglon, United States
Government Printing Office, 1950. (United States Departinent of the Interior, Fish
and Wildlife Service: Circular 16.)
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played a diorama they had made of a lake with ducks, geese, and cat-
tails. One first grade showed a branch of a dead tree on which they
hung paper birds and bird houses.

A second grade made collections of bird pictures, feathers, and
clippings about: 41,

goo

Birds of the Marshes
Birds of the Forests
Birds of the Fence Rows

Another second grade made flying ducks for a model of a lake
region.

Third-graders made a Bird and Wildlife bulletin board. They were
especially interested in the western meadowlaii, Oregon's State bird.
The children studied flyways and wrote bird poems.

A fifth ,F?ade wrote stories and ,clrew pictures of mallard ducks.
Another fifth grade made maps of the migratory bird flyways. And
yet another fiftliderade made posters on preserving birds, especially
swans, snow gegiK, and -quail. One fifth grade made a wide frieze
across the end of it.% rdom, 'with real leaves, cattails, and rushes, with
drawings of birds, ducks, geese, and swans. It was titled "Birdlife

%Paradise."
The conseMation program ,has interested clubs and other organi-

lations hi Klamath Cqunty in participating with and carrying out its
various. projects. The local papers and Magazines use the children's
writincabou5 'conservation. It may be tru y said that the program

.
of come

,

ado!' has improved piiblice relations for the schools of 'the
county.

In Kansas State Teachtrs College at Emporia, professors of edu-
cation and conservation help their students ptepge to teach conser-
vation. 4 student in one class wat interested in' the, quail, or 'bobt;
white," is hc is often called. Even The.bobwhite's iincanny ability to
survive has 'nearly 'come to an end in the vast wheatland of western

4

Student Plans for TpaChing about 'Quail

, ,
Kansas. . e ..

a
? 1 ,-4 4,

The student wished to prepare himself for helping 'the pupils
shi ichool where he would teach. He decided to make a study of the

. bobwhite, to learn 'how the bird can be protected when necessary
and preserved as a source of outdoor pleasure 'and recreat4pai and to
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become familiar with kinds of cover that children can provide on
farms where clean cultivation methods are making life more and
more difficult for wild animals!'

The objectives that children in the school where this student ex-
pected to teach might be likely to have were: (1 ) To recognize quail
by sight and sound; and (2) to learn how to conserve quail in the
vicinity of the school and on the home farnis. The student learned
all that he could about quail firsthand-by wandering along the field
borders and along the byroads near the school. He learned to yait
and listen when he heard the call "gob White!" near at hand. A
fainter "Bob White!" would soon be heard from a distance. Some-
times he was fortunate in seeing a mother quail move silently along
a roadside, followed single file by a brood of quail chicks, Just observ-
ing- the quail was satisfying at first, but when he made teaching plans
he needed information from books and bulletins and from people
such as the county agent, farmers, and conservationists.

The information gatheredby talking to people and by reading
led the student to make the following list of activiti9 that seemed
possible for therchildren and teacher to plah and carry on together.

Look for quail's nests in the vicinity of the school ip the late
spring. .

c*

ks

county. Find- out thiough observation or by consulting a agent;resource. ,or other person, whether quail are scarce in, the corn-
munity. .

I
. I

Plan ifield trip;I:to study the habits of quail in the local corn-
munity.

On Satuiday ot Sunday, plan to visit children ,in neighboring
communities and /fearn what they are doing to conteive

Find out if they 'are carrying on successful activities and if
possible, get ideas that. might be started in the 'home corn-.
munity.

Make inquiriee to learn if there are reource personk in or
near the community that could be called in to help Ole class.. . .

-

Perhaps conservation agencies have technicians near the school.
Invilb these people to school, or appoint interviewer's limn the
class° to talk with them.

If there is insufficient habitat for quail in the' community,
secure the cooperation pf a farmer near. ..ihe school to provide

al

a

a

'eh
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0tk

3 See also: Aldrich, John W., sad Duvall, Allen J., Distriblition of American"Gallinaceow Game Birds. ,Washingtori, United Sotes Governpient ,Parinting Office,e
1955. (United States Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service:

, i
Circular 34.) tl9 , xf.
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a small amount of land for the children to plant with fooa and
cover for quail.'

Plan ways of getting the community interested in :the conser-
vation of quail. Make posters and charts and secure permission
to display these in store windows. Make a large bulletin board
and cover it with glass in such a way that' posters can be dis-
played without being destroyed by rain or wincl.pGet permission
to place this bulletin board in a public place in town.

Build feeders or plan other ways of feeding quail during storms
or extremely cold weather. Arrange to have a supply of grain
on hand to feed the birds in storms or other emergencies that
prevent them from getting food from the usual natural
sources. c.

Keep a list of the coveys of quail thlat have been seen'in the
community during the winter. Record where they go for food
and what there is for them to eat.

Find What enemies are dangerous to the quail in the com-
munity and, if possible, protect the quail against these enemies.
Read interesting bulletins and pamphlets about quail.4

Providing-cover is often lit problem. Cover crops can be planted in
fence rows. Some schools get farmers to fence a small area to keep
out livestock and let the natural cover and food develop. With a
little extra work, such a patch can be seeded with plants that the
quail like to eat,"such as lespecleza. , Good com- crops also include
sumac, wild grapes, wild plums, mulberries, elderberries, wild roses,
and wild blackberrics. It generally takes about 2 to 3 yeirs to grow
good cover. For this reason a quail project that is carried on by
siveral grades1 in the school is most useful because the childi:en can
check on progress from year to year.

In Kansas the water supply for quail needs attention. In an average
year the quail may get most of the water they need from dew, jui0,
fruits, and inkcts. Ponds.are helpful if there is a dry season. ArtiOfcial
containers 2 to 3 inches deep may be .provided and kept filled with

ater. Once the task 'of providing water is begunt,tit should be con-
. firmed for the season.

Fooci and cover will only support a given number of yards and.
the annual hatch will at uallyt exceed ,this This surplus. shotid
be used tor 'contro1e4recreational hunting, but coveys should not be
reduced to fewer tin; birds.

4 See Making Land Prodixe Useful Wildlife. Wallington, United States Gov-'
ernment Printipg Office, 1951. ,(thiited States Department of Agriculture, 'Soil
Conservation Service,'" Farmers' Bulletin, No. 2035), and Eschmeyer, R. 'W.,
Bob White. (Oxford, Qhio: Fisherman Press, Inc., l95?.)
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,

Feeding Stationts, Refuges and Sanctuaries

In Mississippi a number of State agencies anti independent organi-
zations are interested in preserving the fine wildlife that iexists there.
Children's clubs, such as Four-H Clubs, Boy and Girl Scouts, Audubon
Junior Clubs, and Junior Garden Clubs are .particularly active'..Some
are, working to establish .and maintain local refuges wild birds and

--animals in the neighborhoods arourid small towns. Among the wildlife
that depends on habitat in Mississippi are turkeys rabbits, squirrels,
deer, quail, and song birds of, many kinds. .

In school the children make of the habits of animals thai
live in the vicinity. Then they develop posters with brief statements
that they think might interest ()tiler people in wildlife conservation.
Sometimes the children ask' businessmen \for -permission to place the
posters in windows. They also get permission to place the posters in
offices and other public buildings.

In Manchester, Iowa, a Lincoln School teacher helps her kinder-
garten, childten build and maintain a feeding static% for the birds on
the school ground. One year the teachers' groupt in the town sent her
as a school representative! to Spring Brook Conservation Camp for the
summer. There she got Many new 'ideas for conservation activities
Teachers from other schools in the toivn drop in occasionally to -see

evidences of newikonservation activities .and talk with her about them.

Feeding Stations for S h

6

Carolina Birds

Becauk of the many beautiful songbirds ih South Carolina, thc
sciipols give considerable attention to their apprtciation And protec-
,tfon. Bird study is accompanied by i'ciivities to help the birds in many
parts of the State.

In Columbia, elementary grade children study ways to take good
care of the birds. They call this; "Conservation." BirdhOuses. Were
built for school grounds and homes. Bird teeding stations were put
up on the school grounds to attract bin:Lk-for, tudy. Many children
joined the Audubon Junior Club. One teacher said, "The more 'chit

r dren appreciate the birds and their s9ngs, the mote they are likely
tq take care of them." tit

A first grade showed its movie, on, "Birds of the Farm.", This was
on a Kra, moved on rollers, d contained pictures and two stories
they had written. The stori d about helping the birds by build-

,
ring birdhouses, providing and food, planting trees for them; and
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about how birds help us through eating insects. They created a song,
"Little Birds," which they sang for visitors.

They learned wvs first graders can help birds at home and at
school. They learned how to provide feed and water for bird.;, and
how to make the right kinds of birdhouses and feeding stations. ,

These children went on several bird walks with their teacher.
Every morning they had stories to tell about the birds they had seen.

Boys and girls of Chester, S. C., planned and built bird-feeding
stations for school and homes. They studied international bird laws
and how birds are banded to trace migrations.

Protectin Birds with Living FencesiYit t4:

.471i. t*

Living fences are tang used euensively ir,"rth carolina to pro-
tea birds and other wildlife. Whéitso1 children ranki'vidson County
go on field trips to study conservation ofimtirat resources, they see

ide many kinds ofhow multiflora roses have been plantedAso
protection.

The dense thorny growth of the roses es it impossible for
cattle, dogs, or men to go through the fences. is makes it possible
for small animals and birds, such as quail, to escape through the
fence or to find shelter in it. The fence provides a protected highway
along *which small birds or animals rr.ly travel, with considerable safety.

The fences also hold the soil with their roots and help in preventing
erosion. They keep cattle and otter animals from getting into fields
where they might destroy crops. They bring beauty to the country-
side with their white blossoms in summer and red berries in winter.

In Florida, the boys and girls of Junior Conservationist Clubs plant
multiflora roses for protection of wildlife. They also do food planting

a management area, especially for tArkey or quail.

Milling as Recreation

Fishing is becoming increasingly popular as a sport. Fresh water
lakes, ponds, and streams provide most of the recfeational fishing in
the United States. F ponds art popular sources of fresh 'water
fishing and are good ..,urces of fotrad as well. More people, young and
old, are recognizing the value of fishing as recreation.
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Children Learn To Fish

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission; a self-sustaining conservation
agency of the Commonwealth, has a program designed to serve more
than a million fishermen in the State. This program reaches children-
and young people in the schools as well as adults desiring wholesome
recreation. The sole source of the Commission's income is the sale of
some 700,000 fishing licenses each year. Around 400,000,000 fish are
stocked regularly each year into the more than 4,000 miles of .trout
streams open to public fishing. In addition, the, State has thousands
upon thousands of tcrts of lakes and ponds and thousands of miles
of large rivers that are also open to public fishing and regularly stocked
with warm wathr game and food fish. Thi-ough this rich recreational
resource, Pennsylvania provides public fishing free of license charges
to boys and .girls of the State under 16 years of age.

To carry out.its objective in helping Pennsylvania boys and girls
grow into good sportsmen with a high regard and respect for the law,
the Pennsylvania Fish Commission has people making studies of the
State's fishing resources. On invitation. they also talk with ,teachers
and children and heir; them become inte ted in fishing aslian im-
portant outdoor recreition. These Fish Corn ission employees also help
teachers arrangc .school visitsetg fish hatcheries where thc children
learn about this important work. ,Through thc Commission, a collec-
tion of films, some in color, will soon be available to the schools in
Pennsylvania. Reports of the Commission's activillies arc gublished in
its periodical, The Angler, to whih schools, community groups, and
individuals may subscribe

Ar

df Huck Finn Day

In Otero County, Colo., children, from, a to 15 years,thad a Huck
Finn Day tO emphasize the need for obeying the State taws on -.fish-

ing and to learn correct.ways of fishing. First they had ,4 Huck Finn
and Tom Sawyer parade, and 'then gathered at various ponds and
fished. They learned what size fish must lereturned to the pond and
what size might be kept4They,also learned how many fish tire); might
catch. I

Adults from the varions towns in the county assist the Game and'
Fish iiep; n Lent personnel to aid and Fupervise the ybungsters at the
ponds:. In this why, much knowledge about .good .rpts, of lishing is
gained by all Aj? participate,
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A Fishing Derby In Tamworth

During May, a Fishing Derby, sponsored by the Tamworth,
Outing Club, is held for children up to 16 years of age. The local
conservation officer comes to the schools and talks to the pupils about
the laws, limits, seasons, and why we have the various regulations. ,

During the Derby, the children may fish in any of the town's
lakes and streams. At the end of the Derby, a man from the New
Hampshire Fish and Game Department takes,. them on a tour of the
Powderrnill Fish Hatchery. Prizes arc awarded children who .catch
the fish weighing the most and also the longest fish.

.,
Mammals and Other Wildlife

Small wild animals are familiar to children in most communities
except in the largest cities. Many children, who have access at least
now and then to a field or meadow know and love the cottontail
rabbit, the ground squirrel, and the woodchuck. Other equally inter-
esting wild animals are common to certain localities, but not to all.
Among those are the beaver, deer, fox, skunk, and raccoon. Schools
are making it possible for children to get the kinds of experiencm
that help them understand and appreciate the desirability of having
wild animals to make our _outdoor life more interesting and Pleasant.

Conservation of Deer and Other Wildlife

West Virginia is rich in wild animal life. Citizens and organi-
zations that are interested in conserving wild ariimals are agreed to
work together in developing a balance among wild animals and wild
plants that includes using these resources for sports and other recrea-
tion. Hunting seasons are the results of surplus gaine that the 'range
will not support. Hunting seasons arc controlled so that recreation
can be enjoyed from year to year. They are a means of keeping animal
populations in balance with their available food supply.

Deer, beavers, raccoons, and many other small animals arc in-
cluded in thc conservation 'programs of the State. Young children in
the schools ait particularly interested in wildlife. One of the problems
of teachers in thesc grades is to help the children underttand the
reasons for having ins in which people are aimed to hunt and
trap game animals. I children's sympatEy for the animals is so
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easily aroused that they are apt to be emotionally disturbed when
they know that some animals are used for,sport and food.

Teachers try to help children understand the significance of the
balance of nature. They help them study the figures on the numbers
of wild animals that die because the supply sometimes becomes so
great that there is not enough food for the animals. When food is
scarce, animals such as deer and beavers sometimes begin eating types
of food which they o narily do not prefer. That means that trek&
often those that people set out for ornamental purposes, are destro)Tarr
or disfigured by the animals.

A State Commission In Touch with Local Groups

The Missimippi Game and Fish Commission and the State Board
of Park Supervisors cooperate in providing land for study and experi-
mentation in the State. More than 4,000 acres are owned by the State.
Other land is leased from private owners_such as paper companies. .

In accomplishing educational objectives, the Game and Fish Com-
mission sometimes gets the help of schoolboys. For example, school-
boys may count deer before the hunting season. In a particular refuger
the deer are driven across a fire lane, and the boys count them.
When one area has more deer than the particular habitat cari sup-
port, the surplus deer are trapped and released in other sections of
the State.

Whenever there is no section in need of deer, then certain coun-
ties that have unusually large numbers of deer are opened for the
hunting season. In this activity the boys learn one of the things that
s particularly difficult for chilidren taking part in the conservation
of wildlife; that is when numbers of deer or other wild animals are
beyond are carrying capacity in habitat, some will die from natural
causes during winter. A hunting season makes use of the surplus for
recreation.

Among local resource people with whom the Game and Fish,
Commission cooperates are county agents and agricultural extension
workers. These local workers are generally available to go with teachen
and children on tours to sec the wildlife refuge. For tours, the Game,
and Fish Commission arranges for transportation and supervisi9n.
Sometimes parents lend cars to take the children; but if private cars
are not, available, the State offices supply transportation.

The State Department of Education makes it possible for college
students who are learning about'forestry and wildlife te help e .entary
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and high school young people with tours. These college students are
selected from classes irt forestry and wildlife becAuse they have an
interest in making wildlife conservation their life's work. The Gamyand Fish Commission, on request, sends consultants to work at thc
county kvel with Four-H Club boys and girls. In some schools, Four-Ii
Club programs are a part of the regular activitips.

Among activities suitable for older pupils in ekmeritary schoolsand for high school young people are:

Furnishing nesting places for wood ducks. In many forests
the beautiful wood duck is one of the birds that is being
rapidly denied a place to nest. Hollow trees are taken down
and nesting places must be provided by man. Nesting boxes are
made proof against predators and placed where the ducks will
use them.

Cooperating with the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service in dove-banding. Children 'can help someone who
holds a banding permit to find bircts to band. -

activity
that increases the children's interest in come 'ation and at the
same time enables them to give valuable serVke to the Govern-
ment in protecting this migratory game bird.

Developing wildlife refuges for conservation study. NVildlife
.refuges arc areas closed to hunting in order that their surplus
game nuy supply surrounding areas with game for hunting.
Some refuges are planned and.highly developed by State and
Federal agencies. Other, ate small areas of plants and shrubs
growing in private fencerows or in the corners of fields. In
them may be found oats, lespedem, millet, or upland rice.
In early days, of course, many such places existed naturally
and in those days the supply of wildlife was large. Among the
wild birds and animals that depend on refuges are turkeys,
songbirds, deer, quail, squirrels, rabbits, and hawks.

is

Wildlife Conservation In Consolidated Schools
a

A that' grade in the Brandon Consolidated School, Rankin County,
Mimi., got help from State conservation personnel. They invited Four-H
Club leaders and the county game warden to come to school and help
them begin their activities. Among their 4uestions were:

What are thc most important native plants and wild animals
for our State to conserve?,

Do these plants and animals have a proper balance of food and
water and soil in the placei where they live in our county?
What can school thildren da to protect mils wildlife?
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The children asked the resource people to help them with their
(ollection of_ local wild plants. These were mounted in 4 book and
properly labeled. The children used the book as a key to identifying,
other specimens brought to school for conservation study. Several or
the children reported that they were trying to avoid picking wild
flowers or useful plants except as they needed them for study.

Among the children in the lower grades in this school there was
particular emphasis on birds. The fourth-graders made an interesting
map showing migratory routes of birds in the United States and
sketched places that were known as bird sanctuaries in Mksimippi.
Their emphasis on the map was on birds of Mississippi.

In the Pearl Consolidated School of Ragkin County, Miss., the
sixth-grade teacher is planning to liltp the children begin their study
of wildlife through 12 pet show in which they will learn first to under-
stand the needs and natures of their own animal pets. She expects
the children to follow thr pet show with a study of wildlife and of its
value to the community, and of the importante of conserving it. From
learning about pets dlife in the community, the teacher expects
the thildren to make a trip to the zoo, where they will have an
opportnnity to compare local wildlife with animals in thi zoo that have

likbeen brought from other places.

Kindergarten Children and Their Muskrat Center

Along the river near the Lincoln- School of Manchesukr, Iowa,
a number4 muskrats have made burrows. The kindergarten hiidren
are especially interested in thme little animals. Las( year tire boys and,
girls made several trips in th school bus to observe the muskrats and
the places 'Where they had made their burrows. When the children
came back to the khool their teacher gave them opportunities to talk
about the muskrats anct to usr their experienec in the play activities
of the classroom.

wawa'

A School Plans for Wildlife Conservation

In the Watts School of Charleston, W. Va., the childre.n learned
that the around them did little hirm, yet was being destroyed. ,

They tried to think ways in whicl the school coula help protect it.
The teacher s P- trek at they study the conservation needs of wild-

ati stirs
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life in thq community in order to discover for themslves the kinds
of things they might do.

By asking qtestions of parents, conservation officers, and othcr
adults, the children learned that brush fires in the area are among the
worst destroyers of wild-animal life. They learned that brush fires
around Charleston get started through, carelessness, many as a result
of 5areless smoking. The city Fire Department has the job of putting
out these fires at great expense to the city and often without saving
the sniall animal life and wildflowers in which the children were so
greatly interested. The boys and girls soon decided that they could
save wildlife by learning .more about fire prevention and sharing their
knowledge with others.

The children organized the information that they had gathered
through iheir interviews and by reading, and then planned ways of
sharing this information (find their ideas with the adults of the com-
munity. They distributed posters which they planned an'd made them-

. selves. They wrote items and articles for school newspapers.

J

Wildlife Program oft Radio

Doing something to conserve wildlife in Kansas became a major
goai of a fourth grade in Lawrence. The children studied about'
differerit kinds of wild animals that live in Kansas. They learned that
the State today has wld aucks, skunks, hawks, beaN;ers, snakes, turtles,
frogs, and chipmunks. Most of these wild animals are helpful rather
than harmful. Nowarkd then a hawk may take a chicken but the mice
that tlie hawk eat.4 could be so destructive in houses that they would
mate than balance the value of a fn.,/ chickens.

Two of the children had a turtle that lived on insects in their
garden. Boys and girls said they often saw frogs catching mosquitoes
and insects in gardens. The children supplemented their observations
with reading and came to the conclsion that many small animals do
much more good than harm and that they art a pleasure to have
about us and should be conserved..

The children read about the gretit herds of buffalo that were some-
times seen on Kansas prairies,in pioneer days. Buffalo are practically
extinct today except in parks and National wildlife refuges. The pupils
learned that the reason for the disaWrarance of the Arnericin buffalo
is that people thought there would always be buffaloes, not realizing
that the magnificent animals were gradually being destroyed. The
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boys and girls said that they might do sOmething to keep people in-
formed about the value of other wild animals and about the impor-
tance of protecting them before it is too late.

The children discussed the practice of hunting wild ducks. They
acintired the wild Sias in the sky and on ponds. They learned that
in some years more ducks aie hatched than nature can feed over the
winter. In this case a short d k hunting season provides people with
an outdoor sport. Boys and t in Kansas gradually understand why
it is no more truel for.the ducks to be hunted than for them to have
tc) starve for lack of food.

The boys and girls learned that conservation of beavers in Kansas
is an important activity. Sometimes a number of beavers build dams
in the Kansas River. To get the wood for their dams they move into
new timber and cut down trees that are needed to hold back the water
that flows from the hillsides of watersheds. Beivers can, in this way,

become quite destryctive. When the conservation officers see that the
beavers are doing harm to a river and a valley, they either give the
farmers permission to kill them or make arrangements to transplant
the beavers to some other river where there is timber for them to cut
without interfering with the runoff of the water.

In connection with the study of beavers, the children learned that
there are animals, such as coyotes and weasels, that arc enemies of the
beavers. Sometimes these animals kill so many beavers that those
that remain alive are too scarce to do great harm. In other words, the
beavers and their predatorsA are kept in balance. This is part of the
idea of balance in nature which exists in different places among the

wildlife resources of the State.
As the children talked about the interesting books they had read

and the new ideas they leFned, they decided to make a radio pro-

gram of their study. "Then other people will know what we have
learned and they will wish to conserve the wildlife in Kansas," they

said.' The class gave a "livc program" from a local station. Different
boys and girls spoke on wild animals in which they were especially

interested. One of the pupils announced the speakers over the air.

Woods Safety in Maine

Because there is so much hunting in the State of Maine and
because the greatest causes of accidents during the hunting season are
carelessness and mistaken identity, there is considerable attention to
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woods safety in the (ichools. Emphasis is given to proper clothing, uce
of firearms, hinting i-egulations, and basic pteparedness.

Map and compass reading are important in Maine. Last year there
were 250 people lost in the State. A flying warden service has proved
necessary and helpful in meeting this problem. The schools are em-
phasizing getting out of the woods safely.

Sixth-graders at the N. H. F4y School in Dexer, Maine, learn
about guns at home ind see their father and neighbors prepare for
the hunting season. They study bout the use of firearms and woods
safety at school. They learn of the importance of checking guns, to see

they are loaded. When picking up a gun, they learn to goint it in a
safe direction. Safety devices on guns are observed.

The teacher-principal has demonstraied firearms use arid safety)
with real guns. He hunts himseHf. He has sent parents a pamphlet,
"What Every Parent Should Know.When His Boy Wants a Gun.",

One boy has demonstrated the way to put a rifle in the back seat
of a car, first, unloading it and then putting it into the car muzzle
first; then removing it from the car stock first.

In their studies these children learn that: Red is the preferted color
of clothing for hunters and Wherever possible fluorescent red clothes
shohld be worn; white clothing or objects such as handkerchiefs should
not be uscd, for these mar'be mi$aken for some part of an animal by
a hunter in the 'woods; a hunter, when eating lunch, should sit out in
the open, not in .the brush; it's a good idea if seated in the woods to

. sit with one's back to a tree or wall; a hunter should not go threshing
around in the brush; ,at home, guns should be stored separately from
the ammunition and both should be kept under lock and key. The
children were.working with the use of compass and maps to learn how
to find their way. They planned to go soon to the woods to practice
finding their way out with their teacher.

Museums and Zoos I.

Museums and zoos are contributing to the conservation education
program, especially with regard to animali and other wildlife. They
are helpful

and
whether or not children hav-e access to the outdoors for

study recreation. Mourited specimens of wild animals, replicas of
wild-animal and bird groups and wild animals on loan are among the
specimens for study. Museum staff members are sometimes available
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Ii) go with children on trips. In some States, trucks and trailers trans-
port museum exhibits from school to pchool.

av-

Junior Mitamaai, San Joo4-Sauta Clara County; Calif.

Visiting the live animal library.

Junior MUseums In the West

At a number of points in the West, junior museums have been
established to help children become betler acquainted With wild animals
and to learn about their care. Ten or 11 Of these museums are in
California'.
; One junior museum, serving San José and ,Santa Clara County, is
located in Alum Rock Park near San Jose. The museum receives sup-
port from its city and -county governments, the schools, and service
organizations. It contains habitat groupings representative of vialious
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areas of the Santa Clara Valley. These show adaptations of wildlife
to ;farious-types of environment

Most intriguing is the Live Animal Library. Here children, teachers,
Dr others may check out live animals and birds for one week or longer.
There are rabbits, squirrels, snakes (in glass boxes), owls, hawks, white
rats, guinea pigs, marmots, pck rats, hamsters; tarantulas, skunks
lizards, and turtles:Children are given opportunity to become icquaint-

, ed with the animal and receive instniction about its care before taking
it home or to school; Cages and feeding instructibns ire provided with
the animals. Museum people report that the animals have received
very good care in most instances.

The animals have been used in classrooms in many and varied,
ways. Nutrition, pets, birth process, growth rate, responsikility, group
cooperation, and motivation for readirig 'and writing are some of the
uses to which the animals have been put in the past.

Schools nay arrange field trips to the museums so that various
aspects of nffural science may b studied. Classroom activities are
correlated with those of the field:trip. Diiring a recent years 10,006
tchool children visited the museum. Field trips to the park areas and
other areas away from the museum -may be arranged fot studying
geology, wildflowers, birds, sea life, and porld life, with the help of
museum personnel.

On Saturday mornings, the museum people take the childraen on
trips in Alum Rock Park and other places near the museum. The trips
are arranged to suit the needs of any group and may include cpllecting
for study, insects, plants, minerals, reptiles, or amphibians.

The museum has summer program, especially for children inter-
ested in science. These program include field trips, talks, and such
activities as attracting birds, and making collections of plants, insects,
and rocks. Subject areas covered are insects, flowers, trees, shrubs, birds,
reptiles, ,minerals, and rocks. The sessions arc scheduled twice a week.
and the program is free.

Ptirpoeç of the.summer program is to increase the children's under-
standing of the world they live in. Conservation and the interdepend-
ence of all living things are strewed: Activities are planned so that the
children may continue with them at home.

Children of San Mateo Schools have access to the San Mateo
junior Museum. This is a museum of natural science located at Coyote
Point op San Francisco Bay. In addition to dioramas and other ,exhibit
materials, the museum houses many live specimens. Here children study
various habitat groups and learn much abolut the care and conser-
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.ation of wil e. When the children are able to prove that they know
how to pr ect and, care for animals, they are pamitted to check out
for a .w..A4 a woodchuck, hamster, parakeet, or some other live animal
which k available. These animals may be checked out to be used in
their classrooms or to be taken to their homes, just as would be a
library book on a short-time loan basis.

The Junior Muieum, at Portland, Ore., lends live animals and
birds to schools arvi groups and, sometimes, to individuah to take home.
Among its loan collection" are monkeys, guinea pigs, kids, hamsters,
flying squirrels, parrots, rabbits, white rats, mice, parakeets, canaries,
owls, and chipmunks. Many animals are kept at the mu.,eum for the
children to sec and pet: They may handle rabbits, beaver, ground hogs
or skunks, if they are gentle, or they may pet alligators, turtles, ham-
sters, or guinea pigs.

Use of Wildlife Museum In Conservation .iducation

Schools near Jackson, Miss, make use of the resources of the
Natural Museum of the Game and Fish Commission of the State
Department of Conservation. In thc museum are preserved ipeci-
mens of -biirds, fish, wild animals, amphibia, snakes, and reptiles. The
director of tbe museum and her assistant, who are both skilled in work-
ing with children, sometimes go with teachers and children pn field
trips.

With the expert guidance of these two resource people from the
museum, the children learn ways of identifying birds and of recog-
nizing their calls and gongs. They ntay observe other small animals
such 'as rabbits, raccoons, or squirrels. Then they may go as a group
to the State museum where they study the mounted specimens and
replicas of habitats of the animals they have observed, and learn more
from the director in charge. In the museum is a collection of.bulletins,
pictures, and other Materials from which the childien may select those
that look useful in answering questions arising from a particular trip
or study.

Museum Materials Used by Conservation Officers

In West Virginia the conservation officer is a resource person wtio
helps groupsof boys and girls who are conserving wildlife. In addition
to helping teachers take children on trips or saving aa a resource
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person when they want extra information or facts to improve their
activities, the conservation officer keeps a collection of stuffed wild
animals. He uses these to help the children answer some of )13cir
questions about wild animals and to arouse interest in preserving
animals that do more good tban harm. Part of his work is done in
conservation clubs. Children above second grade may join the clubs.
Bulletins, stuffed animals, and other museum materials are in frequent
use in schools: t o

Use of Museum and Zoo

In Jefferson County, Ky., Cane Run School has an environment
that is conClucive to study of wildlife. The children's homes are located
in valley land which hasenough water and good soil to produce healthy
trees and ,shrubs. These not only add to the beauty of the community
but serve as cover for birds and other small wildlife. Through short
trips to Observe the wildlife around the school, children develop inter-
ests in rabbits, squirrels, and other small animals but, as a rule, they
get no more than a glimpse of some of the animals because they are
startled away from cover by the children.

Teachers in the school have learned to supplement the children's
outdoor observation and study with the specimens in the local museum.
The stuffed animals do not run away. Boys and girls can stand and
observe them to their hearts' content and some of them are mounted
with appropriate brush and shrubs around them so that there is
opportunity to study part of the habitat as well as the animal. Not far
away from the school is a zoo which is also a valuable means of sup-
plementing 'children's reading and observation, and trips to the zoo
are carefully planned with a background of information gained through
reiding and observation.

The Zoo as a ,Conservation Reiource

The French ,Creek Game Farm in West Virginia Is a zoo used
by schools and families and other groups of girls and boys who are
interested in birds and wild animals. Through the zoo the children
have opportunities to see many native birds and animals, including
some which have become extinct in the State outside of the -zoo. In
addition to the cardinals, robins, and sparrows which are near the
homes of most of the children, the boys and girls may see hawks, owls,
quail, partridges, buffalo, elk, and wildcats at the zoo.
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Children's Museum Plans Conservation' Excursions ,

The Children's Museum of Nashville, Tenn., conducts i nature
field trip every month. Field trips are scheduled on Saturday mornings
so as to be available to children when they are not in school. Each
field trip site is of general outdoor educational interest, but may have
a more specific objective such as studying minerals, fossils, water life,
wild flowers, trees, and other local resources. Activities in which the
children engage fcihkow found conservation practices,

In order to provide better leadership for nature field trips, the
Museum also conducts trips to train the leaders of children's groups,
such as teachers, camp leaders, and Scouts. For such groups the field
trips are organized on the basis of subject matter and the resource
people arc seleeted also on the basis of their special subjects, such as
natural history or science. The Director explained that the resource
person for different subject groups is changed frequently so that even
though topics such as insccts or plants art repeated, something new
is brouiht to each group with tach new leader.

Another service of the Museum is to cooperate'with school classes.
The Museum has wildlife exhibits, some of which show mounted
animals, birds and plants in natural habitats, as well as live animals.
It has a collecti n Of minerals, izspecially of those iound in Tennessee,
and may 'exhi its dealing with natural history. The Museum reports
service to abou 40* school groups from outside the immediate vicinity
of Nashville during each school year. As a nile, about 30 children form
a group. More than 12,000 school children have used the resources of
the Museum annually, in addition to about 15,000 from the local
vicinity, and 35,000 adults and others.

Tht Museum is cooperating with numerous classes, including those
that wish to study the natural resources of Teimessee. One program,
for example, included study of clay as one of Tenn I.::: ..'s resources.
The children's attention is called to the use of.clay for tile, insulation,
and decorative pottery.

Traveling Truck Exhibits In Los Angeles

The Los Angeles City School Districts have twc demonstration
trucks which are scheduled for visits 'to elementary schools. Traveling
teachen, who accompany the exhibit trucks, present to the tlemc.ntary
children demonstrations on California wildlife and agriculture con-
servation with the help of dioramas, exhibits, and pictures. The regular
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elementary teachers use instructional material, sent in advance of the
visits, to prepare the children for the special lesson.

One truck carries exhibits depicting most of the possible habitats
anociated with wildlife in California seashore, marshland, inland
valley, foothill, mountain, desert, and city. The following themes are
demonstrated by the traveling teacher through dioramas of wildlife
in natural settings: environment as it affects habits of wildlife, environ-
ments suited primarily'. to one type of wildlife, special adaptations to
environment, wildlife exisOng in cities in spite of awironmental diffi-
culties, birds and animals living in mountain apera.s, man and his Ir-
lationship to wildlife, and maintenance of balance of nature.

The other tnick carries exhibits illustrating agriculture conservation.
These exhibits show contour plowing, gully control, windbreaks, con-
trolled grazing, irrigated pastures; crop rotation, mulching, soil, water,
weather, forests, and fire prevention.

Conservation Traitor

A conservation trailer goes from school to school in Ohio. It is
ownea and operated by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.

Ohio DovertswaS of Natural lissourfoos

This trailer exhibit is moved from school to school. e
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In the trailer -are samples of Ohio soil. Some show soil that is well
drained. Othep ire samples of soil poorly drained. In the trailer is a
collection of 4Ticu1tural seeds under glass. These, along with piciures
of the plants, enable the children toidentify the seeds of barley% clover,
and other "gran" crops 'that help ktep soil in place. The trailer con-
tains mounted specimens and carved models of bass, white and black
Lrappies, and' other kinds of Ohio fish.

Collections 'of pictures help children learn about industries- that
use or procem natural resources, such as coal mining, stone quarries,
other mineral industries, and lumbering. Charts accompany the pic-
tures_ to show the results of increased efforts- to conserve resources
used in the industries. Attractive pictures show native trees of Ohio,
some of them as thry grow near one another in forests and others
as they stand alone as shade trees in town or by the highways. Some
of the photographs are in color, with lighting back of the pictures
so that they stand out clearly and realistically.

It costs several thousand \dollars to build a traikr of this kind.
The present trailer is being used as a pilot project. The *State Depart-
ment of Natural Resources.has suggested to the schbols that they make
a study of results gained with children who use the trailer compared
with those who do not use it. The initial reaction of the children to
the irailer has been saiisfaaory. Children return to sie the exhibits
again and aggin. The trailer is usually kept open during a full school
day-so that pupils may enter it at any time with the teachers, as well
as by themselves, to study the _Meaning of the disOlays.
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Conservation in
Camps and Clubs
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CHOOLS in many of the States visited are using camps and
clubs to give children firsthand experiences with nature's re-

sources. This experience includes using natural resources to improve
ways fd living. It also includes learning to greserve the supply of nat-
ural resurces, especially of those that are not renewable. Camp life
and cab life give the children conservatiori opportunities that they
could not have in the classroom a4ii through study of books done.

Experiences In Camps

Camping is and.enterprise through which boys and _girls with ap-
propriate guidance usually learn to plan with other children, take
responsibility-for some of the chores of grOup living, have the experi-
ence of being away from home, and enjoy hikes through woods and
fields. In the camp program many schools are ilso including oppor-
tunities for children to develop understanding and skill in conservation
of natural' resources. ea,

School Calips Einphasize Conservation
I

School camps in Indiana help make conservation meaningful. Op-
portunities, are provided for conservation experiences and information
in the childrett's planning for camfi, in the camping program, in their
attempts to summarize their learning at the close of the week's ex-
perience, and in activities growing out,of the camp experience. Usually
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the latter were carried on after the pupils returned to school where
they.= could use the resources of iheir school lib

Schools sometimes, use the 4-H Club p, *hic is a part of
the Versailles State Park..The camp has hail, a kitch an office,
and 12 cabins. One year, 478 pupils came to. ?nip. They presented
15 elementary scik2Ols and for the most part were sixth-grad rs. Thirty-_

'three elementary teachers were with them.
Children had different camp experiences. Usually a program:, was

planned by the teacher and pupils before starting for: camp. One
group, for example, made hikes to a shale bank to loolc for fossils,
an excursion to a clay bank to select clay for ceramics, a journey to
a cave, and a trip to a fire tower where an observer was constaritly
on the aleri for forest fires. Some of the children went on fishing trips,
and a few. visited ,a saw mill, Sixteen teacher counselors were avail-
able. Eight piEents .helped out, and- three representatives of Indiana
garden clubs ierved as resource persons and sometimes conducted
nature hikes.

Camping in a State Park

Three classes a fifth-graders of a Greensboro school went camp-
ing at Camp Crabtree Creek Park, N. C., for a week in April. A man
from the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission., a -mother,
the principal, and the teachers. and student teachers from Women's
,College went with the children. Before going to camp, a planning
session wat 'held with the parents. Teachers told about equipment,
schedule, and finances. Because they had had nature-trail work In the
'fourth grade, the children were well preliared for their new conser-
vation experiences .at camp.

The children had two field trips a day to study dlife, balance
of naturei forestry, and other aspects of conservatio They hunted
along the ponds and streams to see whiti they could d in the water.
They visited two farms-:-one which used modern techniques of soil
and water conservation and one that used poor/ At the
camp they built check dams to hold the soil wh it was likely to
wasii. They visited a rock quarry, and collecte rocks, clays, and
minerals.

. Men from the United States Forest Service cfline to the camp to
help the children. They took the children to visit /a fire lookout tower.
They showed how to conserve forests.
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98 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREk*

Neir the end of their stay, the children had a "shariCid tell"
program. Each showed and told about the post, interesting thing he
had found during the wcck at camp.

On their return to school, 'the children painted pictures of what
they had seen and done at camp. These were displayed with photo-
graphs of camp activities, including one of the boys constructing a
check dam and some of the children studying pond life. They planned
to build some check dams on their school grounds.

For about a month, much of the 'pupils' work centered .on the
trip. They made several booklets containing their written accounts of
what they had seen and learned. The booklets bore such titles as:
"Nature Trail," "Water Biology," "Insects," "Building Check Dams,"
"Soil Conservation," "Rocks and Minerals," "Wildlife," "Forestry,"
and "Fire Fighting." Finally they saw a movie, 'taken at camp, which
gave them the opportunity to enjoy again some of the experiences at

Conservition Activities at Mill Lake Camp

At Dearborn Outdoor School at Mill Lake Camp, near Chelsea,
Mich., a dircctor and staff are taking a critical look at the children's
program. Mill Lake Camp has a central location -with respect to the
32 schools that send children*4)there. The director for this year of
special study has had successful experience at other camps and is
interested in conservation as a phase of the camping program. She
has the assistance of students of the Eastern Michigan College
at Ypsilanti, and from Antioch College, Ohio, who wish to get ex-
perience in directing camp activities. She helps each student meet his
individual needs as well, as those of the children with whom he works.
Along with the usual 'outdoor activities of the camp during ihe past
year the director and her student assistants have worked with each
group of children to help them learn to set up goals and make plans
for conservation projects.

The camp curriculum consists ofActivities that can be secured
best in camping situations yet at the same time are related to the
regular school learning. The pupilirdevelop the habit of covaing
picnic fires with gravel or sana. They learn to observe the condition
of the soil, particularly with respect, to erosion. They develop appre-
ciatioii of flowers and the desire to see and care for them. Finally they
begin to appreciat4 the value of land for crops, woods, recreation, and
homesteads. it
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A Week at Camp Waskowitz
.411v

, Every sixth-grader of Highline, Washington schools spends a week
high in the Cascades at Camp Waskowitz. Here they study con-
servation and natural science in a setting that is magnificent in scope
and rich inapportunifies for living conservation.

Early in the school year teachers, parents, and principals meet at
the camp, to study possibilities, learn about the site, and make plans.
Before a sixth gride goes, the parents are invited to ask questions
and hear explanations of the total program. A large steering cotht
mince world on this program.

Preceding the work at the campite thc Children do extensive re-
search and planning in preparation for the trip. A real effort is made
to introduce all the correlating activities possible into the curriculum
to make the camp experience as meaningful as possible.

At c4p the pupils build nature trails and put tags or libels
4n trees and shrubs. Every child plants a tree and is given one to
take home. The children conduct a fish experiment to study eggs, finger-
lings, and larger fish. They plant fish in nearby streams. They stop
and visit at a large fish hatchery on the way up to the, mountains.
They set up a museum at the campsite, bringing in and tagging speci-
mens. They observe demonstrations of use of firefighting equipment
and the pruning and thinning of trees.

Each year live animals are kept at the camp so the children can
beconie acquainted with them. One year two fawns were brought
in. .The children cared for them, feeding them by bottle. One year
they adopted two 6-weeks-old bears. Another year they had game
birds, such as pheasants and sage hens. The State Deparoent of
Game sends the camp a collection of Washington animal pelts for
identification.

The children organized- a nature hunt, when they went out in
.1

groups to see which could bring in and identify the most specimens.
They also formed *groups for their "cook-outs."

&ok i. films, filmstrips, records, exhibits, kits of materials, and other
resources /are available at the camp. The children are grathially weaned
away fro* too much dependence on resource persons.

tion at Camp Colby

A great deal of Waitron is given ta; conservation in the, camping
program of Bellflower Unified School District Calif., which uses Camp

.
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aims Colby, cat.
Protecting the-soil through wattling.

Colby for its children. The campsite and the surrounding mountains
provide an excellent place for studying-- the natural environment and
the conservation, of resources. Emphasis is given to the conservatioh

*of soil, water, plants, and animals.
Ai camp, sixth-grade children learn to, work together democratically

on 'conservation and other study- of the environment. They study pro-
jects on which they want to work at their school in 'the mountains.
They work on wattling projects, for which they put down stakes and
weave grass- and twigs to hold the soil. Some of them build dams id
others work on reforestation.

Still other children clean and trim along 'the stream near camp,
work on the rock wall, and clear aviay tall grass (a fire hazard) In
some areas. They find or see_ many interesting things, as the head of
an old prospettor's pick, a rattlesnake, the camp turtle, a baby Red-
tailed Hawk, and a riot of colorful wildflowers. 1

The children produce class newspapers about their work at camp
after their return. The camp staff, too, provides a monthly publica.
tion which is distributed to all who attend camp. In it the lessons of
conservatiQn arc reemphasized.
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CAtiPS AND CLUBS 101

Bellflower c4i1drch continued work in forest conservation on their

returh from camp. One class..brought small cedars back to school and
planted them on Arbor Day. Another class built a check dam on the

school grounds. In these followup activi the conservation. experi-

ences of camp. continued on into meaningful school activities.

Improving the Area Near Camp Cuyamaca

When the children of San Diego County, Calif., go to Camp Cuya-
mach, they explore the area and try to leave it better than they found
it. ey hunt for harmful beetles, which aie then destroyed by spray-

ing. Every 9.week, children transplant pine seedlings fiom adjoining
property to a burned-over arca near Camp Cuyamaca.

Many of the children help build check dams to prevent erosion

of the soil. They observe and assist in the importation of beaver clans
to the streams of the arca, because the beaver dams retard runoff
of precious (and scarce) rain and melted snow. The children take
an active part in removing obstructing logs and other debris that were
causing flooding and erosion of stream banks. They remove fire hazards

in picnic areas.
4

ft

a

Updike fleisool, Gromesir. N. C.

Practicini safety with campfires.
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102 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR MAILMENt.JI,

One class went to the camp the thirci week of school so they had
the opportunity of opening it for the season. They found the . camp
experiences were an excellent beginnidg for a study of c ation
which they continued on 'their return to school. The most crucial
local conservation problems were forest fires and the water shortage.

At camp, the children collected water from different sources (ditch,
bay, stream, bottled, drinking fountain). They brought the samples

..,back to school and studied them under the micmscope and made
slides. This came about as a result of studying safe sources of chink-
ing water at earn!). The children also learned the steps ired in
felling a tree, including the safety factors. They made observations
at the camp's weather station. Finally they collected many specimens
of the area and brought thein back for further study of tion

b. at school and in their own community.

Conservation Camps for Children In Tennessee

In Tennessee, conservation has been accepted as a valuable area
of work in school camps. In Claiborne. County, Tenn., one observes
especially the smoothness of the organization enabling teachers and
children, to develop conservation projects together.

Here, on one occasion, r° / ell woe divided into 5 groups with
i.gr4 teachers in. eich group. Co %.\k.H:L\ ts and specialists first , worked with

the teachers to help 'them une $.6 the conservation projects in
which the children would be working and to learn imixortant working
techniques.

The Chili were divided into groups of seven, with a teacier
for each group. The teachers then took charge of the pupils who were
interested in the respeciive projects. Teach= who- were iiot working
witlfpupils joined groups as observers. Projects and concepts on which
the various groups worked included erosion' control, the balance of
nature as. shown in the camp environment, tree diseases and !swab
ment, making terraces, and setting out plants.

The following stateznams from pupils show some of the imowledie
gained and sincere interest.: .

I learned about &rests and erosion and a lot'of other things.
I think camp' is wonderful . . .

Camp a lot of fun. I bled the field trips, especially the
one where we worked on a bank that had eroded . . .

I Hied best of all when I planted five little trees where the
erosion had been on Abe bank . . .
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CAMPS AND CLUBS

Our consultants
)
showed ilk a lot of things up the Silent Trail.

410 Our group saw some ja4404he-pulpits, bloodroots, maidens-
bair-fern, and a lot of thiags I have never seen around the
woods in back of my house . . . .

Lipase SAVA Orameallem X. C.

, Reducing erosion through check darns.

Community Cooperation Provides Conservation Campk

In one Ohio county a pilot project in school camping is conducted

with a major emphasis on conservation education. In certain schools

it is the plan kw each child to have experience in camp before he

finishes the sixth grade, and preferably during his sixth school year.

The cuniculum coordinator for the Mad River Township schools is

mchargcofthejwojcct
The consultant's work at the camp 'and in preparing the children

for cmp is a part oi her reguirtir work is coordinating she school's

curriculum program. She has the servkes of a retired forester in the

vicinity' as a resource person. He donates his time to take the chil-

dren on trips and helps them actually plant trees on the camp groundi.

A study of trees and how to plant and care for them is an important

part of the conservation program.
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104 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Another resource person in the project is a State wildlife speciali
who comes to camp and takes the children on trips as a part of 111
public relations work with the schools. A technician from the United
States,Soil Conservation Service advises with the coordinator and thc
other camp staff members. Amons helpful local resource pemons in du.
camp project are members of the Audubon Society. Garden Club
women, Izaak Walton League members, and staff members from the
Dayton Museum of Natural History.

Cedar HO Behool4 Oak Rii" Taw
Learning correct practices at camp.
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Students from:Antioch 'College with interest both in camping and
, conservation serve as camp counselors. For this experience the col-

lege givai them credit in teaching. The coordinator plans witg these
counselors and guides them in their work with the children. Together
she and thd counselors plan ways of helping the children decide on
camp and conservation goals, such as:

Gaining ,experience in living out-of-doors.

Developing interest in wild plants and how they grow, how
they depend on soil, and hgw they restore the soil.
Learning what flowen should not be picked because they
do not readily reseed or reproduce themselves.
Learning how to plant trees.

Getting firsthand experience with small animals, such as
snails, frogs, harmless snakes, rabbits, and others. .

Getting iome idea of the balance of nature in a particular
habitat. , ,f

An example, is the children's experience in observing an
anthill and skeing the black anticarrying termite& That
was the consultant's opportunity to explain to the children
that black antis are beneficial to man becatise they kill the
termites that dp damage to the wood in houses. Black ants
should not be destroyed.

Getting new experiin'ces in living with playmatei, counseloq,
and resource people. 1

Learning how to use free and unplanned time profitably.
Some of the -thildren used this time for painting, in-
spired by the new experieficcs they were having in outdoor
living. Some wandered about the lake, woods, and fields.
Others sat in small groups and chatted.

9

When the time came for tret planting near the camp, the children
who had taken responsibility for certain tasks helped to measure off
the ground and mark places for the holes. (See also chapter 2, p. 21 ).
The children then planted the trees by hand and filled the dirt in
around them. The consultant gave advice and answered questions or
made suggestions as necessary while the work was being done.

As a result of the children's interest, "a tree plantation" was started
at the camp. This meaiit that the children of different school or club
groups would take care s?f the trees and keep them growing until
they were the right size to be cut for some purpose. It was expected
that after the trees got a start in the plantation, there would be some
that could be cut and sold for Christmas trees. The money would be
u.vd for school and camp activities.
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106 4,ONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

"Little Acorns,'! a 16-nim. kodachrome film with narration and
optic sound track, shows the activities of a sixth-grade from a school in
Mad River Township, Montgomery County, Ohio, on a 3-ilay camp-
ing trip. (Inquiries should be addritssed to C. H. Buck, Dayton
Chapter, The Izaak Walton League of America, 2000 Far Hills Ave.,
Dayton 9, Ohio).

Law-Enforcement Officer* Teach Conservation
In a recent evaluation conference of school and =nervation spe-

cialists, two young law-enforcement officers took an outstanding part.
They were members of the county conservation staff, Raleigh County,
W. Va. They discussed their work and the principles that guide them
in the development of their programs.

"We are appointed technically to adorce conservation laws," one
of them explained. "It we find a man fishing or shooting deer out of
season, we arrest him. He has to pay a fine."

"BoAcre is more in our work.than law enforcement," the-othei
said. "We like to think of our most imprant job as the educatim

t Antioch student couniekws and
Osaka, illawatia &aft,

pupils ;tudy conservation.
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of the young. As a result, when these children grow up they will have
a tendency to act as they have been taught, and few laws will be

roken . That is the reason we work with children."
The conservation officers visit schools when invited by teachers

and pupils. They taleto Me children, answer their questions, and try
to stimulaie them to develop activities in the conservation of rewurces
that are outstanding in the local community. There is quite a differ-
ence between the old-type conservation officer who believes in penal-
tim, fines, and enforcement of regulations, and the new type who
believes in education, especially of the youngei generation.

The law-enforcement officers have most time to help the schools
durini the months that are slack for law enforcement; that is, when
there are no open hunting seasons on wildlife. Then the officers visit
schools and arrange for summer camps for the children.

In Raleigh County, W. Va., the camping project is experimental.
Not all the schools can have a part. Last summer, four schools took
part; dext summer, t is planned for 10 schools to be invited to send
children to camp. The camps have a strong conservation ,program.

'The superintendent of tie school and the conservation officers
work together. Camping, oi the experimental basis, its only one of
the activitie Bud does not yet reach all of the children. The follow-,

inclist,ivitteliides a few of the activities in which many of the children
engige, according to their interests or the use they have for a particulir
experience:

Testing soil.

Making collections of leaves, bark, and pieces of wood.
Identifying fish.
Restocking streams and Beaver Lake with fish.

Planting windbreaks, ihside trees, and nut trees.'
Planting and caripg for gardens at home.
lieatrning how tà take a fishhook from another person's hand.
Letrning how to handle guns.

Learning what to do in case of snakebites.

Contenting wild flowers.

know the flowers that children in the vicinity can identify are
dantlions, violets, ladyslippers, goldenrod, rtiododendron,

trailing arbutus, dogwood, and r,edbud. Children learn that they should
not pick wild flowers near the, road because this would deprive pimple .

who use the roads of their bdituiy. Elsewhere certain flowers can be
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198 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

picked without any risk of extinction and certain otheis, should not

be picked at all because they are .rare.
A member of the Conservation Commission works especially to

develop cooperation among tomters, technicians, and other conserva-

tion officers in the State. As a resource- person he has helped to or
,

ganize real conservation activities in a dozen or so elementary,schools
where the teachers and the children are interested in doing some-

thing about conservation. In helping the children in their study of
wild animals, he uses dims and stuffed animals. Sometimes he takes
a wild animal with him to a school where he is to work. He helps
teachers and children organize conservation dubs. In any elementary
school, children above second grade may join a conservation club.

The Spirit of a Conservation Camp

The camping program of the Parker School, New Castle, Ind.,
started with the sixth grade. The program "was inaugurated to give

the children the chance to learn more about the out-of-doors and to

practice living and working together." Experiences in conservation
were emphasized. Every sixth-grade child had an opportunity to at-
tend the camp, which isiat the Versailles State Park, about 68 miles

from Newcastle. The following excerpts from a radio script sum-

marizing a week's activities will give a bit of the spirit of the school-
camp program:

RADIO SCRIPT

JACKIE JO Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. YOUR
SCHOOL wants to give you a program by
Grade Six, Parker School, entitled "CAMP
CONVINCERS." This group spent 4 days
in September at New Castle School Camp in
the State Park at Versailles, Indiana . . .

Jolitio
4

Would you like to know what we did in
camp? For one thing, we had fun working
with clay! We really did work! We think it
improved the camp. Some of the stone steps
leading to the cabins were loose so we fixed
them. We mixed sand and cement to make
road markers at the entrance to camp.

EDNA We heard you built log dams. Tell us about
them.

*
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TOM MY At the entrance to the camp was a big eroded
gully. In time, a whole bank could have been
ruined. We sawed fogs the right length for the
gully. These logs we fitted together between
upright poles. We built three dams at differ-
ent levels to prevent water from washing away
the soil. It was work, but I can proudly point
to one place in the State park and say 1

helped to make it better.

CAROLYN Ve can't say our amp improvements were
so valuable or so permanent but we did thinA
of the camper s who were to follow us. We left
some wood at the cooA-out spot and in our
cabin to give the next group a bit of a start.
We built up low tables of stone slabs at a
ook -out spoligliey were a help to use in pre-

paring our meal and cleaning up. We hoped
the next group could use them,

Parents, Teachers and Children Evaluate Camping

109

4$

In Manitowoc, Wit, three days in camp are part of each sixth-
grade pupil's school experience. In addition to emphasis on conser-
vation in the pnagram for children, the Manitowoc plan includes a

3-day camping experience for the children's teachers, preceding the
session for children, also with emphasis on conservation.

To help evaluate the work, parents were asked to come to' school

at the dose of the period to meet with an evaluating committee of
teachers, supervisors, and representatives from the children. The group

discussed and analyzed some of the children's camp experiences and

decided how the camp experiences could be made more valuable, and

how more children in the school could have opportunity to participaie.
One of the teachers said that the experience in camp is really an

inspiration for her boys and girls for the entire year's program at
school. Especially was this true of conservation activities. The week
in camp provided opportunities for these city children to see woods

and streams, forest litter, wild flowers, wildlife, birds, varieties of rocks,

insects, and soil of different kinds.
Groups of children had experience in different conservation activi-

ties. One group, for example, planted some trees, another cleaned
the debris out of a spring, one class made further study of a con=
saltation trail that had Ix:en started by a preceding group of children,
and helped to develop a guidebook for the trail. They discovered new

4V.
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110 CONSERVATION IIXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

trees and added these to the guide-book. They found and identified
some bird nests that had not been there the year before.

Back in the classroom, the children often refermd to these activi-
ties. Some of the pupils staled rock collections 'growing out of their
interest in rocks discovered in the woods at camp. Some made murals
and posters to show to the fifth grade, who were looking forwFs1 to
their turn at camping in the year ahead.

One teacher gxplaitied that she'dependedlon the children's reports
of the camp experience for clues as to what might be interesting to
another group of children. She said that The boys and girls held sev-
eral meetings just to talk about the experiences of the camp and to
point out the ones which had meant the most to them.

Caniping Opportunities for Older Children

'The Arkansas Game and .Fish Commission- has for some years co-
operated with the State Resources and Development Commission to
make summer camping possible for school children and to emphasize
in*the camps an appreciation of wildlife hi Arkansas. Some center of
interest is chosefisfor each camp, such as the conservation of fish, and
ways of fishing and methods of stocking ponds with fish. Genirally
speaking, onc child out of ten has an opportunity to be in one of is
these camps. The goal, of course, is for much higher .percentage of
'children`- to have camping experiences.

Student Interns as Assistants In Tennessee School Quips

City Park School at Athens, in McMinn County, Term., provides
conservation education in school camping. A member of the labora-
tory-school staff from East Tennessee Teachen College teaches an
eighth grade in City Park School. Planning for the conservation ,work
in this dass is extensive. In the beghming of t1 year, the teacher and
children plan broadly, leaving out all but essential details. As the dys
go by and the need is shown for more activities, these arc; added.

Challenging to the creativeness of the children is the idea .of keep-
Mg facilities and equipment at camp very simples, wiOs as few corn-

.. mercial facilities as are needed for hank and cleanliness. Several cook-
outs are planncd. A camp cookstov is made of a No. 10 vegetable
cari with a square cut in.the edge. The can is filmed upside down
,and tinder is lighted and pushed under it through the square hole
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illinobat "urea Photo
PIA it safe in case of fire at a forest camp.

that has been cut out. The fire will heat a can of soup. Camping is
part of the year's Foogram. During the past two years, the camping
experiences have been limited to a 4-day wed; in the future a 6-day
week is plaiined.

Several grades are planning a ikek in camp for the current year
The fifth grade will go to camp first. Six of the cighth-graders will
accompany them to save as helpers to teachers and children. Forest
specialists will serve as resource people and consultants. Normally 10

- adults accompany a clam' of children and the 6 upperirade clagmates.
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112 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Outdoor Learning In Snohomish County

In 413; a site was selected in the Mt. Baker National Forest area
in Washington for a camp program for Snohomish County Public
Schools. All school districts of the' county have used the SilverWa1d-

heim Camp an:c1 additional camps ire being considered.
, At camp the children live as a community under rather primitive
conditions. It is planned to keep the conditions primitive 'so that new
groups of childreri may have the *experience in living and learning
in this type of envirtnment.

Civil Pefense values enter the picture as the children gain' confi-
dc e in their ability to get along without modern conveniences and to
organize quickly a safe and sanitary living routine even in the wilder,.
ness. The children also learn considerable pioneer history at camp
since the area is extremely rich in history of this period. Through
experiences in primitive ways( of living the children gain an apprecia-
tion of the trials and accomplishments of their pioneer ancestors.

The children carried out numerous projects to protect the soil,
water and forests and to develop the camp as a place where children
can learn and can cnjoy themselves. One outstanding achievemen(
has been the building of nature trails.

The fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders constructed a Teeiee Trail.
They leveled places for walking, made steps, built check dams. They
labeled vaiious specimen trees and plants along the trail. In clearing
the trail, they didn't cut a single evergreen tree. At the end of the
trail, they set up a Teepee Camp. Here the children go for story hours,
cook-outs, and campfire discussions.

Several logged-off areas have been replanted by the children. Now'
they have Douglas fir trees over 9 feet tall. On one area they have
planted many types of trees.

Many trips are taken from the camp which is located in a magnifi-
cent watershedeDta which contains virgin timber. A 1-mile climb
takes the children to a mountain lookout. The children can usually
see a logging operation going on. They see the slashed areas and the

.dear-cut logging. Each group of children makes a tour of the Rangers'
Station, where they see fire packs, tools, forest service trucks, and
learn about what the ranger does. They learn, too, what_ they them-
selyes can do in the prevention of fire.

The children visited a fish ladder at Granite Fads. The longest
fish ladder of its type, it opens up 35 miles of up-river spawning,
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CAMPS AND CLUBS 118

grounds. Rainbow trout art being planted'. The children were allowed
to -catch onc fish each from the lakes.

Across from the camp is a beaver arca where the children can see
the beavers, their houses, and their dams. The children help tear down
the dams when the beaver have to be moved into the wilderness areas.

The children learn about renewable and nonrenewable resources
through visiting SilvertOn, a ghost mining town. They pan for gold

-and look for other minerals and stones.
Truly 'this camp and its surrounding area provide an environment

where the children can "absorb" karning through guided experiences
in outdoor living in our great Northwest.

RuralUrban Exchange of Pupils

To find out about school and farm life in the country, as reported
in the, Milwaukee Journal, sixth-graders in the schools of Manitowoc,
Wis., live and\ attend school with the same number of country pupils
for a week. The project is sponsored by the Manitowoc County Farm
Bureau. Later the situation is reversed. The children from the country
arc guests of the children in the city. The object of the exchange is
to help children from the farm and those from the city to understand
and appreciate each othen' differences and problems.

Children who were pioneers in the exchange program were helped
to prepare Themselves for the new experiences in the country and to
'get as much as possible out of all phases of farm life, induding con-
scrvation of the natural resources. Pertinent to the study of conser-
vation activities .were the suggestions that helped the children from
the city ucderstand ,the conservation problems of the farm .and the
ideas which children from the tountry gained from their' vis4 to the
city. When the children left Manitowcic for their week. on the farm,
duplicated list& of questions were given to them, including such prob-
lems as:

How and why does the farmer rotate his crops?
If the farmer plqws his fields on the contour, ask him to tell
you about 'it.
Discover what you can about windbreaks and cover-crops.
Ask the farmer to tell you about the kind of soil he his on
his farm and about the kinds of crops that are adapted to the
soil he has.
How many acres are in the farm?
What part is under cultivation?
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114 CONSIRVATION EXPERIMMIS FOR CHIWRIN

Nitraniboo "erod put.
Boy from a city visits his friend on a farm.

Conservation Adds Meaning to Camping

"We left some* wood at the cook-out spot to help the next group,"
expressed the atmosphere of helpfulness in one of the conservation
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CAMPS AND CLUBS 115

camps. Without exception 3 days or a week in camp seems to add
meaning to conservation in the regular program for weeks to follow.
!vents wish more such experience for their children and are willing
to help the school' to provide it.

Conservation In Club Programs
A number of well-known clubs and other organizations for children

and young people cooperate in the conservation progrim of local
schools. A few have conservation for their major objective. In most of
these groups, boys and girls with sponsorship of adult leaders accept
osponsibility for planning and carrying on activities and developing

P6grams

Junior Conservation Clubs

The Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, Frankfort, Ky.,
in a Junior Conservation Rderence Booklet, explains the State's* con-
aervafion resources and problems. Kentucky has rich resources that
are products of the land--7---of soil. Amongthese art crops and forest's,
wildlife, and wild flowers. Kentucky also kas water rA t and
pcsidsind_ minerals.. Yet Kentucky, along with other parts of 'the.
Nation, has lost _many of its former stores of these fine resources
through thoughtlessness and waste.

To- offset the harm now done io natural resources in Kentucky,
and to prevent further harm, the children, in schools and clubs, along
with adult groups, participate in commotion activities. One of the

osts given to conservation education by the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources is a Conservation Adviser for each Congressional
&strict. This adviser is a resource perm available to the schools on
request in the district He helps teachers get the technical information
titty need for the children's activities, and is chief organizer for junior

-..comervation clubs. He works with spots:Tien:1 clubs and other com-
munity groups.

In Lancaster School, Garrard County, is an example of a boy's
junior conservation club whose present activity is bird study. The super-
intendent of the school is the sponsor of the bird club. The =nervation
adviser is a resource pawn who provides special information. at the
request of the club oir its sponsor. The resource person sometimes pro-
vides materials for the ,dub toHaudy or to use in identifying and en-
joying birds and kerning about their habits is Isansing more about
the place in Oa local habitat, and is Weights others is them
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116 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Once each month during the school year, the adviser or resource
person talks to the dub members. At one dub meeting, for example,
he talked to the boys about the value of birds, placing some emphasis
on the importance of hawks among other birds that are of value in
Kentucky. The children appeared to' have held the erroneous idea
that all hawks are harmful and especially that they all take chickens.
The resource person explained that in Kentucky, the two hawks that
may do harm arc the sharpshin hawk and Cooper's hawk. These
occasionally take thickens, but only if other food is not available.
Other hawks arc helpful rather than harmful because they eat mice,
rats, and many insects.

Kentucky has nine congressional districts, each of which has a
conservation adviser. In each district the sportsmen's clubs get together
and form a sportsmen's commission that aims to influence votes for
sports. The commisioners work without pay. The object of the sports-
men's dubs is to carry out projects in schools 'and communities that
the commission decides are important or necessary, such as:

4

Conservation projects, such as ponds, bird study, and fishing.
Youth project&

The sportsmen's clubs work with the junior conservation
clubs and other groups of young people who are inter-
ested in hunting and fishing.

Setting out white and yellow pines.
A girls' club in Hazard, Ky., put out 50,000 trees. A lum-
ber company helped sponsor the project ihd paid the
girls a penny for each tree planted. The money was used
for various club activities.

Conservation excursions.
As resource person, the conservation adviser . helps the
teachen with excursions. SOme of these trips are for bird
study; other, are soil -conservation excursions. In one
school, the junior conservation dub is in touch with a
wild goose farm not far from the school. Part of the
project is a group of ponds maintained with food and
cover so that wild geese nest there and return from year
to year. Schools take trips to the farm to observe the
geese and to study the sources of food and covei

Four-H Clubs Activ In Conservation

Children -who belong to Four-H Clubs ate aatiite
work. At the elementary school *level, these children are from' grade'
five and up. The children gain information about conservation and
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CAMPS AND CLUBS 117

resource use through thcir club activities and put it into practice on
their farms. Some illustrations of the widewread activities of Four-H
Clubs in the United States follow.

At granite Falls, Washington, the elementary pupils have Four-H
Club. One of its conservation projects was to open up streams for
spawning salmon. They opened the channels so silt would wash out,
leaving gravel for the fish to spawn on. The boys have been especially
interested in opening streams above the fish ladders. In the spring of
1956, the boys found that, for the first time, salmon had used these
creeks as spawning beds.

In Otero County, Colo., the Four-H Clubs received considerable
belp in The summer from a man from the Colorado Fish and Game
Department who took the children on hikes and otherwise assisted with
their program. He taught them the proper methods of working on the
land to save it from erosion. They learned how to stop erosion on
stream banks. The children constructed shelters for birds. Schod people
feel that the children have prOfited from these experiences and that
they use the knowledge and skills they have gained in a practical way.
Four-H Clubs contribute to the commotion work of dcmettary schools

in many of the States. Other States where they were found ço bc active
indude Florida, Georgia, Missouri, Kentucky, Arkansas, and ennessee.

Future Farmers, Boy ,;;ccsitel and Junior Coneervatim stir

Eighth-graders in many places, especially in rural areas, ave

Future Farmers of America Clubs. Future Farmers are active in
Florida, where they receive assistance from the Florida Forest Service,
the United States Soil Conservation Service, and other organizations.

In 1954, conservation was the majbr theme for study and activities

of the Boy Scouts of America. An invitation to do some conservation

work was extended to them% by President Eisenhower. An example of
their work was found in Carroll County, Ga., where the -Boy Scouts
were active in setting out pine -trees, controlling erogion in gullies and

on road banks, protecting wildlife, reworking a farm pond, and thin-
ning and trimming a small forest acre. The United States Soil Con-,
servation Servici technicians of the area hdped in an advisory capacity.

Boy Scouts in Portland, Oreg., collect cones for seed. These are used

in reforestation projects.
There are 48 Junior Conservation dubs in Florida, with 50 more

in process of organization. The age of members ranges from 8 to 18.
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118 CONSERVATION SXPIIRIENCHS FOR CHILDREN

During the summer vacation, the Junior Conservationists may go to
a camp where they have a special program including life saving, boat
handling, hunting safety, fishing, and habitat development. In a man-
agement area for turkey or quail, club members plant food and cover
for birds and wildlife.

Mote Deserftest of Pei& hestrustars, MAIL

He who cuts his own wood warms himself twice.

Junior rorestars In Nebraska

The first Junior Forester Club in the United States was cmganized'
in 1941 in the Miller Park School, Omaha, Neb. Since then Omaha
children interested in tree planting have carried their inspiration into,
their homes and neighborhoods through school Fograms, exhibits,
guided practice in tree planting, and planiing trees in their parents'
yards and gardens. Radio progrAms, Omit shows, discussions, and
demonstrations also have been used by the Junior Foyle:es to get
people interested in trees.

A combination of guided practice and danonstration is abridged
from an =planation by the originator of the Junior !Wester idea,
as follows:
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After needs and ways of pruning are discussed, the pupils
do most of the pruning . . . Both boys and girls take turns in
cutting off a branch usually at least six of them at a
time. Then othen do the wound painting. When not taking
part, children observe those who are working . . . When an
inexperienced pupil especially a girl has difficulty in
sawing off & larger branch but finally completes the task, a
cheer goes up that would make any performer swell with
pride. Some immediately want to test their pruning skill on
their own trees at home.

In 1956, the Junior Forestry program had spread to schools through-
out the State, to those in other States, and those in every continent,
with the possibk exception of Africa. Hupdreds of thousands of trees
had been planted in Nebraska. The Linagn Junior Chamber of Com-

, mate gave a spruce and -a pine to every fifth-grader in the city to
plant in his home yard. The State Department of Education extended
its plans for a Keep Nebraska Beautiful campaign, Which was started
the year before, and made available to all Nebraska schools a booklet
on the planting and care of trees, entitled "Trees," published by the
Ornaha-Worid Herald.

The club members always like to consider themselves Junior forest-
ers. One girl said, "The most wonderful thing about it is that I will be
able to use this knowledge the rest of my life."

Junior Garden Clubs

The Orlando Junior Garden Club is made up of adult members
who carry on a .-ation program for children. During a recent
year, the Club paid tht expenses, for one teacher of each school to
visit Belleair School, in Clearwater, Fla., to observe the conservation
work on their Annual Conservation Day.

Each claw duoughout Orlando, Fla., has a spcmsor from the
Junior Garden Club. They have a meeting once a month with pupils,
teachers, and sponson. They keep printed pogroms and notebooks
growing out of these meetings. For the most part, they have their
meetings at school, and gardens at both home and school.

At their meetings, the °children discuss such topics as conservation,
wildlife, and forestry. A recent theme for the year was "Partnets in
Conservation," as related to trees, soil water, birds, and insects.

The Sawn Guard

Green Guard is a youth activity d the Keep Waishington
Green movement in the State of Washington. It is abo active in 35 or
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120 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

more additional States. Any child may become a member of the
Green Guard of his State without payment of dues.

In each State, the Keep Green organization has a vecial name and
slogan, such as "Keep Oregon Green," "Keep Washington Green,"
"Keep California Green," or Idaho's "Don't be a Guberif" (firebug
spelled backwards).

Keep Washington Green clinics on an interesting program for
chili, .4, youth, and adults. It conducts poster contests on fire pre-
vention for school students each year and provides foresters to help
in teacher workshops where teachers learn about the conservation of
our forests. It is reported by a ni,ember of the State Department of
Public Instruction that this progm of education and information
has contributed to a considerable decrease in losses from forest fires
in the\State.-The average loss in Washington prior to 1940 was almost
200,000 acres of forest each year. In the last 5 years the average los
has been reduced to 25,000 acres.

The Orgeon Green Guard has been organized by the Keep Oregon
Green Association for the purpose of eliminating man-caused forest fires
and otherwise protecting and conserving Oregon's natural resources.
Members are boys and girls. from 8 to 16 years of age who wish to
participate in the work M the organizAtion. Some of the youngsten
work as individuals and some in small groups.

The Green Guard program is expanding rapidly throi4out 4Nr-
gon. Seventy-seven thousand Green Guards have enrolled since the
organization started in 1942; with 11,757 enrolled in 1955.

During the fire season, the Green Guards do everything possible
to remind people of the necessity of preventing farm and forest fires.
They check their patrol areas and report any smoke to the nearest fire'
patrol station. The Guards check on fire hazards and keep fire-fighting
equipment in their homes and grounds.

These children learn and practice a great many things considered
"Good Manners in the Forest." They learn to select good campsites,
how to build and put out a campfire properly, how to protect trees
and shrubs, never to cause litter, and what to do about big-game
animals. They learn good camping practices and how to keep from
getting lost in the fomts.

Conservation Demonstrations at Garden Club

Third-graders of the Tamworth Elementary School in New limp-
shire presented conservation demonstrations at the annual flower dwv
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CAMPS AND CtUB8 121

of the Tamworth Garden aub. The youngsters used a corner repre-
senting a roadside picnic area, which was put up by the club, as
background for their demonstrations.

Several children took turns telling the visitors how much it cost
the town the previous year to dean up its roads of seasonal materials
and of litter. They demonstrated the use of trash cans and of litter
bags for cars. They had an exhibit of posters on the Litterbug Cam-

Some of the children told what it cost Tamworth to fight fires the
previous year. They show0 fire-fighting tools that should be in every
home an Indian pump, a shovel, and an old broom. The children
explained that some of the chief causes of fires occur in the spring
when people clean up their homes and yards and burn trash in the
open. They recommended having fire-fighting equipment ready before
building the fires. In Tamworth one must have a permit before he
may burn trash out-of-doors. The children explained how to call the
fire warden, and pointed out that a p'ennit would not be granted if it
is too dry or too windy.

One grov of children demonstrated how to build a campfire
within a cirde of rocks, though they didn't actually set it ablaze.-Then.
they showed how to put it out, by beating the logs with a stick to
knock the coals off, pouring water on them to soak them, and turning
them over in the proms.

Another group of children showed how to plant a seedling tree.
They gave the price for which seedlings can be purchased from the
State Forester. They told how long it would take for different kinds
of trees to grow to maturity.

Finally, some children displayed a small tree and demonstrated
how to prune it. They had samples of dear and knotty lumber and
gave prices. The dear lumber brought about four times as much as

the knotty. They amicluded that it pays to prune trees early since this
practice eliminates the knots.

Junior Humane Society

Children of the Deming Elementary School in the Mount Baker
School District of Washington State have a Junior Humane
The idogan of the club is Humaneness, Commotion, Citizenship. Some

of their work is done in cocveratic* with the Watchum County
fluoure Society.
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122 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

As one project the children nude conservation booklets to send to
a school in Japan. These booklets were made on onionskin paper to
reduce bulk in mailing. They contained original drawings and paint-
ings of our native wildlife with captions and slogans about conserva-
tion of fortbsts, soil, and animal life as well as humane treatment of our
dumb friends. The duldren tried to emphasize the fact that as citizens
all should accept responsibility for conservation and humaneness. This
project will be repeated and is an exchange affair with Japanese school
children.

The children carried out an enjoyable and educational letter-
writing project. They 'secured names and addresses of schookhildren
in several foreign countries thrOugh their County Humane Society and
the American Junior Red Cross. The letten contained exchange in-
formation about plant and animal life, conservation, and care of
animals. Pressed flowers, dippings, souvenin, and drawings were in-
cluded. The idea of lasting friendshiji with the children of other
countries was stressed through common interests such as pets, school
life, and hobbies. This project is a continuing activity.

The middle-grade children, all of whom belong to the Junior
Humane Society; gave a series of panel discussions on such subjects as
Prevention of Forest Fire* Cutting of Christmas Trees, Care of Pets,
Citizenship in School and Out of school. These discussions were hdd
at regular meetings of the club with parents and other interested people
present.

The children maintain a traveling chest containing conservation
exhibit materials for use of clubs, schools, and other organizatices. It
is used in the county and also in Canada (British Columbia). Each
year the children give a radio program for the County Humane Society.
The teachers report that the children are enthusiastic and the subject
matter is closely related with various school subjects and results are
most gratifying.

Junior Forest Fire Fighting Wardens

Fifth-graders of the Villa Rica School of Carroll County, Ga.,
became Junior Foreg Fire Fighting Wardens. They received badges
from the Fire Fighting Warden of Mobile, Ala., whose project is
sponsored by a paper-pulpwood company. On two or three occasions,
some of the boys had a chance to. help put out fires.

Fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade pupils of Aurora Schools, Colo.,
work toward being Junior Wardens. They receive Junior Warden
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ards of rank upon completion of suggested projects: These children
observed Arbor Day- with a program on the history of tree planting.
They planted a tree on the school grounds.

Woodc re Club

An organization called the "Boys of W(x)dcraft Sportsmen's Club"
has special interest 'for people of the Johnston Consolidated School
and community at Johnston Station, Iowa, because there is a branch
of the dub in. the school. The national headquarters of the group is

at the Woodmen of the World office at Omaha, Neb. The current
interest of the boys of Johnston &bool is conservation of the natural
resources with an emphasis on soil.

It is fitting that the children of this community be in i.;..1;.ed in

soil conservation because it is located near the farms where a naipnilly
known seed-com company is carrying on experiments with new types
of corn and chickens. During the current year the boYs were interested
in soil building and prevention of erosion. They enlisted cooperation
of their fathers in conservation activities undertaken by the dub.

The metnbers of the dub were concerned about erosion in a creek
near the school. The work required to check the erosion would have
been too much for the children to do by hand. They discussed the
problem at home .with the result that fathers of dub mimbers brought
tractors and other machinery and did a large part of the heavy work
for the boys, who were then able to level off rough places, sow grass,
and plant shrubs to cdntrol erosion.

visitor asked the boys to tell what they had been doing to con-
serve the natural resources. One of the boys served as chairman while
individuals reported their activities. A boy reported on conservation

in a pasture near the school. Big holes had been washed in the pasture.

The boys hoped -to get permission to build the pasture up so that there
would be gran on it and the holes would be filled up and grassed over.

Another boy stated that his father works at the seed-com farm

and when he comes home at night he tells the family what is done
to conserve and improve the soil of the farm. At this point still another

boy reported that he and several other club members went to camp
at Spirit Lake ind while there studied about the importance of pre-

serving good topsoil in its original condition,. and of keeping it from
washing away with plenty of g6.4" especially on hillsida and where
gullies threaten to start

The
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AntiLitterbug Projects

The Anti-Litterbug PrOject had some of its early beginnings in
Portland, Ore. It was organized nationally through The Izaak Walton

. League of America. The project is built around the cultural beauty
and resources of the region, with special attention to parks, codsts, and
highways. A poster contest was used at first to develop interest. Litter
cans and wayside areas are provided along the State highways. The
filling stations give out litter bags for cars.

At the Glen Haven School the children 'made "Anti-Litter Bug"
posters for the halls and ,the school afeteria to remind, the children
to avoid litter and to keep the places where they go neat and clean.

Children of the third grade at Mills School, Whittier, Calif., made
a study of the parks in their area. Special attention was given to the
preservation of their beauty and usefulness. Contrasting murals were
painted showing advantages of the "wellLcared-for look" over the
"littered and destroyed by careless people look."

As a culmination of the study the children made litter bags for
family cars. The pupils strengthened their bags by taping them around
the top. Sometimes the bags were decorated to make them more
attractive for -use in the cars.

Nature Knights Emphasize Conservation

An active group of children and young people in Missouri 'are the
Nature Krlights. The group is sponsored by the Missouri State Com-
mission. The 4.nights include pupils in the elementary schools and in
a few high schools. Theirpactivities are carried on as a part of the
program of daily instruction in the school or as a club program. When
the pupils are organized as a club, regular periods are set aside foi.
meetings.

In the club work conservation leaders are trying to avoid undue
emphasis on the club idea and to Aress conservation study and adivity.t 411.The variety of club activities is wick cnovgh for every child to receive
any of the awards suggestei for, comPletect activities. Thus harmful
effects that might result ffilm stretson awards and competition may
be avoided.

The work includes both 4Af-improvement and conservation acti-
vities. Among the suggested cbnservation activities are: Identification
of wild animals; learning ..about their habitats; doing something to
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conserve them through protection of habitat or planting darer; de-
N'eloping wildlife areas; identifying and studying trees, plants, birds,
weeds, fishes, mammals; and learning about.laws and regulations con-
cerned with theit conservation. A few children work with their parents
in planning and securing services to establish farm ponds. Some groups
are building boxes for bluebirds and putting them along highways and
other places where birds are likely to nest.

Among Missouri's conservation problems are reforestation and
forest maintenance, soil and water conservation, wildlife conservation,
and conservation of minerals. Schools are emphasizing the conservation
of wildlife. Natural resources in a particular situation, howiver, are
ilfterdependent, and although the activiiies reported are concerned with
wildlife, problems of forests, soil, water, and minerals are studied.

In Jasper County, Mo., Nature Knights, Future Farmers of
America, Four-H Clubs, Boy and Girl Scouts, and elementary- and
secondary-school groups work in cooperation with the Sportsmen's
League. The Missouri State Conservation Commission's educational
adviser and allot' personnel in the area help supervise the program.

The object of the Nature Knights in Jasper County is to study
needs of wildlife and other resources in the county and to develop an
appropriate program of conservation. Among the wildlife in the area
arc birds, foxes, deer, squirrels, and other animals. Children engage in
such activities as planting trees, multiflora,roses, and food and cover

- patches. They help to develop fann ponds.
Children and their teachers need assistance with conservation acti-

vities. Their county agricultural agent receives orders for trees, wild-
life bundles, and other plantings during the year. The wildlife con-
servation agent, educational adviser, and others, help to plant trees
and multiflora roses's( They help the children and parents to stock
their ponds and pastures. They feel that to have a part in these con-
tstructive activities to preserve and at the same time devilop for recrea-
tion and pleasure the community's wildlife and other resources causes
people to be conservation conscious and reduces the need for rules and
restrictions.

The county superintendo)\of schools finds that children in grades
5 through 8 are the ones most interested in conservation. In cooperating
with the schools, the Carthage Sportsmen's League has charge of a
festival in Carthage in which the entire community,. old and young,
take part. From 2,000 to 3,000 children take part in the coriiervation
program which is a part' of the festival.
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Usually the schools' part in a festival consists of skits and exhibits
presented by groups of children. One school gave a conservation play
that the children had written cooperatively during the year. Posters
made by tfic children 'of )different schools are displayed in public places.

Part of the impetus 'for the interest in conservation throughout the
county first camt about through the inspiration and enthusiasm of one
of the business men of Carthye, the operator of a drygoods store.

Children's Clubs at Work

At the ages of 10 to 14, children begin to cnjoy working in organ-
ized groups. Representatives of fourteen or more clubs that include
conservation in their programs were observed in their work or con-
sulted about it. All expressed satisfaction at being able to work together
in undertakings that promise to maintain or develop the resources on
}vhich depend the ways of living that we value and wish to pass on fo
future generation&
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7. Getting a View of All
Our Resources

P UPILS AND TEACHER usually need to get an ovcrail view of
their conservation activities in order to understand that natural

resources arc all interrelated. Such reviews arc thought to be most
effective when they come about in the logical development of a project.
For example, children sometimes niake an initial survey of local situ-
ations when they plan their prograT, and use a summariimg or review
activity near the close of the project or the end* the year, or prepare
programs for school and community.

Getting Initial Information
An initial survey may be made for the purpose of deciding what

to undertake first. Children take trips to learn about problems. They
interview officials, farmers, foresters, and others who are in a position
to know particular facts. They make collections of pktures, bulletins,
and other materials that might help them. The accounts that follow
are illustrative.

Statewide View of Activities

Schools vary in the number of real conservation activities and ex-
ences the children can have. The problems 'studied arc usually

thoie that have their roots in the condition or use of resources in. the
home community.
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Arkansas has good topsoil, forests, fish, birds, game, wild flower;
and mineral& One of the State's needs is to control the effects of soil
erosion through planting more grass, trees, and cover crops to hold the
water in the soil. In one area of the State a pilot project experiment
dr.monstrates how to control runoff and erosion on different watersheds
in such a way as to keep the water on the soil and prevent floods in
the lower river valleys. Aerial maps in some localities are available
from the United States State SO Conservation Service. These maim
are helpful to schoolchildren, especially in .the upper grades, who are
studying the control of runoff on watersheds.

Other successful ways of controlling erosion are in progres. New
grass, young trees, and pastures are often seen now in places that were
once barren soil. Many gardens are fertilized and erosion eliminated. In
some communities irrigation brings water when the rains do not come.

Next to control of soil erosion in Arkansas come the conservation
of forest areas. As a rule, children do not have firsthand experience
with forest problems. Yet they can observe forest industries in many
places. Children can see men cutting trees, handling thither, and
processing the wood. Forest jndustries arc the largest employers of
labor in Arkansas.

The Arkansas Game and Fish Ctimmission is responsible for estab-
liking game and fish reserves. Since these are so closely related to the
conditions of the forests, the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
and the Arkansas Forestry Commission cooperate ,closely. Both com-
missions send reso9rce people io work with school and community
groups on request. They also provide informktional materials free
of charge.

Arkansas also produces bauxite. The State !las', rich bauxite mines
and factories provide informational 'materials and resource ptople to
aid schools in developing studies.

One of the ways in 'which some Arkansas schools are helping boys
and girls to get a view ()Utile State many reiources and their inter-
relationships is to cooperate with children's, young people's and parents'
groups that are interested. in conservation of all the State's resources.
From the heackuarters of these organizations, teachers and others may
secure materials. 4 Resource people go to schools on request, exhibit
miterials, talk with classes that are working on projects and help
teachers and pupili organize excursions to one or several resources.

1 See also: 4 Survey Arkansas Came (Little Rock, Arkansas Game and Fish
Commission, 1951)1,p. 155.
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One of the youth groups that works most closely with schools is
the Four-H Club. The associate county agent of Pulaski County gives
much of his time to the promotion of Four-11 aub vmrk, which in
Arkahsas is integrated with the school program and often deals with
phases of conservation. A recent statement reports for one year 27
Four-H Clubs with 2,500 boys and girls of Ptilaski County enrolled
in the work. The countir Club work receives good cooperation from
school principals and the county superintendent Schools that ca-
operate with the Four-H Club have one 45-irqnute club meeting dur-
ing school hours each month.

In Pulaski County, a demonstration is usually a part of the Four-}1
Club program in conservation. Several tree-planting projects have been
cried on in recent dub program The club members get their seed-
lings from nearby foAst industries. In this county during the ycar
mentioned, from 16,000 to 20,000 seedlings were planted by indiiidual
dub meta .

When the Four-H Clubs began their work on tree planting, interest
was stimulated through exhibition of paten, samPles of trees and
plants used to protect the soil, display of books, children's scrapbooks,
and reports. These exhibits were made by the club members. Recoga
nition and prizes in money were given for outstanding or original or
especially practkal exhibits. The moneir was used by the winning schools
to buy new 'plants and shrubs. In these beginning stages of the project,
the exhibits were moved to the county office in town.

As the children's activities changed from book-and-paper work to
real and practical activities, such as planting forests and shrubs and
hedges in fencerows, it became increasingly difficult to transport all
exhibits to town. As a result, the children displayed the exhibits in their
own schools, and the county officials, judges, Ind visitors were trans-
ported from school to school and from house to house, where children
had projects at home.

In Arkansas, the Keep Arkansas Green Society provides materials
and risied e to aid schools in getting broad views of conser-
vation needs --progress. This Society is a branch of the national
group wOking on the Keep America Beautiful program. One of the
important goals of the group at present is to aid in enforcing State
laws to prevent forest. fires.

Diffettnt counties in Arkansas, as well as in other States find
different ways of getting overall views of their resources. Not all re-
view activities occur at the close of the school riari but involve -.instead,
many raceme in day4o-day experiences.
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Community ActMtles

A group of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils in Sand Spring
School near Manchester, Iowa decided to make a study of the natural
resources in their community. Instead of making a formal study of a
particular resource, . such as soil, the teacher suggested to the pupils
that each one might like to study the outdoors for a while and report
his observations and experiences to the class.

In summarizing their preliminary observations, the children re-
ported that they had first tried (o learn as much as they could about
the squirrels, birds, beavers, and other wild animals that live around
Manchester. The children said there were squirrel? nests in the trees
around their schoolhouse. There. a hunting season on sqUirrels and
other game. Some of the children think they would like to have all
game preserved. A few are beginning to observe, as children of other
schools have done (page.159), that saving more of one kind of game
such as deer in a certain environment may lead to the destruction
of desirable plants or other kinds of wildlife.

The children took a school trip to a game reservation. Before the
trip, they discussed what they might expect to see. They got together
the books that might give them facts. ,After their trip they planned to
make a report and formed committees to work on different parts of
their report.

A number of the thildren had conservation experiences at home.
One boy was driving with his family when he saw 10 young pheasants.
When he reported the, incident, a committee volunteered to make a
study of pheasants and learn what laws had been maintained for pro-
tection of pheasants and other wildlife. They mentioned the protective
coloring of pheasants which leads to the nitural preservation of the
bird, especially in regions where cover has been left in fence corners
and woodlots.

The children asked their fathers about practices in conserving soil.
One boy said that his father changed the crops from year to year in
order to keep the soil in good condition. He said that corn is hard on
the soil and that his father produced only one crop of corn every 3
years. In one of the other 2 years, clover and oats arc sown, and the
third year, hay is harvested.

Another boy repOrted that on the hillsides near his home, his
father had planted trees where they would help hold 'the soil. Between
the trees, gran had been sown and was used for grazing catae. This
farther also had a woodlot in one corner of the farm. The trees and

4
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shrubs in this woodlot kept the soil from being washed down the hill-
side. In this locality, woodlots provide cover for wildlife and trees ttiat
can be cut for posts now and then.

"Later," said the teacher, "we will organize our experiences into
a unit, but just now we are trying to learn more about wildlife, soils,

other resources or maybe just get the answers to our questions about
gutdoors."

School and Hothe Cooperation
II

Communitywide activities that bring pupils and parents together
on conservation tasks provide opportunities to look over major prob-
lems and entire areas of experiences. Examples follow.

Pupils, Parents, and Teacher Together

In a 1-room school near Garland, Nebr., iv program developed by the
teacher, children, and community' embraces several phases of soil
conservation. In this school, the curriculum includes improvement of
the environment the school, roads and parics, organizations in the
community, and the learning activities of children at home. For
exampk:

One year when the, children and their teacher together
looked over their school grounds to see how they could
make them more attractive, they decided to plant iris around
the flagpole. And when the children discussed where more
trees should be planted on the school grounds, one of the older
girls explained that she had planted the cedar trees then grow-
ing there about 6 yean before, when the seedlings were about
5 inches tall. This last incident served to demonstrate to the
others .the continuing benefits to be derived through conserva-
tion activities extending over a period of years.

Children in this school maintain a roadside cleanup pro-
ject as such a continuing activity. Groups..of children regularly
pick up paper and trash that is scattered by the byroads near
their homes.

Care of property is one of the areas of conservation emphasized by
the teacher through this school program. Children and teacher help
select supplies and equipment. Not long ago, the group went to the
equipment store in Lincoln, Nebr., to pick out cle!ki which cost $30

I
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each. They developed this errand into an excellent learning Activity
for -the pupils: The children in this school know exactly what each

.tece of equipment in their school' costs. Such knowledge helps develop
their interest in care of property.

To recent visitors, these children remarked, 4That globe (one to
be lowered from the ceiling when desired) cost us $150. We try to
take good care of it, especially since we know that it cost so much."

When something is broken in this 'school, pupils immediately repair
it, alone if they can, and with the teachers' help whcn jobs arc too
difficult. In one classroom, for instance, when chairs came unglued,
teacher and pupils together mended them.

Parents or this community help take care of the school yard. For
example, they mow the yard several times during the summer to
preserve the attractiveness of the landscape and to prevent growth of
weeds which might injure the children's feet when school begins. Last
spring the children themselves raked up the leaves and dead branches
accumulated on the lawn. This cleanup activity made it easier for the
parents to keep the lawn mowed.

, Home Experiences in Soil Erosion

A fifth-grade class and their teacher in the Badgett School, Route 2,
Little Rock, Ark., presented a review of their past year's home ex-
periences in soil conservation in a special program set up at their
school. They invited members of other classes in the school to con-
tribute reports of their conservation experiences, too. Following are
incidents reported in this program which give a general idea of the
tyPes of home experiences that contribute to the study of soil con-
servation in this school.

Ca

Dick, who is 10 years old, lives on a farm of about 750
acres. Four families live on the -farm and help with the work
which means that 19 people live on the place where Dick lives.
There are three tracton and some horses to be used in the work.
Among the crops raised on this farm are grass to check erosion,
and soybeans, used as feed for hogs and to help put soil in good
condition. Dick, of course, helps with 'this work as much as a
boy of 10 can.

Jack Brown is a farm boy who attends .one of the lower
grades. His farm is planted in 123 acres of cotton. His family
maintains a 1-acre garden where they raise corn, tomatoes,
beans, turnips. Nitrate of soda is used as fertilizer. On this
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farm patches of alfalfa and Sudan grass help keep the soil
in good condition. Jack's favorite crop is cotton.

Children in one of the dassroqms in this school are
especially interested in birds. While engaged in a unit on
birds they observed a bird family building its nest, laying eggs
and hatching young birds.

Howard's interest is in gardens. His father raises cucum-
bers and various garden greens, as turnip greens, spinach, and
mustard greens. He finds that the market for spinach is best
during the winter, that people like turnip greens in almost any
season, and that mustard greens sell at any time during the
growing season.

All of the children enjoy studying conservation. Practices they ob-
serve at home frequently stimulate ideas on conservation which are
explored further in the schoolroom. Children observe that better farm-
ing means better living; that contour plowing checks erosion; that a
wildlife season, providing hunting as a recreation, may be ,desirable
in an area with a surplus of animals too great to maintain life; and
that certain crops, ase, hay, soybeans, and sweet potatoes, take a long time
to grow and harvest.

The school is on the edge of the pecan region.,Some of the farms
raise pecan trees and use pecans as a supplementary crop. School acti-
vities in which the pupils engage include:

Painting a mural to show how conservation is tied into many
of the community activities.

Plotting the children's home farms and showing where con-
vemation practices exist.

Carrying on conservation practices during the summer.

Taking field trips to study conservation activities.

Putting flowering crab apple trees on opposite sides of the
school grounds.

Planting a mimosa in honor of a boy from the school who was
killed in the service.

Conservation Days and Observances
As a means of reviewing and pulling together and focusing a spot-

light on the outcomes of conservation study, schools use a variety of
observances. They may have a conservation day or week. They may
give a radio program. Whatever means is used, information about
conservation of *natural resources is presented to people who have
responsibility for helping to conserve them.

:
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At Belleair School, Clearwater, Fla.

Pupils and teachers, parents and conservationists, and others in the
community look forward to Conservation Day at Belleair School all
year long. Visitors from other school systems and from colleges and
other organizations interested in conservation, even foreign visitors
journey to Clearwater for this annual program on conservation.

Conservation Day at Belleair School is the outgrowth of a year's
study and experiences in conservation on the part of Belleair pupils,
staff, paients, and others in the community. Beginning in early March,
the children begin six weeks of intensive study of conservation during
which they go on field trips, see movies, listen to invited speakers,
make maps, booklets and pictures, and write teports of their work
in organized form. Some of the reports and exhibit materials are used
in the Conservation Day program.

The study of couservation at Belleair School is developed accord-
ing to a 6-yiar plan, which is designed to give every child from the
first through the sixth grade the opportunity to study a different phase
of the conservation pmgram. The faculty of the school is primarily
concerned with the problem of balanced use of natural resources.

On field trips, the children may see the results of poor resource-use
practices in abandoned farms, burned-over woodlands, eroded lands,
polluted streams, and diminished water supply. They may 'over
good practices in neighboring, gardens, groves, forests, and greenhouses.
The school maintains a school garden where all the ciildren have a
chance to participate in gardening activities. In this school the children
also learn to make use of many common things nature has placed
about them which are often wasted or destroyed, such as pine needles,
cones, seeds, Spanish moss, palmetto fronds, scrap wood, old news-
papers, shells, day, stones, old inner tubes, bottles, jars, cans, and
the like.

The conservation units developed by grades at Belleair School in
1956, included: Animal life (1 ),2 community helpers (1), farm life
(1), birds (1), human resource.:s (2), dairying (2), community re-
south% ,(2), insects (3), birds and anima:s (3), soil and water con-
servation (4) sea life (4) Florida resources (4), fish (5), forest prod-
ucts (5), plant life (6), government (6), and industries of Pinellas
County: (6). ,

I Numbers indicate school grades.1
ft
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The children carry on vaNisd acthrities related to their unit on
which they work intensively for about 6 weeks, with .some activities
suth as gardening continuing through the year, Such subjects as read-
ing, arithmetic, spelling, language, and art arc integrated whenever
appropriate to the conservation study. The children collect clippings

vI And pictures concerning their unit topics. They frequently make book-
lets. They have planted the grass, flowers, shrubs, and .trees on the
school grounds.

One day each year all the children of the school give a conserva-
tion program. This is the occasion when visitors from various parts
of the State as well as local people come to see the program and may
ask qbestions of the children. These people are supervisors, teachers,
members Qf the State Department of Education, foreign visitors, and
others.

The program takes different forms each year. At a !went presenta-
lion, a big conservation frieze was related to current events. The chil-
dren explained the frieze dramatically.

At Minneapolis, Minn.

Children of Minneapolis Public Schools celebrate Conservation
Week and Arbor Day with many appropriate activities. For 6 years
elementary schoolchildren have planted tree seedlings in cooperation
with The Izaak Walton League. During Conservation Week in 1956,
xth-graders from six elementary schools planted approximately 5,000
onifer seedlings on some public grounds near Medicine Lake. The

women supervised the planting and furnished the buses' for
the planting area. The tree planting activities in Minneapolis

are an outcome of a unit on trees and conservation which the children
study at their schools.

Arbor Day

Arbor Day is often the occasion for a whole-school or school-
community program. Followink is the children's account of a program
and planting for Arbor Day, 1955, in a Nebraska county:

We held our Arbor Day program on Monday. Our apple
tree aiiived and we did not want to delay planting. We held
an outdoor program of poems, songs, the history of Arbor Day,
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and reports on Arbor Lodge State Part, and the life of J.
Sterling Morton (an early Nebraska statesman who 'built the
lodge and landscaped the grounds as a home). Then the boys
dug the hole and planted a Jonathan apple tree. Everyone took
part in filling in around the tree. The seventh grade arranged
the program. Three families volunteered to water Ihe tree dur-
ing the rummer. We ere all hoping to return some day and
have ex apple from this tree.

In South Carolina

Each year the first Friday in December is set aside in South Caro-
lima to be obserred as Arbor Day. The week which includes Arbor
Day is designated as Conservation Week.

Many Arbor Day and Conservation Week programs -include a
tree plaiting ceremony on the school grounds or in some other place.'
Emphasis is given to the importance of lending a hand to the little
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trees planted by nature as well as to those planted by man. Other
programs focus attention on the conservation and wise use of forests,
soil, water, scenic and wildlife resources. In 1954, 709 Conservation
Week and Arbor Day programs were reported by teachers, with 80,663
persons attending. There were undoubtedly many other programs that
were not reported.

During this Conservation Week, there is considerable cooperation
on the part of the State Commission of Forestry, clubs, the United
States Soil Conservation Savice,, the State Ikpartment of Education,
newspapers, radio and television stations, and the schools to present
the challenge of conservation to the people of South Carolina.

At Newberry, S. C., the radio broadcasts a daily program on
conservation during the week. On "Youth Night," representatives from
each youth group in the community in the county were on the program.
There were Scouts, Four-H Club members, and others.

Tree Appreciation Day In Georgia

In Georgia in 1953, an annual observance of Tree Appreciation Day
was begun on a selected date during early December. The program.
Iis sponsored bylothe Four-H Qui, members who try to give one tree
to each boy ind girl of school age in the State.

In some instances the trees are furnished by the Four-H Club
members, and in others by banks, Farm Bureau Chapters, or local
forest industries.

In 1953, successful Tree Appreciation Day programs were con-
ducted in 128 counties, with 1,64-6 persons participating. On this day,-
547,682 boys and girls each.received a tree to plant. The Tree Appre-
con programs. were deigned to encourage boys and girls to parti-
cipate and were used to demonstrate how to set out a seedling properly.
Most of the trees were pines, but a few maple, dogwood, and flowering
peach were included. The programs treated a great deal of interest
in tree planting, as well as in general forest conservation.

At Lake Como School, Orlando, Fla.

A Commotion Week culminate*, the year's studies and, activities
in coif. ation at Lake Como School. Pupils, parents, and the public
are invited ;xi this occasion. Conservation specialists from local, State,
and Naikinal levels have IL part in this program
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The conservation work is carried out in each grade in the same
general way as at Belleak School. (See page 134.) During the pre-
planning period in August, two United States Soil Conservation Ser-

,,-1
vice technicians take the 'teachers and i few parents of Lake Como
School on field trips to study types of soil, pasture lands with' imErrovect;
grasses, types of inigation, a 'nursery, a stocked fishpond where they,.
fished, the mucklands, a dairy, and a dam.

In each class, the pupils choose conservation subjects for their
, study during the year. Topics ctiosen by grades for' a recent year in-

cluded: Animals (1),3 water birds, ( I ) , flowering plants (1), gardens
(1), birds (1), insects (2), ornamentals, (2), community helpers (2);',
garden plants (2), citrus (3), fish (3), trees (3), transportation (3),
useful insects (4), wildflowers (4), harmful insects (4), wildlife (4),
forestry-- (5), government (5), human resources (6), truck farming
and related industries (6), and cattle (6).

The children took as many field 'elks as possible. Walks around.
the school grounds were found effective qtudying trees, cases of
erosion, and effects of insects, traffic, and wind erosion on grass. Each
class had a garden outside its windows for vegetables and for flowers.

, One year the chil' ren set out 50 pine seedlings on Arbor Day. The

Soil Conservation Se 'cc also helped the school by making materials
tires were furnished y the State Forestry Service. The United States

available and by help ng to take the children on field trips.
Throughout the (Fonservation work at Lake Como School the

approach is not jug io save but to use and manage ressioces wisely
for the greatest nut,tiber of people. The school tries to integrate this
study of conservation with the other work of the school and to
make it a regular part of its daily living. conservation of such things
as paper. and pencilsbooks, thc school building, and human lives, is
a part of the children's daily conservation experiences.

The parents have assisted hi the conservation work of the school by
furnishing transportation for 'field _trips. Also, several -parents have

. i. served as resourct people for various aspects of conservation.
(

Graduation Programs Int New Hampshire

Several schools in New Hampshire make conservatiOn the theme
of their graduation programs. These programs grow out of the con-
servation work carried on by the school throughout the year.

3 Numbers indicate school grades.
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Last year, Union School presented such a conservation pageant for
its graduation program. Union is a 2-room rural school, where
teachers and pupils have many conservation experiences and give
much time to study of conservation. Grades 5 to 8 are in one room.
They study two conservafion units as a group each year. One year
the units ire about soil and water. In alternate years they are about
wildlife and forestry.

To assure continuity in the conservation pageant last year, the
graduating class used a narrator. Some children told about such
resources as soil, water, animal life, and forests. Other children told
about the conservation work of several National and State agencies. At
various points in the pageant a few children portrayed the parts played
in the conservation of our natural resources by some of our great
Americans.

North Woodstock and Rumney Schools have had gradvation pro-
grams with conservation and natural resources as a theme. The
student-speakers on the North Woodstock pmgram dealt mainly with
scientific aspects of conservation. These schools and the graduation
programs an excellent opportunity to bring conservation information
and interest to the people of their localities.

4

Conservation on Radio and Television
Sjimmarizing and review activities may consist of programs that

the children develop and produce for .radio and teleiision. Such pro-
grams give the children opportunities to look at and' fvaluate the
results of some of the .experiences they have had in order that they
may present good productions. In places where conservation is given
considerable emphasis in the schools and community, radio and tele-
vision programs have been produced as an outcome of work and as a
means, of informing and interesting the public in conservation.

San Mateo Broadcasts Conservation

The San Mateo City Schools of Californii have a l5-ininute weekly
Science Program on radio for the children and teachers. One hundred
fifteen school districts outside of San Mateo also use the program.
Children in grades 2 through 8 liste4 to the program regularly. Kinder-
garten and first-grade chair] -4.E listen to those programs that are suit-
abie for than. Teacher guideshsets and pupil worksheets are supplkd
to all the schools using the programs. The guides. include background
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materials, related vocabulary study, and suggestions for discussion,
excursions, and experitilents to be held before and after each broadcast.
The worksheets, which provide illustrations of the topic discussed on
each broadcast, are used by the pupils during and after the broadcasts.

The broadcasts are prepared by a steering committee composed of
the superintendent, science consultant, curriculum director, and a
teacher committee. Each member has specific responsibilities for the
project as well as to work with the group as a whole.

Resource units have been prepared for seyeral of the topics included
. in the broadcasts,, such as.animal communities, garden insects, seashore

life, rocks, minerals, weather, stars, weeds, and winter birds. These
units have been developed by committees in the various schools. The
units mid the broadcasts are developed from children's questions.
Conservatiori receives a continuing emphasis in the entire series of
programs. The main purpcses of the programs are to supplement
science instruction in the classrooms, to enrich the science experiences
of children, and to make the child more aware of his San Mateo
environment.

Conservation on Television In Seattle

Seattle, Wash. schools teach conservation and other subjects directly
by television. During 1955, three programs were on non-rene,vable
resources, such as rocks and minerals. One was on all the ways men
use these resources. The pupils used magnets in their homes to locate
some of these items. Mother program was on a most important
resource soil. All the erosive factors were shown and what man can
do about it. The question was discussed : "What iii our responsibility?"

During the autumn and winter of 1956, a. series of 12 conservation
programs, entitled "Resources for Harvest" was given on Monday
afternoons for fiftharn and sixth-gradc pupils. These programs were
presented to help teachers and pupils understand their citizenship
responsibilities with regard to our five basic natural resources in
particular. The first four programs emphasized the relationships of the
various resources and the fact that thq cannot be separated from
each other. The last.eight programs dealt with the work of the State
Department of Game. They pointed out that the mapagement, produc-
tion, and harvest of out wildlife is necessary in Order to keep the
balance between the wildlife population and its habitat.

A representative of the State Department of Game was host for
cach telecast at _Ns conservation camp at the foot of Mount Rainier.

t
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He introduced each program, showed animals and birds to the viewers,
and presented guests who discussed various aspects of conservation
and gave demonstrations. The programs were about:

Relationship of Our Natural Resources
Salt Water Fisheries
Minerals and Their Meaning
Forest Products and Wildlife
Know Your Game Department
Hunting Safety
Small Game Animals
Big Game Animals
Migratory Waterfowl
Upland Game Birds
Archery .

Fur-Bearing Animals

Conservation on the Air

For info:ire than 20 years, the Wisconsin-School-of-the-Air program,
featuring Ranger Mac and his eye-and-ear-opening talks to children,
was popular in Wisconsin ahd well-known and liked in other States.
In that time, more than 700,000 boys and girls and adults listened
to Ranger Mac's:

Hello, Girls and Boys:
This is your day
So, Up and Away!

4

and then were carried to the woods and meadows by a fascinating
tale of ten billion small feathered migrants sweeping thrOugh the air
each spring and fall. Or, perhaps, the-story would be about that
"little bomb in feathers," the ruby-throated humminibird, able to
move its tiny propellers at the rate of 60 beats a second, yet weighing
less than a penny. Or over the air might come some timely fact about
the pine-tree seedlings grctwn from tiny seeds in the pine cones which
boys and girls and often families collect from newly felled trees or
from the caches the squirrels gathered for the winter and then forgot.
The following paragraph is an excerpt from_ a ialk by Ranger Mac
shortly before his retirement in 1954:

Ten billion birds are now flying across the -lace of North
Ainerica on their way from their northern breeding places
to their winter haunts, the barn swallows to Brazil and Argen-
tina, the bobolink to the pampas of Brazil, the warblers that
are now passing through from the forests ot the North on
their way to Central America. The flight is now on from the
tiny hummingbird to the large eagle. South 01 the fall, back
in the spring ten billion birds sweep across the. face of
North America each year like a great feathery., pendulum.

41.
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U. S. Oa Comaresties &robe
Radio skit. Sbund of falling rain made by shaking salt on cellophane.

Recently the Wisconsin School of the Air has presented the "Won-
derful World of Nature," a series of talks including Wisconsin's
Forests, Wisconsin's Forest Irndustries, The Whistle of Wings, and
Booming on the Prairie& The belief is exptessed that "when we can
observe children who itWoluntarily stop their play to wonder at the
lazy circling of a hawk or pause to admire a beautiful wildflower, we
shall be well on our way to accomplishing the goals of the broadcasts."4
Wisconsin School of the Air is also developing television programs that
will include conservation educatfon.

Televising Coniervation In Portland

Supervisors of Portland, Oreg., schools produced a series of tele-
casts, called the Supervison' Series. Each supervisor presented five

110114440

4 Robert S. Ellanon, Department of Forestry and Wildlife Managment.
University of Wisconsin.
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programs to get across to the public what the schools were doing in his

field.
Several of the programs were telated to conservation. On one

program, an eighth grade gave a demonstration of paper making. The
pupils used a papermaking kit furnished through the Curriculum De-
partment. They said: "Conservation is not hoarding. It is the wise use

of aur resources." Someone from the mills ,had come to help the class

before the telecast. After the program, the pupils planned to visit a

paper mill. On another program, sixth and seventh grade pupils

demonstrated hydroponics.

4



8. What Schools Are
Emphasizing

HEgri ACCOUNTS OF CHILDREN at work in the foregoing
chapter show that boys and girls are interested in the Nation's

natural rgsources. They are eager to learn to use resources wisely toimprove life for themselves, They can understand that it is important
for them to leave a heritage of natural resources for Americans ofthe future. When asked to help in school-and-community conservation
projects, they respond and get satisfaction in what they -accomplish.

What are the points of emphasis in school conservation programs?
First, it is essential for every generation to use the resources available
with thought of maintaining the supply that will be required by future
generations. Secondly, problems of supply need to be identified and
defined in order that resources be used wisely. Thirdly, undemanding
that all resources are interrelated and interdependent is the key to
good conservation practices. In the development of each of thesemajor ideas, every cfiild needs a great deal qf basic information as
well as firsthand experience. Information and experience belong to-
gether as the children learn to use the resources around them, identify
and define the problems of supply, and understand and improve their
practices.

Using Resources Around Us
What do teachers and children see as they look over their local

situations together? Soil is one exathple. Children ,who live on farms
144
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or in suburbs find soil conservation experiences in gardens, woods, or
parks. They set out trees. They help to plant or weed or harvest lettuce,
radishes, tomatoes, and other food products. They observe the rate
and amount of growth in different kinds a soil. They see rich topsoil
displaced through erosion by wind or water. They build piles of leaves
and other vegetation to produce compost, which they will use to replace
fertility losses in the soil. They lay mulch of straw or plant grass to
stop erosion, noting that the cause or soutte of an erosion problem
in a particular area may not be in the immediate vicinity of the ditch
or gully that mars a lawn or field. They acquire a background of ex-
_ence op which to build in learning about the importance of caring
for soil and protecting it from misuse..

When the children live in cities, oppoitunities for them to experi-
ment with soil must be sought or made. Some schools in citia have
enough soil for small gardens and for trees and shrubs. From the
stiburbs or nurseries, varieties of soil are brought into the classroom.
The children keep and care for growing plants. They plant seeds, slips,
or bulbs in different types of soil and observe differences in growth.
They develop water runoff experiments to demonstrate the erosive
effect of running water on soil.

In all the States visited, children are learning by some firsthand
experience that scientific research has resulted in improvement of
impoverished soil, erosion control, and effective cropping methods.
They also observe that still greater improvanent is needed and they
become eager to have a part in bringing about a change.

In similar ways children learn about other natural resources.
Our minerals are being used in the improvement of living for more and
more people. Yq the coal, oil, and gas we use up cannot be replaced.
Metals, such as iron, are also limited, although they have the advantage
of being made reusable again and again. Atomic energy promises to
be a remarkable and continuous source of heat and energy. While
scientists are preparing society for its wide use, efforts kre meanwhile
made to conserve our sources of energy from our natural resources.

Water is seldom entirely coniumed. The amount remains approxi-
mately the same although it moves from place to place. But the lavish
supply we utilize in living in most States or cities may not always be
widely available for such free or inexpensive use as we now make of it.
Or the quality of water may be changed so that it becomes unfit
for man to use.

All resources are woven together in a web of interrelationships and
balance among soil,,,water, plants, and animals. Man has an important

. .
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part to play in the maintenance of a balance between plants -and
animals. His use of animals as food and recreation helps to- keep'animal populations in balance with the plant life produced by the
soil and water. We have all seen the fanner sell for meat the surplus
cows his pasture and feed cannot care for. By this means his pastures
will not be destroyed. Similarly, the hunter harvests the surplus deer
to protect the forest cover.

Children and teachers are asking about the future that the Nation
faces with respect to resources today. Will incrcasing demand for
resources to improve the quality of the Nation's modern living so
exhaust our supply that the standards we hope to maintain will be
irreparably lowered for future generations? Or will science come forth
rapidly enough with new discoveries to maintain and improve the
quality of living?

Students of scientific progress tell us that within the last decade
science has revealed uses of resources to maintain and improve living
that once were beyond-the imagination of any but our greattg geniuses.
Nuclear and splar energy may soon be substituted for commonly used
fuels as sources of heat aad light. Hybrid plants and anjmais already
are greatly increasing our food supply. The chemical synthesis of
chlorophyl may some day result in the manufacture of foods whichare now produced by green plants. Mineral salts, magnesium, slid
metallic elements necessary to good living are reclaimed from sea water.
Plastits, which are chemical productions, taking the place of iron,
steel, and wood, make a great impact on our lives. In the building
industries, plastics substitute for wood cr steel in shelving, window
blinds, and tiles for floors and walls. In airplanes are shelves, fixtures,
upholstery, and dishes made ol plastics. Plastic drapery and upholstery
make more comfortable and attractive our homes, hotels, and travel
conveniences.

flo

Identifying Problems 'of Supply

Ways of modern living use up resources and bring new pmblems.
In the,States that could be visited for this report, industrial develop-
mcnts of both State and Nftional significance are studied, especially
those that have occurred wain the last 20 years.' Children are being
made aware of these through finthand experiences and by discussions
s?ith resource persons.

.
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Ncw developments result in increased agricultural and industrial
production and bring about inventions that make still heavier demands
upon our present resources. War and threats of war and increasing
population demand more production. Problems of supply -are pointed
out by people who are helping to plan conservation education. Often
referred to are such facts as those reported by Wilfred Owen of The
Brookings Institution concerning our use of resources b'etween 1900

4

and 1950:

. . . Thr amount of copper, lead, zinc, and oil taken from the
ground during the past 50 years is considerably greater than
present known merves. Since 1900 our total consumption of
agricultural products increased VA times, and our consumption
of minerals, including fuels, 6 times 1900 totals. By 1950, as

,compared with 1900, we were taking from the earth 21/2 times
more bituminous coal, 3 'to 4 times more copper, iron ore,
and zinc, 26 04es more natural gas, and 30 times more
crude oil.'

Mr. Owen goes on to say that millions of acres of forests have been
cut without enough attention to reforestation. Farmers have impover-
ished their lands and mined them of fertility in their efforts to produce
cash crops or to meet the requirements for products during the war
and immediately thereafter. In many parts of the country, industry,
irrigation, and city living have increased their demands on our supply

of fresh water. Teachers and other educational leaden in the States
visited are helping children and young people understand the problems
that are within their experience and observation.

Our dependence on other countries for nickel, cobalt, tungsten,

chromite, land columbite is emphasized in Mr. Owen's report. Molyb-

denum, he says, is the only one of the o alloys that we have

domestically in abundant quantities. Quoting again, Mr.. Owen, says;
ko.

. . The United States has practically no domestic tin, natural
rubber, coviage fibers, or chromite of certain grades,' and
practically ho nickel or cobalt. Other minerals found at home
but in insufficient amount at economic costs include copper,
lead, and zinc. Sixty percent of bauxite supplies come from

,abroad, and of the 13 pounds of manganese required per ton
of steel, the United States produces half a pound.'

I The Nation Looks at Its Resources, Report of the Mid-Century Conference on

Resources for the Future. (Washington, D. C., Resources for the Future, Inc.,
1954), p. 15.

1 Ibid, p. 16. 1 14 9
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Our list of imported vegetable- and animal products in short
supply, Mr. Owen says, currently comprises 75 items. Our main
sources of supply for certain imports include: Coconut oil from Indo-
nesia °kr lubricants and incendiaries; palm oil from the Belgian Congofor the mapufacture of tin plate and cold-rolled steel; silk from Japanand Iran for powder bags for large guns; special cotton from Sudanand Persia for airplane fabric; and castor oil from Brazil for brake
fluids and nylon. Mr. Owen states that:

. . . -The United States is the world's largest importer of timber
product& Many items that we produce at home, which 'showeda substantial surplus of production over consumption as re-
cently as 1939, now indicate a deficit that has to be made ug.
through imports, from other nations.3

Understanding the Relationship of
Resources

For the most part, children arc working on prqblems relatedto resources right around them problems that they can do some-thing about. In many States, the most important conservation task iA
to control soil erosion at its source' and maintain soil fertility. In other
States, the conservation job is to manage forest lands for sustained
production of timber products, watershed protection, and erosion con-,trol, and to keep rivers free of pollution.

Often children- become interested in a problem of soilerosion
at first seems to be limited to the home cornsmunity. The spread and
uneven distribution of natural resources, however, can make conserva-tion a State, regional, and national problem as well as a problem of a
single community. The State that suffers from floods in lower river
valleys may not be responsible for the cause of the floods in the upper
reaches of the valley. The forest cut in one State may cause the flood
in another State.

penerally speaking, six groups of natural resources and problems
connected with them receive attention. Some of these resources are
renewable or replaceable and others are irreplaceable. All are inter-
related.

Ibid. p. 16. See also; Owen, Wilfred, A Mid-Century kook at Rsletiress.(Washington, D. C., The Brookings Institution, 1954),,20 p. 1
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Water for Modern Living

Since people are rapidly increasing their use of water, children
naturally have observed what is done and are prepared to understand
the problems to be solved. Population is soaring. New questions con-

tinuously arise. Will the duration of our civilization be measured, as

are some civilizatiops of old, in terms of what they do about water?4

How much water is there, for example? It has been estimatcd that
70 percent of precipitation 21.5, inches annually is evaporated
or absorbed by plants of no value to man. To understand the meaning
of the statement, the children in a city school, in a region where a
great deal of corn is grown, made guesses about how much water a
corn plant would use. They planted corn and measured the amount
of water they had to sive it. A technician from the United States Soil

Conservition Service visiting a dass explained that it takes about 50

gallons of water to produce one ear of corn. He used charts to help

the children realize the large amount of water that is -needed for dif-

krcnt crops in that region.
After evaporation and absorption, 30 percent, or 8.5 inches, of

our supply of water is left for man to use. He takes it from streams and

wells. Theoretically this is usable water. How is it used? One way is

through industries, which are multiplying faster than ever. Industries

consume, it is said, around 40 percent of all usable water in the
country.'

Electrification in rural communities bring household and recrea-

tional improvements that require an ever-increasing amount of water.

Water helps' provide electricity to run mills and factories. Air eondi-

tioning is expected to cause heavy drains on our water supply heavier

perhaps in the future than now.' Irrigation consumes great quantities

of water more than half, it is said, of all usable water of the Nation.'

Water is required for growth pf forests for building our homes. It is in

turn pmerved by the trees and made available for Qther uses in the

same region.
Part of the Nation's shortage of usable water is the fault of people

4 See also : United States Department of Agriculture, Water, The Yearbook

of Agriculture. (Wuhington, United States Government Printing Office, 1955),

p. lii8, 681484, 126433, and other sections as questions arise.

I Water, Water Everywhere, The Sunday Star. (Washington, D. C. January 12,

°The Nation Looks at Its Resources, op. cit., p. 128.

1955), p. 1 and 4.
The Sunday Star, op. p. 1, 4, and 7.

41.
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who use it wastefully. Water is often polluted or made unusable or
unavailable by destruction of resources related to it to such an extent
that cities and States are in danger of having modem homes, lawns,
gardens, street washing, and other ways of living hampered or cur-
tailed, and even drinking water made costly. Sewerage plants and
industrial plants have been allowed to., discharge their wastes into
rivers, destroying fish and polluting the supply of water. It is said that
only, about two-thirds of the Nation's sewage and industrial waste
receive treatment. A city might make an ordinance prohibiting pollu-
tion within its jurisdiction, but the next city up the river may have
different taws or no laws at all. Hence, the river continues to be pol-
luted by the waste that is thrown into it. Since most rivers cross
State lines,,no one State can end stream pollution. All States and the
Federal Government must cooperate in preventing the tragedy.'

Since water is a renewable resource, the supply never gives out.
Rapid runoff fiwom denuded grass and forest lands results in lowering
of the underground water table. Ways of distributing water to all the
people who need it are sought. To offset the uneven distribution ole
the Nation's supply, for example, certain industries that require a
great deal of water are often built where the water is, instead of near
the supply of materials as one might expect them to be.

Scientific projects, with huge dams and their hydroelectric energy,
have been established in many States, providing water for industrial
power and irrigation. More water can be made available when certain
probkms and difficulties art overcome. Much water that is now wasted
could be reclaimed, but sewerage trratment and other types of reclama-
tion are often inadequate.'

Power projects to enhance utilization of water in the West destroy
fish, especially salmon. The salmon are affected most tragically by the
power projects bscause the adult ,salmon migrate from the sea to
spawning beds in the headwaters orrivers high in the faraway mountain
ranges. They find their way through creeks and by waterfalls to the
place where they were born and there thcy spawn a new generation
and then die. When the young fish are old enough they work their
way back to the sea.

Many attempts have been made to help the fish fight their way

Water Pollution in the United States, Washington, U. S. Government PrintingOffice, 1951. (U. 8. Public Health Service, Pub. No. 64, p. 9.)
Water Pollution in the United States, p. 44, and Protecting Our LivingWaters, (Washington, The National Wildlife Federation, 1956.)

1
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around the dams. Some of the dams, such as Grand Coulee, arc so
high that man has not been able to pass the fish around them. At
oilier relatively low dams fish have been successfully passing the struc-
ture on fish ladders. The concrete baffles of the fish ladder form a series
of small pools separated by 3-foot waterfalls that salmonc3In jump.
Most salmon swim 'through an underwater opening in each of the
bafflis. This saves the much-needed energy of the salmon for the
long swim to the spawning grounds.

Children learn that supplies of fresh water can be extended.
Among means suggmted are:

Making new laws to reduce misuse and waste.

Nanning new developments on a watershed or river-basin scale.

Restoration and reuse of wage and industrial waters.

Establishment of conservation measures that eonserve runoff
PIwater.

Improvement of methods in using irrigation water.

..Reduction of surface evaporation from lakes, me irs, and
other water surfaces.

New ways of increasing our supply include:
Replacing nonbeneficiai plants with useful plants.
Reduction of cost of converting sea water to fresh water.

Control and distribution of precipitation by such devices as
"cloud seeding."

Additional development of underground and surface water."

Through study, ois:{01 ation, and use of water for personal, family,
and school needs, children gain understanding of the problems men-
tioned. They begin to appreciate the importance of the problems that
will be theirs when they grow up.

Topsoil as a Basic Resource

Most schools are helping children learn that topsoil is the Nation's
basic resource. We rely on soil for 'food, clothing, shelter, and the raw
materials from which we manufattUre goods we need. Without soil
mast of our other resources would be nonexistent or useless.

"See also: Kohler, Karl 0, in Wetter, The Yearbook of Agriculture, 1955.
op.cit., p. 40 ancineming, Roscoe, in,Tite Problem of Water, Britannica Book of
the Year. (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., 1957), p. 1-32.
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'Importance of Topsoil. Good topsoil is the surface layer of soil
that has in it all the elements that produce healthy plants allundantly.
For this reason farmers should preserve the topsoil.

Soil is usually considered a renewabk resource because it can be
maintained or improved by good farming methods and the use of
limo and fertilizers. Yet it has been said that the rate of soil building

411
geologically runs from 1/600 of an inch to one foot in 10,000 years."
Children 19rn that there are two major tasks in the conservation
of soil. One is tb keep soil from being blown or washed away. The
other is to keep nutrient materials in thc soil.

'Soil in Its Place. Soil gets moved from where it is nceded and
Where people can use it, to some other place where it may 'do harm.
Excess rainfall and runoff water wears and washes the soil away from
hillsides into valleys and river bottoms. Wind may blow soil for miles
in dark yellow clouds. Children are taught to observe these problems,
to learn how they are being solved, and to participate in soling them
whenever the opportunity arises.

Knowing that the quality and yield of their crops depend upon
the depth and condition of the topsoil in which their seeds are planted,
farmers try to control erosion. They plow around hills on the contour
instead of up and down. They plant grasses, kudzu, and other legumes.
Orchards are also planted on the contour. All of these means arc used
to protect soil and keep it from being blown or washed away.

,Farmers.also alternate soil-building croOs such as clover, alfalfa, arid
other legumes with soil-depleting row crops from one year to the next.
Trees or grasses are planted on land too steep for cultivation. On
certain fields, farmers plant alternate strips of land in dover, grass, and
corn. Soil that may be washed from the strip of cultivated corn is
caught by the, strip of close-growing clover or grass. On steep sloping
land, slight banks or terraces are made on the contour to slow up runoff

V water and to keep soil in place. Natural waterways in c ted fields
art planted to grass in order that runoff water may be arried off
without gullying. Throug4 observation, outdoor projects, and study!
such knowledge is made part of the children's experience.

Food for Plants.. Rotating crops also helps to keep nutrients in
thAil. A rotation plan may provide for a crop such ai corn or cotton
which depletes soil nitrogen, to be followed by a crop or two of legumes

11 411en, Shirley W. Constyping Natural Resources. (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1955), p. 25.
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such as alfalfa, beans, or cowpeas which put nitrogen back into
the soil. green is an effective
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154 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

460forests. Rangeland usually consists of , native grasses, legumes, and
other plants. A single piece of rangeland sometirries provides grazing
for the livestock of several owners. The kind of livestock selected to
graze rangelaild is usually determined by the forage and browse
available. An important problem with grazing land is prevention of6

overgrazing, especially in dry 'weather."
Grassl&td 4sources need wise and careful use just as forest re-,

sources do. mong the agencies that manage federally-owned range-
lands are the ()rest Service of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, which administers grazing in the National forests, and Bureau
of Land Management of the ^United States. Department of the Interior,
which -has similar resPonsibility on the public domain. The Agricul-
tural Research Service and other agencies conduct research that will
result in better management practices of grassland resources.

le

Trees and Forests

Children are helped in various ways to gain important under-
standing about the value of the Nation's forests. They usually begin
their study or activities with local problems. For example, if there are
woods near at hand they take short trips to study the trees in con-
nection -with 'an enterprise, such as improving a child's or teacher's
lawn Qr setting out trees as a windbreak for a playground. They observe
the value of the woods as a,windbreak. They notc how the roots and
floor of forest" litter slow up runoff from rains. They note the coolness
within the forest: They look and listen for wild birds and for signs of
wild animals. They observe the appearance and values of different
kinds of trees.

Hate We Enough Forests? Children learn that forest land in the
United States has been reduced from about 822,000,000 acres origi-
nally to fewer than 649,000,000 acres. About 484,000,000 acres are of
commercial importance.

There are reasons for the decline. Early settlers needed space for
crops. They needed space for roads and factories and the forests were
in the way. There was not manpower enough to clear the forest quickly.
Many acres were deliberately burned. Once started, many fires could

12 See also: United States Department of Agriculture, Grass. The Yearbook of
Agriculture, (Washington, United States Government Printing Office, 1948), p.
203-205 and Foster,' Albert B, and Adrian C. Fox, Teaching Soil and Water Conser-vation; A Classroom and Field Guide. (Washington, United States Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, PA 341, free.)
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not be easily controlled, even had the settlers consideied it important
to control them.

Early settlers peeded lumber for houses, transportation, factories,
furniture, and aids to- improved living at a time when other materials
were not known or not available. They cut the forests for man); pur-
poses. They were not sensitive to scientific methods of cutting or to
needs for maintaining young trees because they thought the forests
would alWays be with them.

Early settlers had to learn by experience the importance of keeping
forests productive. Since they had fcw accurate maps of the country
to show the extent of the forests and little knowledge of the time and
efforts required to replace trees, the forests could well have seemed

and overpowering. No wonder our ancestors are now accused
of failute to appreciate the forests and of wanting to get rid of them.
Yet would their accusers have had any greater foresight?

The important fact before us today is that foresters believe that
our remaining forests, if properly managed, can be made to provide
the wood required to maintain good and even improved ways of
living. This goal can be met only by- solving the problems that tend
to destroy our present forests and their productivity. Schools are asking
resource people to help children to understand some of the problems.

How Should Our Forests Be Used? Forests have many uses.
Usually the chief emphases are on the use of wood in the manufacture
of products to improve ways of living and.on the importance of the
trees in thc coriservation of water 'and the protection of soil. But there
are other uses. Children are interested in conserving forests to provide
a habitat for wild animal life, such as birds, deer, and squirrels, and
beaver and other fur bearers.

Sometimes these anim.als conflict with the growth of the young
ttees and are disastrous to the trees. When there is an over-population
of deer, for example, and too little food for them, especially 'during
a hard winter, the deer are apt to eat the young tree growth and
damage the forest itself. The solution is to manage the wildlife, and the
forest so that food supply and number of animals arc in balance.

A serious conservation problem is preventing and controlling causes
of forest fires. Causes oHorest fires in 1955, in order, were: Incendi-
aries, trash burning, smoking, miscellaneous causes, lightning, fires set
by campers, fires set by railroad trains, and lumbering.

In some schools near forest areas, children make posters and write
articles and announcements about recent facts in forest conservation

lithitlek
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for their" school newspapers, which are distributed to parents-and com-
munity groups. Children arc taught how to use safety measures
around campfires. They learn how to extinguish campfires. People who
wish to burn trash, especially during periods of little rain, are taught
the measures of safety to use. In some States, permits are required
for burning trash, and railroads must use safety devices on locomo-
tives that travel through forested areas.

Children learn that besides such precautions by individuals and
groups who use the forests or travel through them, there are Govein-
ment agencies to protect the forests. Forest rangers and observers
keep on the alert to discover forest fires as soon -as they start. These
men are stationed in forest lookout towers, in airplanes, in homes,
resorts, mines, and logging camps. They serve on large cattle ranches:
They are equipped with telephone and radio in order that they may
receive messages or call for help. Fire fighters have tools and automo-
tive rquipment. They have planes, helicopters, trucks, and saddle anc11%.

pack animals to help them get to fires quickly.
Insects and diseases kill more trees yearly than does fire. They must

be 'Continually fought From local forest rangers and conservation spe-
cialists and through some' of their own activities, school children arc
learning about the ways in which epidemics of forest insects are pre-
vented through careful harvesting methods, the use of chemicals, and
quarantines against insects that might be brought into the vicinity by
plants in cars.

Employment of specially prepared scientists and employees is a
help. Sometimes these specialists search for plants that carry, or are
"hosts," for insects in different stages. Children arc of assistance in
reporting such plants to proper authorities.

Boys and girls are taught to be observant of the damage to trees,
woods, and forests by storms, frost, and drought. When children observe
the damage done to shade trees bir storms and lightning, ,they can
understand how great the damage might be to forests. Proper and
selective cutting of mature trees is one way of lessening damage caused
to forests by winds. Early cleanup and use of fallen timber is another.
Some scientists are experimenting with reproduction of varieties of
trees in order to develop some that can withstand windstorms better
than present varieties.

Most (75 percent) of the Nation's forest land at present is in
private forests. The Federal Government, through the Forest Service
in the United States, Department of Agriculture, has responsibility
for the management of the National forests which contain 181 million

,x, .
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acres of land. The National, State, and other public forests maintain
25 percent of the commercial forest land.

National forest watersheds are scientifically cared for in order to
provide continuous water supplies, conserve soil, and help prevent
floods. Cattle, under permit, are allowed to graze on grasslands in the
National forests under rules that prevent overgrazing. The harvest of
mature trees under good cutting practices produces a substantial incomc
for the Government. Fishing and hunting are permitted in the National
forests under State game laws.

A number of State agencies and organizations cooperate with the
Forest Service. Their common goal is to develop further a sound pro-
gram of conservation of the Nation's forests, both public, and private.

A part of a forest program is research in the use of forest products.
The use of wood waste, such as sawdust, bark, and branches to produce
by-products, is a conservation measure. Substitutes for cork are some-
times made from cellulose, rubbcr, and other synthetic materials. They
are useful in manufacturing linoleum. Ycast has been made frpm
wood sugar and shows promise of being used for human or animal
food. Turpentine is extracted from some woods by steam.

Emphasis in forest conservation for the future is on wise and careful
management of the forests ,wc have. The money that will be required
-for such conservation should be considered not- cost but investment in
greater production from a resource that is indispensable not only for
itself and the ways of living affected directly, but also because of its
relation to other resources, such as the conservation of soil and water.

Along with improved production and management in the conserva-
tion of forests of the future is reforestation. Many millions of acres
of barren or poorly stocked land, once in forests, can be brought into
production again through tree planting. At present, State nurseries
and conservation districts supply young trees for farm holdings. Many
industrial owners of commercial concerns are increasing their efforts
at reforestation and continuous production of wood products from
their lands.

Reports on ,the value of trees as observed in the town or city arc
important Children notice the beauty of the trees. They identify them
and dioose favorites. In parks they cnjoy the coolness of the trees and
shrubs and look and listen for birds. Boys and girls who live in the
country have opportunity to visit woodlots and see what great value
even small stands of trees are in holding the soil on a slope where
rains and wind are likely to cause erosion.
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The establishment of school forests as described in this bulletin has
given hundreds of schoolchildren opportunities to understand firsthand
the value of forests. School camping, also described in preceding pages,
provides an opportuniv for many boys and girls to enjoy experiences
that lead to understanding the values of forests.

Wildlife Resources and Man's Use of Surplus

Wildlife usually means animals with backbones, and includes birds,
mammal.% fish, reptiles, and amphibians. Conservationists in areas
visited regard wildlife as subordinate to the welfare of human life in
any particular habitat. Wildlife does improve human ways of living.
Some animals are used for food. Furs of certain animals are still highly
regarded in commerce. Hunters, trappers, and fishers often depend
upon wildlife as a source of income. Many people also hunt or fish
for the recreation, change, ansi outdoor living that the activities afford.

Considerations in children's conservation of wildlife include chil-
dren's love for wild animals, the understanding that children get
througteactivities and experiences related to wildlife, what boys and
girls car learn about such problems as surpluses and scarcities, relatioq
of wildlife resources to environment, and restoration of wildlife.

Children Appreciate Wildlife. To children in the schools visited,
wild animals and birds have strong appeal. Conversations about the
first robin seen in spring or what the cardinals are saying when they
whistle or call, and whether the beavers will have to be moved from
their home in a local natural park are subjects of great interest. They
seem to recur in some schools almost every year, usually providing
fresh interest and opportunities for wider experiences.

We find schools engaging in activities to conserve or adjust wild-
life resources, both for their own sake and in connection with activities
related to other resources, such as those of school forests, conservation
trails, in museum activities' and student clubs.

Children are concerned when they read about the loss of the
passenger pigeon, which is now extinct. In parks and zoos the children
look at experimental groups of American bison.--They read regretfully
of the incidents where bison were driven over cliffs by early settlers
and shot and killed without reason from the windows of the first
trains that passed through the prairie and plains States, And they
are perhaps, inclined to censure unduly 'our ancestors for their ei-
travagance.

--
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Young people are being helped to understand the need for adjust-
ment of wildlife with ways of living, past and present. Modem cities,
farms, and towns obviously could not have the security they do if
hundreds of thousands of buffaloes roamed the plains as in the past.
It has been said that if pawnger pigeons existed now as they did in
the days when only the Indians lived here, they might be as trouble-
some in many areas as the starlings are today.

A consideration in the conservation of wildlife is the main crop
or type of land management that is dominant in a particular area.
Cultivated crops and truck gardens require or encourage such com-
plete use of the land that game and fur bearing animals frequently
do not thrive in these areas. However, on larger farms and ranches
'which are not used so intensely, wildlife, such as some of the fur
bearers and game animals, live in harmony with man's use of the
land.

Through Action, Children Get Understanding. It is the prac-
tice in schools that are using real conservation activities, to select for
action some form of wildlife that could well be preserved without in-
terfering with man's ways of living. In many schools, for example, quail
and pheasants arc an interesting source of conservation activ.itils. &fore
the deer season opens in Michigan, chi!dren in schools are as interested
in reporting the deer they have seen and where deer may be seen
as they are in recording the robins that appear in early spring.

What about the Surplus? One of the problems in teaching con-
. servation of wildlife is helping children to take an objective view of

the desirability of a hunting season. What to do about deer is an
example.

-The children first observe deer's habits. Spring, summer, and fall,
deer move about and eat first the foods that thcy like best. They
browse on shrubby plants or twigs of trees but rarely show preference
for grass. In the winter if the key plants are in short supply other
shrubs and grasslike plants may be eaten. A few of the cone-bearing
trees have leaves that deer will eat, but hardwoods and brush arc
preferred.

Where snow is deep the deer are limited in the size of living space.
The result is that concentrated deer herds often destroy aik the avail-
able food supply in a rather small area =rill because of the deep snow,
do not move to other available feeding areas. The trees appear sheared
of young leaves and twigs as high as the deer can reach. As a result of
the limited amount of natural food for the deer, miry of the animals
die. Nature thus takes care of overproduction.

----
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People who are interested in outdoor recreation and hunting ex-
plain overproduction as the reason why a season for hunting and
thereby reducing the number of \deer is desirable. Since there is not
enough food for all the deer the entire winter, these people saN,
there may well be a hunting season to provide recreation and a bit of
outdoor sport that otherwise cannot be available. This is true in the
State of Michigan. Other States where deer abound also are finding it
desirable to provide a hunting season in order to adjust the supply of
animals to the amount of feed, available. The same is true for all other
wildlife, even though they may be migratory.

Why We Have Scarcities. The greatest single factor affecting
depletion of wildlife resources is the destruction of required habitat.
Some species today are so restricted that special National refuges
have been established to provide living space for the remaining num-
bers of such animals, as the whooping crane, American bison and
bigh,orn sheep.

Other causes of depletion of wildlife urces are: Water pollution
which destroys fish and other aquatic life; ver-hunting and over-trap-
ping; ill-considered use of insecticides and herbicides; forest and gram
fires caused by carelessness.

Some of the undesirable practices will probably be remedied when
we have discovered effective ways to achieve the quality of living we
desire without injuring other ways of living. The use of rivers and other
waterways for factory waste is an exar:hple. Until recendy the prac-
tice wti.s an acceptable one. Factory owners saw no other way of dis-
posi of industrial waste and sewage. Fish, as a result, were destroyed.
So a were furbearing animals and waterfowl in marshy areas along
stream Science and industry together, however, are now engaged in
msearch, discover practices to offset the pollution of streams that
results from waste and sewage and makes biological deserts of our
waters.

Adjusting Wildlife Resources to Evironment. Wild animals
today need help in maintaining their relationship to the habitat in
which they live. In early days the law of survival controlled supply.

, Today surplus wildlife is a matter of rdationship to a settled country.
It is also a problem of management.

In most schools children learn that among the needs of wild
animals are those for food, water, shelter, living space, protection of
habitats that provide these things. Wildlife-population studies are
carried on by State and National agencies in order that regulated
harvest rrly be possible, which will in turn reduce unnecessary damage

.
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by wildlife. People who are closely affected by wildlife in their environ-
ments, such as farmers, ranchers, gardeners, and trappers, need up-to-
date information and knowledge about the supply of different species
of wildlife.

Certain animals, such as raccoons and hawks, are sometimes mis-
understood. Because one species of hawk may now and then take a
chicken, some farmers believe that all hawks are chicken killers. Be-
cause oncc in a while a raccoon takes a chicken, he too is considered
a predator. No one takes into account the fact that he may kill rats
and other animals that do more harm in the environment and are
more at variance with the people's ways of living than the raccoon.

An important factor used in today's wildlife management involves
the development of regulations for the harvest of species during a
hunting season. Some States limit the number of quail, pheasants, and
turkeys that may be taken per day or season. Management practices of
this kind are planned in such ways that from year to year there will
be a supply of each species for recreation, food, fur, or for whatever
other purpose they may serve man.

Children in the schools visited arc helping to improve cover for
wild animals and birds in their vicinities. Wildlife landscaping is
practised in town and country. In early days of machine farming and
use of all possible soil for crops, farmers in most States ceased to leave
shrubs and weeds and bushes in fencerows. But now, here and there,
farmers are leaving patches of soybeans, other grain crops, and berry
bushes for winter feed for wild animals. To some people these clumps of
cover for birds and animals look unsightly. When they are left, however,'
animals are protected by them. In some schools, boys and girls are
making posters for shop windows in towns and churches to call atten-
tion to nfeds of wild birds and animals of the community for shelter.

In some places children arc planting the kinds of shrubs, trees, and
vines that will provide shade and shelter as well as food. The question
of food for wild animals is of vital interest to many people, including
children. The sufferings of animals such as deer and elk in recent
winters of heavy snowfall in the northwest and Rocky Mountain States
have brought this need of food to people's attention.

Game birds and animals in arid regions need protected supplies of
water. Government agencies have built thousands of small ponds and
basins in arid regions to catch and hold water for wildlife. Some
ranchers locate their watering facilities for stock in places that can also
serve wildlife.
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Migratory birds and other animals need places where they can stop
and rest during their travels. These managed areas or refuges are
provided by Federal and State governments and in some cases bN

private landowners.
Always questions arise as to how much surplus population of a

game species will be available for hunting. State agencies and conserva-
tion organizations are engaged in taking game censuses. This helps
them to know how many animals the hunter with a license can be
allowed to kill in a day.

Among Federal Government agencies that assist State agencies in
preservation of desirable wildlife are the Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Park Service, and the Bureau of Land Management in the
United States Department of the Interior, and the Forest Service and
the Soil Conservation Service, and the Bureau of Animal Industry in
the United States Department of Agriculture. These agencies make
studies about wild animal life in the Nation. They serve farmers by
helping them use appropriately the wild animals in their environment.

Restoring Wildlife. Experiments are being carried on in artificial
restocking. In some States children are raising quail and releasing
them. Efforts have been made to raise and release prairie chickens
and wild turkeys. Children of the Middle West are familiar with the
irriported multi-colored male pheasant with the red and green collar.
Are these efforts to restock species of wildlife desirable? No one knows
at present. Certainly the cost of restocking is high. Federal laws regu-
late the introduction of species and studies arc being carried on about
the desirability of the activity. In general if good habitat is available
a transplant might prove successful.

In Pennsylvania efforts have been made to move unwanted beaver
from one location or dam to a place in the same stream or a similar
stream where the flow of water needs to be slowed down. Children
arc always interested in following the success of an everiment of this
kind. National Parks and Forests are trying simi1ar4experiments.

Mineral Resources fe

Mineral resources arc grouped as metals and nonmetals. There is
not much that children can do in actual use and conservation of these
metals, but even the small amount of pupil participation which exists
in some schools pays off in attitudes of awareness and appreciation."

13 References used for the section include: The Nation Looks at its Resources,
op. cit. Allen, op. cit. Dicken, op. cit.
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Conserving Iron. One of the metals with which children have
some contacts is iron. Child= who live in cities have experiences
using household tools,,equipment, and utensils made of iron. Furniture,
made wholly or partly fr6m iron, can be observed an stores and homes.
Children going home from school see imn used by builders. They
notice steel beams for floors; they see that iron is sometimes placed in
concrete to reinforce the cement block or,beam. Does such use appear
to be a waste of iron? Actually what the cluldred see is iron put to
use to make the finished products last longer. In this way several re-
sources, as well as iron, may be more wisely used. Iron is sometimes
combined with plastic; to produce tools and utensils that the children

Children who live on farms have the experiences previously men-
tioned. In addition, they arc familiar with the iron used in making
much of stile machinay and tools used on the farms. Boys and girls
observe their father's work with plows, harrows, and tractors, and
observe him adjust, oil, and repair them. They see him MC implements
and tools such as .hammeri, spades, screwdrivers, wood planes, and
knives. Often in school shops and in farm And home shops thildren
themselves have opportunities to use tools that are made of iron.
Through use and observation they learn how valuable iron is to
modern ways of living and that it is not replaceable. Such concrete
experiences carry them into somewhat limited studies of the methods
which society uses in conserving the Nation's iron resources.

Collection and Sale of Scrap Iron. Dealers in small towns and in
city neighborhoods buy household scrap, which consists of broken
tools, castoff or outmoded implements, and wornout machinery. The
iron in these discarded pieces of equipment can be broken up, melted,
and made into new articles. Sometimes the children act as "agents"
by collecting household scrap and taking it to the dealers who pay them
for it. The collection of scrap is a familiar wartime and defense
activity that has carried over into everyday living. Collecting it means
that some thildren have a bit more pocket money and some homes
and farnis arc neater and more attrattive than if the scrap were not
collected. Conservation activities for some children include planned
cleanup campaigns in schools and*school neighborhoods.

Taking Care of Articles Made of Iron. Children and adults who
have become conservation-wise are pleased when they keep tools and
utensils in good condition and learn to get more use from them. It is
not always an advantage, so some people believe, to discard the oid

article for something new and different, so long as the old one servo

USC.
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the purpose just as well and often has a better style than the new one.
%Other' people believe that "turning in" the old "improves business "
In either case, when an article of iron is finally scrapped, the scrap is
prepared for funher use and riot wasted.

Children take pride in leirning how to sharpeil kitchen knives,
planes, chisels, and saws. They learn that paint is a good conditioner
for some articles made of iron as relI as those of wood. They help their
fathers put tools and equipment away to preserve them from rust.
They observe their mothers put oil in the proper place in household
machinery when it squeaks, and they help their fathers, find the holes
for oil in the lawn mower. Reports ,of such activities are good staners
for studies in school that help children learn basic truths underlying
the kience of conservation.

Our Supply of lron Ore. --- Iron is one of the earth's most abun-
dant metals. Although iron is not renewable, the fact that it can be
reprocessed and psed again and again increases its usefulne&s. It has
been estimated that in the United States more than I,200.pounds of
iron are consumed per capita per year.". 4

Production of iron varies from year to year. During wars, produc-
tion of iron expands. Irian ore is found in every continent and in almost
every country. The deposits vary in quality.".

Conserving Copper Copper is a metal with which children are
familiar because they use it or see it used for cooking utensils. They
observe it used for objects of art, such as trays and vases, and for
jewelry. These are nof the most important uses of copper. They are
ordinary uses..

Copper is an old metal. It was used by some of the earliest men of

history.,Copper became especially valuable to men when they discov-
ered the value of copper wire in conducting electricity.

Copper is important to our Nation because it is used in electric
wiring, in painting, foi equipment,- for diesel engines, and for shell
cases in time of war. The United States has copper mines in Arizona,
Utah, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Michigan, and a number of
other States and in Alaska. Despite its abundance of copper resources
the Unitcd States does not have all the copper it needs. A large
amount of copper is imported. Among the countries from which we
get copper arc Canada, Citha, 'Chile,- Cyprus, and some of the coun-

,tries of Africa.
Copper is not renewable. Ways of conserving copper are limited.

14 Dicien, op. cit.
15 For figures, see Dicken, op cit. pl 381-382, and Allen, .p. cit. p. 297-299,

1
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Some copper is recovered in ,the form of scrap from articles that have
been made from copper, used, and discarded. In mining copper,
woriers sometimes leave copper-bearing *waste when the copper is
Crushed for reuse.- Recovexy and refinement of this waste, affords a
.ource of copper for certain uses. It is important that the Nation have
more copper and more sources of copper. To this end American indus-
trialists have helped foreign countries discover resources of copper and
have-helped to refine it.

Construing A/14 min u m Resources. Aluminum is one of the re-
q)urces wha'il are incre4sing in importance in Ame.rican ways of living.
Children have opportunities to use and observe things made of alumi-
num. The airplane industly frequently comes first in children's minds.
Aluminum is used for certain airplane parts because it is strong but
light In weight. Aluminum is aLso used for making parts of trucks,.
automobiles, and r-ailroad cars.

In their kitchens, chihirrn see their mothers using aluminum foil in
cooking. Aluminum pans and,skillets take the place of some of the old
iron and tin and granite cooking utensils. Aluminum is used for objects
of art with which .c.hildren Are familiar, such as trays, vases, and
pitchers. Bauxite, the ore from which aluminum is made, Ls mined
in Arkansas, Georgia, Virginia, Alabama, and other States. Near the
United States are deposits of bauxite in Haiti and Jamaica. World
sources are Hungary, British .Guiana, and the Gold Coast. One con-
servation device in the management of aluminum is the recovery of
scrap aluminum. That means in families that are Conservation con-
scious, children can and often do collect wornout articles of aluminum
and sell them.

Other Metallic Minerals. Among more recently inown minerals
of value in the United States is molybdenum. It occurs usually with
other metals, among which might be copper, gold, silver, or tungsten
ore. It is generally used with other materials, as is the caseof iron,
making them rpore useful and durible.

Another of the more recently discovered metals is tungsten. It is
known for its use in electric lamp and radio tube filaments and for
cutting tooLs. Tungsten salts are used in tanning leather. The United
States does not produce all the tungsten the Nation needs and must
import a large amount.

Aside from its valuable uses in medicine, uranium is important foi
its military uses. A publicized use of uranium is the manufacture of
atomic bombs. Production of uranium is in control of the Government.

Children read their school newspapers and become familiar with the

.
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importance of the Atomic Energy Commission and are iuterested-when
they know that this body controls the production and sale of uranium.

Conservation of Nonmetallic Minerals. Of the mineral fuels, .

petteleurn and natural gas are well known to children. Their activity
is ,mostly confined to observing its use in cars and for heating. Older
children, with supervision of theic mothers,- sometimes use gas in-

.

cooking.
Petroleum is especially import -to modern transportation and

heating. For a number of years new supplies of petroleum and natural
gas have been diicovered intermittently on the continent. Probably
not all of the usable petroleum and natural gas hag yet been discovered.
Both petroleum and natural gas are irreplaceable.. Both art more ex-
pensive than coal. But b&ause they are so much e er to use, both

troleum and natural sas are noDular fuels for hea
responsibility of the individual citizen with zegard to both minerals is
o avoid waste in using them and to keep informed.

In years past the most popular mineral for fuel was coal._ Most
children are familiar with coal. In some children's homes' coal is still,
used for kitchen cooking. Coal is exhibitecl with other minerals in
museums. Coal is usechto generate velectric power in 'many parts of the
United States. .

'The following factt are among Those that children study:
A number of. by-products come from coal, including plastics,

inylons, fektilizers, and insecticides. Although irreplace-abIei Coal is
t

.0

distributed widely/ in the United States.
Most coal is mined by sinking shafts to depOsits deep underground.

Sonic coal, however, lies very near the surface. This is mined by
stripping off soil and exposing coal, which is loaded on trucks' and,
taicep to producing centtrs. e

Strip mining hal-become a conservation probletn because in the
past strip miners made little effol to restore land from which coil Was
mined. Acres and 'acreyif hillsides and Often level ground thaCcould

-be productive have .been stripped of Iplant growth, with their topsoil
turned tinder so that new growth of the kind that originally lived there
is impc:qsible.

The ugliness of strip mining is The subject of much, discussion in
'coal mining toN4ns. To some people strip mining means a way' of
making aAivivg. After mines have been exploited, however, people who
work there h4ve to move on or find other work. Many who do remain

.
for Other work arc distressed by the ragged appearance of the turned-
over earth at the mina, I
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Maintaining Our Supply of Minerals. Prevention of waste in
the processing and use of minerals is important because minerals are
nonrenewable resources. Consumers should eliminate waste in the use
o'f mineral products. Industries should eliminate waste in) processing.

Industries are making progress in the elimination of wage. Some
industries maintain research departments in twhich teams of scientists
devote their time to the discovery of ways to eliminate waste, such as
new methods of processing which extract more of the pure mineral
from the ore and permit a larger amount to be used in production.
Large amounts of 'money are spent. iri the work. Some industries are
using the services of the Federal* Government to prevent wras in
proceising and; in mining. The Government agencies that give uch

and the Bureau of Minesof the United States liVartment of the
Interior.

Another way to.conserve minerals is Through use of more plekitiful
substitutes. Plucks, for example, are substituted in the manufacture of
articles made out of steel or copper. More research needs to be done
in thisfield: The danger 1n"4 the use of substitutes is that the substitutes
.themselves may be in short supply, so that .sometimes utile is gained by
using a substitute instead of the original mineral.

problem in the use of substitutes is to convince people that sub-
stitutes can serve as well as. the original mineral. Hydroelectric power
is sometimes a substitute for coal in the production of po*er. This use
of electricity is jimited to the regions that have abundant water supply.

Children who have helped to collect scrap' iron appear to develop
a zespect for reqaimed material. Metals are seldom completely dis-
carded; they carObe proCessed and used again and again 'for .different
articles. Often in the past our greatest. efforts in the use of scrap, metals
have been confined to war and defense. Since metals are not destroyed
when strapped, however, people are becoming more sensitive to the
value of scrap in times of peace as well as in war.

National Parks as Original Resciaurote Habitats . 1$
4 e

In studying the balance of nature among thef varioug natural
resources, conservationists are aware of the fact' that Tan 'changes
a particulg habitat in ways that make it vary greatly from the original
condition. In the interests of science the world needs places where,
original habitats are mairitainea. VationatePark specialisi.s have a part
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168. CoNSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

in the care and management of wildlife habitats. Naturalists and other
scientists who visit the parks can study the kind of life that is preserved
by different forms of plant and animal life and different amounts and
qualities of soil, wate

How National
Service of the

and minerals.
arks Serve the Nation. The National Park

rifted States Department of the Interior is provided
to maintain and administer the National Park System, which consists
of the various Parks. Efforts of the National Park Service are directed
especially toward preserving examples of the original interdependence
of all natural resources.

The National Park System, of which the National Park Service is
the administering agency, was founded in 1872, with the establishment
of Yellowstone National Park. It now contains some 176 areas scattered
throughout the continental United States, 'Alaska, Hawaii, and the
Virgin Islands. Nearly 22,500,000 acres of land and water, about as
much land as there is in the State of Indiana, are included. Within
the various areas are said to be: (1) Most of the superlative examples
of our country's nattiral scenery; and (2) those sites which are most
significant in_our history. Over, the ears new parks have been estab-
lished and oth8rs abolished.

In 1916, forty-four years 'after the National Park System was
founeded, the Natiohal Park Service was established by Congress as a
Bureau of the United States Department of the Interior. The purposes
of the new agency in administering the National- Park System were to
"conserve the scenery, the natural and historic objects, .and the wild-
life" of the areas entrusted to it under the National Park System and
to' "provide for the enjoyment of the same in., such manner and by
such-means as will leave thai unimpaired for the enjoymerrt of future
generations."

The national parks are Qf value for scientific study, watershed pro-
tection, and wildlife sanctuaries. Their primary reasdn for ,existence,
however, is the provision of recreation in its broadest and most funda-
mental sense.

Cooperation among Agencies. If recreational requirements sof

the parts are to be pict fully, the directors have said, other levels of
.

tiovernment also have important parts to play in accomplishing the
task which is so vital to the welfare of 170 Million Americans. When

invited to do so, the National Park Service cooperates :in planning park
and recreation areas for the States, and their subdivisions..

The National Park Service provides consultant service to Other

Federal agencies. The administrative authority of the service is for- the

.
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WHAT SCHOOLS ARE EMPHASIZING 169

most part limited to its managerndnt of the Federal properties which
comprise the National Park System.

The objetives of the service are accomplished in different ways.
One is through, the park museum. This basically is an attempt to give
the °visitor sbme idea of the character of the :area. In this way he is
prepared to use the park intelligently. The real measure of the park
museum's success is the extent to which it stimulates visitors to go afield
and discover4 things for themselvet. Another activity of the service is
the caravan; or walk under the guidance of a naturalist, historian, or
archaeologist, depending upon the character of the area. Another is the
self-guided drive or walk, by a series of signs along a road or trail, or
to locations where natural or historic features are explained through
especially prepared publications. Finally, evening campfire programs,
lectures, Voadside and trailside exhibits, recordings, and interpretative
literature are used. by the service to prepare guests fgr their use of th%
park.

Outdoor Fun and Education. If a National park is within or near
the home .Sfay3, parents of children in school are usually willing to
coopera4,1n,44ping their children visit the-park. Sometimes visits ire
taken bri 5aittMay wiih the family. At other times schools plan excur-,

sions fot separate 'groups of pupils. In school children prepare them-
selvcs for understanding what they will see. They may appoint a class
representative to write tor a particular park office for materials to
read or examine in getting ready for a weekend trip With the family or

-for a school excursion. Sometimes they look at films.
When boys and girls return from a weekend trip to a park they

report their .experiences to their classmates. .When a teacher and the
Rupils return from a school excursion, they summarize their ideas and
bring together printed materials, which they Ire collected or pur-
chased in the parks, and classify them for future reference and study.
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Concerns of Teachers

.1[11 THE STATES visited, children, teachers, parents, conservationists,
1.1 ci other citizens are working cooperatively to improve their use

of resoures around them. The .immediate aims of all are to.carry on
tasks or solve problems that seem urgent at a particular moment.

Objectives of Consenratfon Edycation
Teachers also have swig concerns and objectives in relation' to .

conservation as a wpart of the school program. Some objectives are
4 reported by teachers interviewed for this study. Others are implicit in

-the clesciiptions lof activities and experiences in foregoing chapters.
Many others are listed in bulletins from departments of education in
States visited.

yek-'

. The following are general aims that incorporate most of the
specific Objectives mentioned:

To help children increase their appreciation of The. value of
natural resources in preserving and inlprovint ways of living.

To help etach aiild grow in ability to accept responsibilitY for
doing all Ite can to maintain or make wise use of reipurZes
in his environment in order that people now an qhe future
may receive maximum benefit from these resou

To provide opportunities for pupils to develop and improve
their sElls and techniques in using natural resources.
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CONCERNS OF TEACHERS

To guide children in developing understanding of the fact
that, in improvement of present and future living, there is
no substitute in science and technology for wise use and care
of the earth's present resources.

To enable pupils to develop respect for all resources, regard-
less of ownership, public or private.

To increase pupils' appreciation and understanding of the
interdependence and interrelationship of the earth's natural re-
sources.

fv.

171

r. The Place of Conservation In the
School Program

Conservation education is almost always included in elementary
school programs. This is due primarily to the persistent nature of con-
servation and resource use problems.

Curriculum Integration

No one widely used pattern of conservation education irfold in
the curriculums of the many elementary schools visited in the 28
States. Rather, conservation appears as a *naglid element in various
school §ubjects and in numerous' other parts ovf the curriculum, such
as schoolwide projects and club and camping activities.

Conservation'education lends itselfho a local and regional approach.
SChools tend to emphasizt their immediate conservaiion .problems .and
when desirable mpve to copservation problems *where. As an ex-
a?nple, each State with extensive Wrests bias its owni problems, sorhe of
which extend-into nearby States. &alifornia lichools (are concerned with
problems of water supply and fctrest fires. In the Northwestern States,

. the danger of forest fires and the replanting of burned-over areas are
iwortant. In the Southeastern States there is great concerg for prevent- ;
ing- erosion and Feplem.lniing the forests. East Central States place
emphasis on contervation and wisest Possible die ofsoil and water and
on these in relation to forests. Since problems of conservation as well as
basic ionservation information are, usually emphakzed at local and
State levels,- considerable varigtioin is found as to where ,such ...study and

-activities occur in the cuiriculum.
Knumiker of States and focal s4lool ,systems consider .conservation,

or .resource-ose education, an hategrai part of the State's total ele-
mentery school curriculum. lActieN;ities,, understandings, and concepts
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are developed without concern for subject matter lines. Studies are
sometimes carried out through integrated experience-type units, which
cut across subject fields. They may be carried out as large school or
class enterprises. These involve children of many ages and grades.

New Hampshire, California, Maryland, and Florida are examples
of States where conservation education permeates the entire curriculum,
rather than being assigned to, a certain subject area.

Schools in some States editer the conservation and resource-use
studies in either the social studies or the science programs, with some
attention to conservation in both fields. An example is South Carolina
where conservation is usually placed in the social studith program with
inclusion in other fie4c1s when the need is felt.

While many Stat6 which emphasize conservation in social studies
do so in integrated or unified courses, some present history and geog-
raphy as separate fields.. In either case, much conservation is taught
with the geographic work, in connection with the regions of the Nation
and the world, or in connection with such broad areas of living as
transportation, housing, farming, or lumbering. In histoty courses or
the historil aspects of social studies courses, conservation is frequently
taught in connection with the westward movement.

In some States, such as Colorado, North Carolina, Georgia, Oregon,
and Maine conservation education is sometinies centered in the social
qudies programs and sometimes in the science programs, depending
on ciwriculum planning at the lOcal level.

4

Grade Placement

Most schools visited include experiences in conservation 5 cation
at all grade levels. In some places conservation education is .achieved
through participation of children in a conservation project or projects
on a schoolwide basis with children of different ages participating
according to ability or interests. Again it is accomplished py providing
experiences in different areas of cepervation at each gade leyel, with

71definite planning for the tlevelopment of habits, skilLs, and understand-
ings the children's maturity levels.

In still Otier schbols, the' childred have- incidental tonservation
ex nces throughout the grades, but makc an intensive study in a
given grade or grades, usually in one of the grades from sixth to ninth'.
This intensive study is frequently the rounding-vp stage. The pupils
carry out a unii on Conservation grOwing our of theg previoiis incidental
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experiences. This involves gathering information from books, pamphlcts,
films, field trips, and resource people. Outdoor experiencesain con-
serving such resources as soil; trees, or wildlife are carried out. The
pupils record, report, share, and evaluate outcomes. They are en-
couraged to put their knowledge into practice in their environment and
in their daily

0

How Teachers Prepare Themselves
Conservation e discussedis in curricular materials for

teachers. Mt social studies and science textboOks deal with th
earth's tresources. Children get inspiration from carrying on even the
simplest conservation activities, such as planting trees, 'protecting or
attracting -wildlife, or stopping,.a gully. Once a teacher finds herself
in the midst of even a small conservation activity with the children,
the way is open to go ahead. Many teaA'ers become so interested that
they reach out .for more and more ideas and are eager to prepare
themselves better. Following are examples of the opportunities that are
theirs.

Preparing In College

4- College courses and other experiences for students, teachers to be,
and graduate students provide preparation for participating in conser-
vation education whei they teach. The following are examples:

In the Kansas ;A)!
te Teachers College at Emporia, for exam0e,

students have opportunity to make plans for conservation activities that
will be appropriate for their own schools. In one case, a*student knew
that conservation -of' quail would be both a problem and an oppor-
tunity for him in the. school in which he expected' to teach: In the
class on conservation edutation of which he was a meniber, ht wade
a study of the bobwhite, the species of quail which is common in riot
of Kansas. He also studied the' etwironment of his school to learn
what activities it might be poAsible for children to carry on, including
p6ssible stocking of quail in the neghborhood...Mlien Itliwent to his
school in September, he: was prepared to help children take hold of
the problem of oanserving quail and get a great dtal of good from it.
The report on page,76 shows the results of his preparation.

In this consfrvation,class, a student prep ;* to teach first grade
pUpils studie ays' of making conservation meaningful to very young
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174 CONSERVATION EXPERJENCES FOR CHILDREN

children. A song that teacher and children developed appears on
page 10.

In the School of Education, University of Nebraska, student-
teachers prepare through a science course to teach conservation of
ntural resources. The basis for curriculum units in this coutse is the
watershed as a whole. Students take airplane tours for the purpose.
On such a tour soil erosion and land problems are studied, and their
solutions, brought about through wise use of soil and water resources
on a farm-by-farm basis, are seen in relation to one another. As a
result students become accustomed to thinking of the interdependence
and interrelation of resources in given areas. An airplane tour may be
supplemented by pictures and maps. The picture below shows a group
of students ready for such a tour.

In the same institution,, students have -conservation opportunities
school. There, teachers and teachers-to-be, with guidance' \ 4 flri

an. .rou sel from experts, .york with children who are learning skills
and practices ot .

at Arne time that they develop appre-
ciation and iinder4an ing of 'iiiitural resources. Pupils may garden,

'4"

i ' .

1111;*

. Liman Joswissi, Lincoln, Neer.
Science students take air tour to study soil conservation gracticss.
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CONCERNS OF TEACHERS 175

plant trees and shrubs, and study the wildlife of the habitat. By way of
comparison, students and pupils sometimes develop miniature wildlife

4.

or plant habitats froril regions far away from the home setting.
Other opportunities for teachers arc provided .in many institutions

during the summer. These include summer schools which schedule
credit courses or experiences in conservation education, summercamps
for teachers and students who are preparing to be teacheis, and
regular summer sessions in which conservation education is integrated
into science and social studies or geography and history courses.

Conservation in camping is helpful for young people who expect
to,teach. In Wisconsin, students from high schools and colleges have
opportunity to spend several days at crp studying the surrounding
forests, visiting power dams along a nearby river, and observing work
in fish hatcheries here and there. Resource persons, such as representa-
tives of State and Federal conservation agencies lead groups on excur-
sions and explain what is going on. They point out fundamental
principles in growing trees and caring for local forests.

One of the camping programs for these groups of teachers-to-be is
at Trees for Tomorrow Camp, Eagle River, Wis. Conservation of
natui-al resources is the center of activities.,Teacher-preparing institu-
tions send to camp classes and groups of staents Who'expect to teach
in ,,ilementary schools or irf high schools. These studeknts use the
demonstratidh forest of the camp to help them understanij, the State's *

'need to maintain it§ forests and to develop appreciation of f9rests
as a backgroupd for their Owns' teaching.

Among highlights of the gimp program are excursions into the
,..forest. Young peopleA on th excursioris perform some. of the con- r

servation activities thit are r gularly applied in forests ovet the State
,

on a much larger scale, For, example, they le'arn to mark off an icri
of land just as local farmers with farm forests mark off their land.

. With a compass in hii hand, each student learns to follow, accurat`ely.
ta given,direction in the, forest. (Students compare the way trees grow irt de iorest with the way

they grow standing alone. They learn.how trees can be taken care of
in order that the forest may be preserved and made to produce More'
trees for useful Ourposeitantinuously froni one generation to another.
These ,experisnces and the information gaged are helptul background

*later for students who go into 'teaching. 4

At Plymouth Teachers College, Plymouth, N. H., a 25-acreg
plot -7- Langdon Park belonging fo the:college, is used as a labor'a-
tory for nature and conservation 4stydy. SLkcial attention is given to/
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176 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

the study of ecological relationships. Ponds in the area are filled with
plant and animal life. In the fall, the students bring in specimens to
study in the college laboratory.

Tazewell. Tenn.

Comparing mites at an outdoor workshop.

During winter months the students study conservation, building
up to spring activities in working with resources. When they study
problems of power, water pollution, and recreation, they take up
forestry and go on a watershed trip. On an agricultural trip they visit
several types of farms. On a geological trip they see different types
of erosion. Then they take a "cellar hole trip" visiting places where
formerly there were farmhouses, and try to learn what has happened
to them.

The main purpose of this work is to develop awareness and under-
standing of New Hampshire resources and how they can be best used
and protected. The college hom that students, who will soon lic
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CONCERNS OF TEACHERS 177

teachers, can and will work for similar raults with their own pupils
in ways suited to their age and ability.

San Jose State College, San Jose, Calif., provides a major in
conservation education. A degree is now awarded in wildlife conser-
vation.

For a number of years, there has been a strong emphasis on conser-
vation in natural and physical science courses at this college. Con-
servation is taught in geography courses which emphasize resource
distribution and uF. One science course for elem 4ar' teachers takes
up stlith areas * the seashore and the Valley's ms, so that the
students can study relationships, uses, and balance of nature. Occa-
sionally courses are given in soil, water, or forest conservation. Two
courses which include conservation are provided to camp counselors.

The college provides leadership in conservation education to the
area it serves in California and other places. Though this is accom-
plished in many ways and through cooperation with many organizations
and individuiils, much of the basic contribution is in providing conser-
vation information and training to prospective teachers and camp

,

counselors.
At San Diego State Teachers College in California, preparation

for teaching conservation is provided in courses in Oementary science
and in elementary social studies. .Many student teachers go to Camp
Cuyamaca with the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade children and their
regular dementary teachers. Members of the college faculty believe
that it is important for teachers to know about the subject mafter of
conservation.

Preparing While Teaching

Everyone can take part in conserving resources. However, there
are conservation problems that require cooperation on a community-
wide basis. A flood problerri, for example, is a community problem and
cannot be solved by independent individual action. It requires coopera-

tion of landowners, industrial managers, and merchants.
A school trying to encourage the practice of planting multiflora

rose fences in the farms of thc community might make little progress

Without the cooperation and assistance of local consfsvation leaders
and organizations. As they plan their work, teachers who view con-

servation as a job for the eommunity as a whole enlist the help of
local, State, and Federal conservation agencies and farm organizations.
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178 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

To prepare themselves to work understandingly with their pupils.
teachers become acqbainted with conservation inierests and activities
of families of the communlity. They consult the local library and other
libraries that serve the school community. They cultivate the acquaint-
ance of the families of businessme'n, bankers, clergy, and others who
have communitywide interests and acquaintanceships. Some teachers
make lists of cooperating conservation societies and organizations ac-
cmsible to the pupils as well as to themselves, including/0e National
Audubon Society, Keep America Green, National Park Service Mu-
seums, Boy and Girl Scouts, Future Farmers of America, Four-H
Clubs and other groups, including those on pages 185486. Through-
out the descriptions of activities in chapters 2-7 are examples of com-
munity groups, agencies, and individuals, that are sources on which
teachers can draw to prepare themselves for their part in conservation
education. . ,

During the summer come special opportunities for in-service
teachers to prepare emselves professionally for better conservation
education in the com g school year. Teacher-preparing institutions,

4

State departments of education, school staffs, professional organizations,
-.and conservation organizations, for example, are eager to experience

with others the pleasure of !earning to do better a task that is so much
worth doing. The following passages illustrate the activities of such
groups.

The Illinois State Department of Conservation is making a natural
park in the State fair grounds. There teachers, who during the summer
months are preparirig themselves for conservation cducation when school
begins, will have opportunity to observe grass in gullies, see native
animals, and birds, study flowers, shrubs, and soiLs, note the relationship
between the environment as a whole and various tesources found there,
and gain ideas for helping their pupils take part in 'real conservaticrit%.
activities.

1'In certain counties in b Illinois, farm conservation advisers assist
colleges that give extension courses in conservation and serve as re-
source people for groups of teachers. These conservation. advisers also
accompany teachers and children on field trips and help them locate
for school excursions the farms and woods where conservation practices
are goOd.

In Iowa, teachers have aon opportunity to gct new ideas for con-
servation education through Springbrook Camp near Guthrie Centers
The camp is conducted cooperatively by the State Department of Public
Instruction, the Iowa Sate Teachers College, and the Iowa Staie Con-
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CONCERNS OF TEACHERS 179
servation Commission. College credit and scholarships are offered to
encourage teachers to attend.

In Florida, each elernentan teacher ,must have some college or
university work in conservation before he is certified by the State
Department of Education. Practically every teacher education institu-tion in Florida now offers at least one course in resotirce use education4

Like most Southern programs of this kind, the resource use''
program in Florida received its original impetus from the first Gatlin-
burg Conference on Resource Use Education in 1943. At this confer-
ence educators, State planners, resource agenc .i. personnel, and others
reached the conclusion that rmource-usc education could contribute
greatly to the development of attitudes, understandings, and skills
needed to solve some of the persistent problems of the South.

With the aid of a General Education Board grant, Florida set up a-
resource use ed " tion profrct with a director and an advisory com-
mittee composed representatives from the State Department of
Education, various Other State and Federal agencies, and most of the
teacher education institutions which was encouraged and vigorously
promoted. In conferences for college instructors, ideas were exchanged
and Improved courses for prospeCtive teachers were planned. Pilot

use studies were made in extension courses in several counties.
By 1946 representatives of agencies and institutions operating in

-the advisory committee4 the project were so fully convinced of the
value of the work that they agreed to serve as,members of a permanent
Florida Resource Use Education Committee appointed by the Gov-
ernor. This committee, continues to sponsor resource use education in
every way possible. The meetings are held each year, usually at
college or public school center.

144%In the past years,4 two Governor's \conservation conferences,
planned by othe committee, have,been held in Tallahassee, one for lay
citiztns an4 one for presidents and deans of colleges and Universities.

The colleges and universities of Florida play an, important -rok in
helping teachers prepare themselves to teach resource use and con-
servation. The three State universities conduct extension courses in
use of comniunity resources. 'Florida State University, in Tallahassee,
has given 'such= work in 14 counties. In each case, the county or
community has served as a laboratory for direct dynamic action. Thus,
in additiOn to stimulating resQurce use education, active programs with
far-reaching effects in community imprairement haveibein initiated.

Summer conservation workshops are being conduaed in the three
St4fte universities. In 1956, the Florida Feder4tion of Gardert Clubs

.
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180 CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

sponsora such a workshop at Florida State University with a scholar-ship tor each participant. This was repeated in 1957.
At present, the State Department of Education not only requires

college work in conservation for certification of all elementary teachersbut for secondary teachers of science and social science as well. The
honest fulfilifnent of this requirement, and the cooperative efforts of
agencies and institutions involved, are, gradually making Floridians
conscious of the importance of resources and their wise use for benefit
of the people.

West Georgia College; at Carrollton, Ga., carries on a *gram of
community education which emphasizes conservation education through
"College in the Country", a program of *education. for adults, and
teacher education far elementary schools. Among campus courses which
stress conservation are courses in Geography, Conservation of Natural
Resources, Health Education, Georgia Problems, and the Community.

_ "College in theaCountr?' serves adults both on campus and in their
revective communities. Noncredit studies, chosen by the group, arc as
varied as Health, Psychology, Geology, Astronomy, International Re-
lations, C-ommunity Self-studies, and "Siudycades," i.e., study tours.
As the program of resource use and improvement of living is developed,
coordinativ of community peisonnel and agencies is encouraged as a
way of working and attaining of goals.

iftk.

Sand Hill Elementary 'School, laboratory of West Georgia College
for in-sehrice education of teachers, is dedicated to the needs of its&
students and of the community. Here teachers, pupils, student teachers,
and parents learn to use their resour more "effectively.

A workshop in Teaching of Conservation has been held summers at
Western Maryland College in Westminster. Both elemeutary and sec-
ondary teachers participate. Consultants and field trips are av4ilable
for observation and study in forestry, forest resources and management,
water, soil culture, inland water, marine resources and research, wildlife,
ground water, and minerals.

Western Maryland College seeks to enlist the cooperation of such
associations as National Wildlife Federation, federated garden clubs,
service dubs, arid soil conservation districts in developing the 'work-
shops. Students who attend the workshop course not only develop
plans for resource use education in their schools, but also spread interest
in commotion by returning to the various sponsoring ups to report
the kinds of experiences they have had. In addition, s make their
services available to other interested groups.

A 4
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Among the numerous field trips workshops have sponsored are tripsto schools which have developed conservation education programs.
Careful planning is required in arranging for the viewing of numerouspoints of interest, seeing and studying in the field the resources in,

three major areas of the State. The final weeks of the workshops are
devoted to applying the information and understandings gained in a
school situation and the preparation of a pl of action by each
individual which he can put in operation inMs own school and
community.

The college believes that as an outcome Of the workshops: (1). Class
members have a broader view and concept of conservation; (2) there,
is a realization that all people need to be concerned with wise resource
use; (3) there is realization of the interdependence existing among
natural and human resources.

In the State of Washington, a conservation education workshop: for
teachers was organized on an experimental basis in a camp area in
1953. In this there was cosponsorship between thc State Department of
Education and colleges, forest industries, natural resource agencies, and
conservation organizations.

People from the colleges were brought together -to evaluate this
workshop project and to see what could be donc in the future. Four of
the colleges followed with similar workshops and have been conducting
them ever since. Generous scholarship help was provided by forest
industries, garden clubs, sportsmen's clubs, parent-teacher associations,
and some school boards.

- By the fall of .1956, about 600 teachers had participated in this
program. Now there is a core of teachers in Washingtcm who are
informed and enthusiastic about conservation education.

Moving Ahead
r.

The look ahead is iealistic. At the beginning of the new school
year, there's something lost in learning if children do not wander over
the nature areas or conservation plantings, with comments and ques-
tions, as "See how our trees have grown'!" "Do our shrubs need prun-
ing or weeding or watering?" "What's the next thing to be" done?"
These observIttions by the children are the first steps on the road

Teachers and consu4tants in the schools visited had their look into
the future of conservation education, too. Their comments appeared

,
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to lie in fields of what td teach, hosw, to teach it, and cooprationwith others.

What To "roach

Many teachep and consultants belieNT it is important to ,help thechildren learn more about the conservatipn of natural resources rightaround them. The emphasis is on the home community, at *least as a
beginning, as is shown by the experiences described in the foregoingchapters. The impqrtance of learning to work with soil and water,seeing plants grow, *and making the outdoors around us an attractive
place is stressed.

Many teachers wish for more acreage where children might learnto plant trees and forests for beauty and for profit and where they
might, obnrve or help to attract rabbits, squirrels, birds, and otherwild animals. Many wish for opportunities to teach the children howto make the most of camping, how to swim, and how to fish' and to
enjoy fishing:Some point out the importance of helping children learn
how to use the outdoors with safety for themseIves and others. Others
say their pupils need to be ftaught how to enjoy' being outdoors and
to use it for study, meditation, and experimentation.

How To Teach Conservation

Teachers who have induded conservation in their curriculum for
some time believe that the subject should bc made more real and
meafiingful. Tht problems children recognize and define 'themselves
with the teacher's guidince prokabry lead to more" effective learning
than those the teacher plans.

It is a mistake to limit conservation to reading books, making charts,
and looking at pictures or movies. Conservation is something one does.
It requires skills and techniques. Books can help, but they cannot do
the entire job. Demonstrations, if performed as a rule by the Children
rather than the teacher, clIn be helpful; but It is a pity to limit instruc-
tion tO .demonstrations. Conservation can only become real throughactual experiences. Projects should not be prolonged beyond . the
children's interest and ability. A teacher explaincd that making a
wall for a teirace was a tedious project although the children wanted
one. She suggested that the rocks could be moved a few at a time
whenever the children needed fresh air and a "stretch" outdoor&

S.
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Other teachers have pointed out the importance of not allowingchildren to do more labor than is good for them or tO spend in con-servation the time that is needed for 'other learning. In experiencesrequiring handwork and repeated performance, such as working soil,
weeding gardens, laying walks, or setting out trees and shrubs,children' participate only to the extent that the activity can be usefulto them educatively or physically.

Emphasis in conservation teaching for the future appears to lie
in continuing to make conservation more real and meaningful than isoften done today. In Parkside SChool, Prince Georges County, Md.,where teachers have a hforward look," they considered it more excitingand educational for the pupils to plant tulip bulbs than only to readabout them. Each child brought a tulip bulb to .school. The teacherfound a place to keep them. When the right time tarTived, teacher and
children planned together and made preparations for the planting.The class bad a flOwerbed all its own. They discussed the effectsof layout, type of soil, fertilizer, and water. They dug thc holes,
measured their depth, planted the bulbs, and put soil around thCm withthejr hands. They talked about how 'to keep the2 soil from being
washed away; how to make fit grow lbetterllowers, and what wouldhappen if people Walked on the soil where the bulbs were, planted.
Teachers, consultants, and resource people arc agreed that more suchreal and functional teaching is needed, espiecially for conservation
education. .

Cooperation wilth Others

SchoOl people who have a background of several years of conserva-tion teaching believe that conservation is a cooperative undertaking,even in its very beginning, and think other community organizationsshould cooperate with the school. Without cooperation, what childrencan do alone is sometimes uqdone by the Iaa of interest or informa-tion on the part of other groups.
More and more cooperation of individuals, organizations, committees,

official agencies, and-other community groups would seem to be heeded
to make conservation a way of life for ,all of us.

rit
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1 0 'Sources of Information

r-

FOR THE ,PUPILS and teactrs who need information about the
various aspects of conservation of hatural resources there is a

tremendous amount of material. Some is free, some inexpensive, and
some available at regular prices. Especially useful and completely free
are many natural resources themselves. .

The teacher's task and opportunity is to know the nature of these
materials and where and how to obtain them. Pupils play an important
role in writing for and collecting materials. Teachers give guidanceto pupils in selecting and obtaining materials best suited to their
maturity levels and the conservation areas being studied or developed.

-An excellent collection of conservation books and other published
materials observed during the visits to the States was found in a two-
room rural school. The teachers and pupils had obtained quantities of
free and inexpensive materials which they had organized and filed for
use'in studying the conservation problems in their own environment.

One of the teachers had been an actin participant in a summer
conservation workshop where she had learned about many sources of
conservation materials and services available to schools. She had alsotty theserved on a ommittee which wrote State's bulletin on conservation

,for &men schools.
The conservation materials available for elementary teachers and

pupils vary extensively as to format as well as content There are
pamphlets of information, bibliographies of source materials for pupils
and teachers, kits, books, films, filmstrips, recordings, models, posters,
pictures, blotters, bookmarks, stamps, comic books, and many other
materials of interest to children. For teachers there..are guides, units,
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1,nd publications containing b ckground reference material and useful
pictiires and maps.

As for the nafural urces themselves, they are all around us in
the great outdoors. The ariety and type depend upon the environment
or region. They might be trees, soil, a small gully on the school grounds
that needs a check dam, a wooded area, a stream and the hillsides it
drains, a nearby park, or wildlife.

Resource people are .contributing a great deal to conservation
edueation in elementary schools in many parts of the country. Soil
conservationists, State foresters, State fish ind wildlife personnelt
college.and university professors, and members of garden clubs, Audu-
bon groups,-and other organizations, are examples of resource people
Who assist elementary schools in their conservation activities.

Organizations and Agencies
The following list gives the names and addremes of some of the

Government agencies and other organizations from which schools
obtain such materials 'as those mentioned above and other assistance
for conservation education. Teachers can secure lists and descriptions
of materials and setvices availabl; by writing to the sources listed.

American Forest Products Industries, Inc., 1816 N St., NW., Washington C.
American Foresiry Association, 919 - 17th -St., NW., Washington 6, D. C.
American Nature Association, 1214 - 16th St., NW., Washington, 6, D. C.
Bituminous Coal Institute, 1425 H St., NW., Washington 6, D. C.
Boy Scouts of America, National Council, New Brunswick, N. J.
Camp Fire Girls, Inc., 16 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.
The Conservation Education Association, Eastern Montana College of Education,Billings, Mont.
The Conservation Foundation, 30 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.
Th. Garden Club of America, Conservation and Roadside Committee, 15 East 58thSt., New York 22, N. Y.
Girl Scouts of the United States of America, 153 East 44th St., New YOrk 17, N. Y.
The hook Walton League of America, 31 North State St., Chicago 2, Ill.
Keep America Beautiful, Inc., 99 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
National Audubon Society, 1130 Fifth Ave., New York 28, N. Y.
National Coal Association, Southern Building, 15th and H St., NW., Washington6, D. C.
National Education Association, 1201 - 16th St., NW., Washington 6, D. C.
National Geographic Society, 16th aildr.M Sts., NW.,.Washington 6, D. C.
National Wildlife Federation, 232 Carroll St., NW., Washington 12, D. C.

'6,'D.
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Sport Fishing Institute, 413 Bond, Building, Washington 5, D. C.
State Conservation Departments, (In most State capitals).
State Departments of Education, (In each State capital).
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Federal Extension Service, Washington 25, D. CU. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C.U. S. Department of Agriculture, SOil Conservation Service, Washington 25, D. C.U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Wuh-

(
ington 25, D. C .

?.;11.?

U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfared Public Health Service,Washington 25, D C.
U. S. Departmetft of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington 25, D. C.U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Washington 25, D. C.U. S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Wuhington 25,D. C.
Wild Flower Preservation Society, Inc., 3740 Oliver St., NW., Washington 13, D. C.

Publications Avaliable
So many stimulating books and bulletins- for teachels and, pupilsare available foday that it is impossible to include all, even of the mostrecent. Items in the list below are recent examples of conservationpublications with national distribution that teachers and children havefound useful in classrooms, homes, or libraries. ForThe convenience ofpurchasers, the current price of each publication is given. Prices aresubject to change.
Many excellent and attractive conservation materials are publishedby State agencies and organizations such as State departments and com-missions of education and conservation and local organizations thatdeal with utilization of the natutal resources. General distribution ofthese materials is usually limited to the States where published. Theyare, therefore, not included in this bibliography, which serves all

States.

, For Class Use
Allen, Durward L. Wildlife Management. New Brunswick, N. J., Boy Scouts ofAmerica, National Council, 1952. 95 p. $0.25

Discusses values of wildlife, the relation of .plants to animal life and theurgent need of .fire safety. Tells how to provide cover for wild animals andfish. Grades 5 to 12.
Illouctivi, Glenn 0. Lookout for the Forest: A Conservation Story. New York,hittlesey House, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955. 48 p. $2.25

How "forest fanners" help keep forests healihy and productive. Througheyes of forest rangers in lookout towers, the boa helps readers see how forestsare protected against fire and how fires are fought. Grades 3 to 8.
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iilough, Glenn 0. Not Only for bucks: The.Story of 'Cain. New York, WhittleseyHouse, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1954 . 46 p. $2.25

A little boy learns that rain is important. It deans sidewalks and fills wellsand mervoirs. It refreshes and helps to feed roots of flowers, vegetables, and'trees. Rain is necessary to all living things. Grades 2 to 4.
Butcher, Devereux. Exploring Our National Parks and Monuments. Boston, Hough-ton Mifflin Co., 1954. 288 p. $2.50

Scenery of National Parks, with emphasis on special characteristics. Beauti-fully illustrated. Useful in helping children prepare for vacation trips they willJake with their parents. Grades 6 to 12 and itdults.
Colby, C. B. Park Ranger and other books about people of the great outdoors.New York, Coward-McCann, Inc., 1955. 48 p. $1.00

Forest rangers lead a dangerous, exciting, but extremely 'pack! life. Thisbook tells how they dreu, where they live, and what they do to protect theNation's forests, and to help the people (who use the foresu. Attractive pic-tures, interesting reading.
Other Colby books include books about fish and wildlife, police, submarines,tall timber, and f. B. I. Grades 6 to 12.

Conservation Education Association. Selected References on Conservation Edu-cation for Teachers and Pupils. Billings, Mont. The Association, 1955. 18 p.$0.15 per copy, reduction on 25 or more copies..
Helpful books, bulletins, and other materials, groupd by grade levels andstitject. Lists of teaching aids.

Cooper, Chalmer L., and others. Geology. New Brunswick, N. J., Boy Scouu ofAmerica, National Council. 152. 83 p. $0.25
Tells how, the earth was formed, çxplains the movements of water, andhas information about rocks, mineral and ores. Grades 5 to 12.

Elliott, Charles N. Conservation of Arerican Resources. Atlanta, Ga., TurnerE. Smith and Co.,- 1951. 430 p. $3
Discussion of America's natural resources and how her people art tryingto learn to use them wisely for the good of present and future generations.Grades 6 to 12, and adults.

Eschmeyer, R. W. Bob White, Mac Mallard, and other little wildlife books forchildren. Oxford, Ohio, Fisherman Press, 1951-53. 48 p. $0.50
Stories about common wild animals and their interrelations.with the environ-ment and with one another. For readers of all ages. Books in series indude:Bob White

- Bobby Bluegill
Willie Whitetail
Mac Mallard

Charley Cottontail
Tommy Trout
Fox Squirrel

I.

Al Alligator 4
Woody Woodcock
Billy Bass

Eschmeyer, IL W. Land, Water and Fishing. Washington 5, D. C., Sport FishingInstitute, 1955. 15 p. $0.15 per copy, reductions on 100 or more copies.
Interrelationships among retources forestry, fishing, grant drinking water.Cartoon illustrations. Grades 5 to 12. Other materials available. Write forprice list.

Gee, C. W. The Soil That Went to Town. Washington 25, D. G., US. Departmentof Agriculture Information Bulletin 95, 1952. 20 p. #0.15
Limited amount. of text. Pictures of two farms. On one, conservationmeasures were practiced. On the other, soil wu allowed to be washed awayby heavy rains. Children of -all ages and adults.

Goetz, Delia. Deserts. New York, William Morrow and Co., 1956. 64 p. $2.50How plants and animals adapt theinseives to the environments of desertlands. Descriptions and pictures. Grades 4 to 6.
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Goetz, Delia. Tropical Rain Forests. New York, William Morrow and Compan)1957, 64 p. $2 50
Tropical Forests extind over wide belts in South America and AfriCA, antiin "narrower stretches in India, Burma, and the West Indies." Tells howplants and animals are adapted to the rain forest 'environment. Grades 4 to 6

Graham, Edward H. and Van Dersal, William R. Water for America. The Stenof Water Conservation. New York, Oxford University Preu, 1956. 111 p. $3.50
Pictures and text on uses of water. Other books in the series 'include ThfLand Renewed and Wildlife for America. Grade 6 and adults.

Green, Ivah. Partners with Nature. Scranton, Pa., Pnternational Textbook Co ,1950. 112 p. $2 00
Tells about 4uaU animals around us. All depend on the eanh for lifeHelps children see relationships in nature. Another book by the same authorand- publisher is Animals Under Your Feet. Grades 4-6.

Howell, Henrie Andrews. Muddy Water. 100 Garfield Ave , New ,London, Conn ,Arthur C) Croft Publications 1949. 94 p. $0.75 per copy, With teacher's guide
A city boy and his family rebuild a rundOwn fann. Methbdi of conwrvingand making Rtie most of soil, water, forest, and wildlife. Grades 4 to 8.

It

National Audubon SOciety. Audubon Nature Bulletins. 1130 Fifth Ave., New York28, N. Y: The Soiety. $0.15 each. Any 5 or more, $0.10 each.
Helpful leaflets with pictures, some in color, to help children becomeacquainted wi,th birds. Audubon Junior Club Kit, Chart, Folders.

National Wildlife Federation, Inc. My Land and Your Land Series. Washington,D. C., National Wildlife Federation, Inc., 1953.
Would You Like To Have Lived When? (Grades 3, 4, 5), 32 p. $0.25"Raindrops and Muddy Riven (4, 5, 6), 32 p. $0.25Plants and Animals Live Together (5, 6, 7), 48 0. $0.25Nature's BankThe Soil (6, 7, 8), 48 p. $0.25Written from a background of children's interests.

Outline for Teaching Conservation in Elementary Schools. Washington 25, D. C.,U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1955. 14 p. Free.
Ideas for teachers anctipupilk as they plan together curriculum experiencesin conserving the natural resources. Lists of visual aids and references.

Palmer, E. Laurence. Fieldbook of Natural History. New York, McGraw-Hill Book-Company, Inc., 1949. 664 p. Textbook edition, $6.00 -

A natural history guidebook, including the universe itself, our solar system,the earth, and the rocks, minTals, plants, and animals represented in prac-tically any normal environment in which man lives. Identification is determinedby pictures. Species and family are described below the pictures: Grades 6to 12, and teachers.

Peterson, Roger Tory. Wildlife in Color. Bostori, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951. 191p. $3.75.

One of a series of field guides. Presents in color the flowers and animalsthat embrace the wildlife community and shows how they live in harmonywith one another and the environment. All grades and adults.
Reis, Etta Schneider (in cooperation with the National Audubon Society) . Fieldand Mea4ow (The Community of Living Things, Vol. One), Mankato, Minn.,Creative 'Educational Society, Inc., 1956. $6.95

Illustrations and simple text dealing with wild plants and animals of fieldand meadow. Relation of living things to awironment. Large pictures selectedfor interest to children. All grades and adults.
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riedman, Sarah R. Crass,- Our Greatest Crop. New York, Thomas Nelson andSons, 1952. 128 p. $3.00
Values of gran as food for animals that give us meat, as a sod holder, as a

soil builder. Enemies of grass, the beauty of grau. Conservation. Grades 6 to 12,and adults.

smokey the Bear. New York, 261 Fifth Ave., Dell Publishing Co., Inc , 1956.
Comic Books No. 653 and No. 708. $0.10

Colored pictures and dialogue telling how Smokey and his fomt compan-ions, young Smokey, Specs, the raCcoon, the beavers, the salmon, the big-horns and others work together to solve problems of forest environments.
Other, SmokeyBear materials include Smokey Bear's Story of the Forest,an illustrated workbook, Conservation Pledge, song, "Smokey, the Bear,"Srnokey-Bear seals, and Smokey-Bear stamps.

Sport Fishing Institute. Conservation Chart and Text. Washington 5, D. C , 195515 p. Chart 31/2 feet by 21/4 feet. $0.60
Story of two valleys. In one, the peopk used good conservation practices.

.1 Fish, trees, grass, and plants flourished. In the other, the people did notpractice conservation. Heavy rains caused soil erosion and plants and animalsand people died. Grades 3 to 5.

Tilden, Freeman. The National Parks--What They Mean to You atid Me. NewYork, Alfred A. Knopf, 1954. 3241p. $1.00
National Parks as areas where 'and and 'iu creatures can be pmer%ed 'innatutal state, with a balance of nature that adjusts itself naturally to changingconditions, and where "survivors survive without man's interfetehre." Roleof parks in maintaining natural areas for recre4ation: Background for grades6 to 8 and adults, especially when children and parents arc planning tripsto parks.

U. S. Department e: Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington, D. C. SinFle copiesof publica.tions listed below are free. Requtbsts for these should% be directed tothe regional forester in whose region your State is located, or to the UnitedStates Departrnert of Agriculture, Washington 25D.. C. When additionalcopiesare desired, they may be purchased from the United States Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
In Your Service: The Work of Uncle Sam's Forest Rangers. United StatesDepartment of Agriculture', (Forest Service Bullsn, AIB 136), $.20. Pictotialbulletin showing how forest rangers providela maximum protection andutilization of the Kational forest. Grades 4 and above.
Highlights in the History of Forest Conservation. United States Departmentof Agriculture. (Forest-Service Bulletin, AIB. 83.), $.15. Events that markprogress in the forest conservation movement in the United States. Grades6 and above.

National-Forest Vacations. United States Department of Agriculture, (ForestServiet Bulletin (AIB 55.) 54 p. $.30. Where to go and what to see for recrea-tion in the national forearms, Names, headquarten, special features, outdoqrsports, and accommodations of the National forests in the various StateV.Grades 6 and above.

United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Washington25, D. C. Single copies of publications listed below are available free. Requestsfor these should he directed to local field offices of the Soil ConservationService or to the Soil Conservation Service, United States Department ofAgriculture, Washington 25, D. C. When additional copies are desired, theyshould be purchased from the United States Government Printing Office,Washington 25, D. C. at the prices indicated below.
Conquest of the Land through Seven Thousand Years, by W. r. Lowdermilk.(Agncukure Information Bulletin No. 99, 1953.) 30 p. $0.15. An accountcf cities of the past that are said to have gone out of existence through
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46,

4estruction of soil and loss oil ether important resources. Teacher and grades6 to 12. 1%If

Grass, the Rancher's Crop, by S. McCorkle. 8 p. ,(Leaflet No. 346, 1954.)$0.10. Tells why grass is important. Grades 6 to 12 and teacher.
From the Dust of the Eiith, by William H. Lathrop. 16 p. (InformationBulletin No. 78, 1952.) $0.15. Explains the importance ,of a soil and waterconservation program in a way that children who have few contacts withfarming can understand. Shows that everyone can contribute somethingtoward the success of the program. Grades 6 to 12.

4

Making Land Produce Useful Wildlife, by Wallace L. Anderson 24 p. (Farm-ers' Bulletin No. 2035, 1955.) $0.15. Useful information for school childrenwho are helping to develop wildlife aieas, ponds, and windbreaks. Ways ofmanaging land to meet wildlife requirements. Grades 6 to 12.
Managing Farm Fishponds for Bass and Bluegills, by Verne E. Davison. 18/ p.(Farmers' Bulletin No. 2094, 1955.) $0.15. Tells wayi of building, managing,and improving farm ponds. Discusses control of fish, tells when to fish andhow much to fish. Useful for children and adults who live on farms that 4aveponds.. Grades 6 td 12 and adults.
Youth Can Help Conserve These Resources. 24 p. (Agriculture InformationBulletin No. 52, 1957, rev.) $0.15. Pictorial book including pictures of sheeterosion, crop rotation, strip cropping, water ways, flood control, shelter belts,and farm ponds. Grades 5 and above.

U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. Washington 25, D. C.Facts about Coal, by Allan Sherman and Allen B. MacMurphy. 1955. 26 p.$0.5. How coal is formed, where found, how mined. Ways of conserving bygreater use of low-grade coal and by improved industrial equipment. Grades5 and ,above.
.04

United States Department of the, Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Wastiington25, D. C. Single copies ublications listed below are free. Requests forthese should be directed to the Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington 25,D. C. When additional copies are desired, they should be purchased from theUnited States Government Printing Office at the prices indicated..
Visiting National Wildlife Refuges. (Refuge Leaflet 1, 1953) $0.10.Tells how some of the Nation's wildlife refuges are preserved and containsattractive photographs describing scenes from them.
A Visit to a Federal Fish Hatchery. 8 p. (Circular 28, 1954) $0.10Tells how a fish hatchery is managed. For grades 6 and above and for teichers.Write to Fish and Wildlife Service for price list of other useful bulletins onthe N4tion's fish and wildlife resources.

Following publications should be purchased directly from the United States.Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.:
Alaska's Fish and Wildlife, by Clarence J. Rhode and Will Barker. 60 p.(Circular 17, 1953.) $0.25. Interesting and helpful bulletin on some of theNation's most prized resources. Grades 6 and above.
Migration of Birds, by Frederick C. Lincoln. (Circular 16, 1950.) $0.30.Helpful in answering questions on the movement of groups of birds, studiesof flyways, and bird banding. Contains maps and sketches of birds. Grades6 and above.

Some Common Birds Useful to the Farmer, by F. E. L. Beal. (ConservationBulletin 1B,,1948.) $0.15. Useful bulletin for grades 6 and above.

Walker, Ernest D. and Foster Albert 4. This Is Our Soil. Danville, Ill., TheInterstate Printers and Publishers, 1951. 56 p. $0.50 for single copies, dis-counts on quantities. 1
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How soil is formed, how it can be damaged, how much good topsoil meansto us, and why we need to protect our topsoil for ourselves and for thepeople who live after us. Pictures that even primary pupils can understand,and teaFt usable through the eighth or ninth grade.

Walsh, Mary Regina. Water, -Irater Everywhere. New York, Abingdon-Cokesebury.Press; 1953. 48 p. $2.00
Beautifully illustrated. Much information. Grades 5 and 6.

Werner, Jane. Smokey the Bear. New York, Simon and Schuster, 1955. (IiittleGolden Book Series) $0.35
"t True story of Smokey the Bear, the symlol of fire prevention in the Nation'sfoliests. Grades 1 to S.

A longer story in a larger book for somewhat higher grade level is availablethorn Simon and Schuster for $1.00.

Zim, Herbert S. and Hoffmeister, Donald F. Mammals. New York, Simon andSchuster, 1955. 160 p. (A Golden Nature Guide, Series) $1.00
Descriptions of individual and family groups of mammals with family treesincluding illustrations. Suggestions for studying mammals, photographing them,collecting tracks, and preparing skins. Grades 4 to 8.

For Teachers

Allen, Shirley W. Conservinig Natural Resources. New York, McGraw-Hill BookCo., Inc., 1955. 347 p. $5.50
Practical and nontechnical treatment of the conservation of natural resources,with reading hits. A source of information for the teacher to answer questionsthat children may raise or to help with projects that they undertake.

American Association of School Administrators. Conservation Education in Ameri-can Schools. 1201 16th St., NW. Washington, D. C., The Association, 1951.527 p. (Twenty-Ninth Yearbook) $4.00
Describes State, Tegional, and local programs for conservation and reportspractices in rural and city schools. Gives sources of mitenials and bibliogra-phies for teachers and children.

Carhart, Arthur H. Wateror Your Life. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Co.,1951. 312 p. $4.00
What to do and what to avoid in" maintaining appropriate dis ributionof water.

Dicken, Samuel Newton. Economic Geography. Boston, D. C. Heath and Co., 1955.569 p. $6.50
New edition of a regional economic geography. Main emphasis is on pro-duction. Chapters on minerals should be especially helpful as source infor-mation.

Handbook for Teaching of Conservation and Resource Use. Richard L. Weaver,Project Leader. DanVilte, Ill. The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,1955. 499 p.

A- sourcebook of projects and activities by highschool students. Detailedbibliographies and lists of materials and organizations by many States andorganizations. Many of the suggestions lend themselves to adaptation in theelementary school program.
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South Carolina, State Department of Education. Our Land Is Our Life. ty J. M.Eleazer r(Ed.). Columbia, The Department, 1955. 134 p.
Example of helpful resource -books for teachers published by State Edu-cation Departments. Contain; much background information. Readers' atten.tion is drawn particularly to section 6, "Our Minerals," on which little ispublished elsewhere for school use.

United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Washington25, D. C. Books, Booklets, Bulletins, on Soil and Water. Washington, UnitedStates Government Printing Office, 1953. 30 p. $0.15
Lists publications for teachers and other adults and for children in the upperand the -lower elementary grades.
Fost SeMce, Washington 25. People and Timber, Washington, UnitedStares Government Printing Office, 1956. 16 p. (Misc. Publication No. 721),$0.20 f

Answers questions about our timber ----how much timber we have,where it is, who owns it, how we use it, and what can we iftpect for the future.
Vogt, William. Road to Survival. New York, William Sloane Associates, 1948.335 p. $4.00

Narrates the story of man's abuse of natural resources in different countries.Useful in relating conservation to history and geography.
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